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Abstract—A stochastic equation describing evolution of the nth quantum energy level of a relativistic electron
(positron) moving in planar channels of a crystal is derived using the condition of conservation of the transverse
motion energy comprising a sum of the energies of interaction with atomic electrons and crystal lattice nuclei.
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Previously [1], a stochastic equation describing evo-
lution of the transverse energy of channeled high-
energy charged particles was derived proceeding from
the condition of nonconservation of the adiabatic
invariant. The purpose of this study was to construct a
stochastic equation for evolution of the transverse
energy of the nth quantum state of a relativistic electron
(positron) moving along planar channels of a crystal.

The channeled particles move in the electric poten-
tial of a crystal representing a sum of the Coulomb
potentials of atomic nuclei occupying the crystal lattice
sites and the Coulomb potentials of electrons in the
atomic shells:

(1)

where Ze is the charge of the atomic nucleus, rn = rn0 +
δrn (δrn is the vector determining the position of the nth
nucleus displaced from the lattice site due to thermal
oscillations), rnj = rn0 + δrn + δrnj (δrnj is the vector
determining the position of the jth electron relative to
the nth atomic nucleus), and rn0 determines the position
of the nth crystal lattice site.

Averaging over the independent thermal oscillations
of atoms in the crystal is performed with the aid of the
Gauss distribution function. Averaging over the quan-
tum fluctuations of the positions of atomic electrons is
carried out using the method [2] employed by Bethe for
calculating the atomic form factor. These averaging
procedures, conducted with respect to the coordinates
of all nuclei and all electrons, are denoted by symbols
〈…〉T and 〈…〉e , respectively.

The crystal electric potential can be represented in
the following form:

(2)
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where  is the continuous potential of a planar (  =

(x)) channel in the crystal, averaged over the thermal

oscillations of atoms; δUz(r) = 〈U 〉e, T –  is the contin-
uous potential correction related to the discrete
arrangement of atoms on the axis or in the plane (this
term is not a source of fluctuations); δU(r) = U(r) –
〈U 〉e, T is the potential fluctuation caused by thermal
oscillations of the atomic nuclei and by quantum fluc-
tuations of the positions of atomic electrons.

A Hamiltonian describing the interaction of a rela-
tivistic electron (positron) with a crystal can be written
as

(3)

where /2m is the kinetic energy operator; U(r) is the
operator of the potential energy of interaction between
a relativistic electron (positron) and the crystal; and

 is the Hamiltonian of the crystal including the
kinetic and potential energies of all atomic electrons
and nuclei. Hamiltonian (3) describes a closed system
with the total energy conserved because the radiative
energy losses for relativistic electrons and positrons with
energies not exceeding ~1 GeV are insignificant [3]. As
is known [4], the total derivative of the Hamiltonian
with respect to time for a closed system is zero:

(4)

For a small-angle elastic scattering, also conserved are
the longitudinal kinetic energy component of the chan-
neled particles and the crystal energy:

(5)
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Let the YOZ plane of the Cartesian coordinate system
coincide with one of the crystallographic planes and the
OY axis be directed along an atomic chain in the given
atomic plane. In the regime of planar channeling, a
high-energy charged particle moves at a large angle rel-
ative to the atomic chains. Therefore, the longitudinal
kinetic energy component must comprise a sum of two
equal components in the YOZ plane as reflected by
Eq. (5). Using formulas (2) and (5), Eq. (4) can be
rewritten in the following form:

(6)

where δU = δUz(r) + δU(r). The Hamiltonian describ-
ing the particle motion in a continuous potential of the
atomic planes is as follows:

Let us seek for the eigenfunctions of the Schrödinger
equation

in the quasiclassical approximation [4]

(7)

where pn = ; x1, 2 are the bending
points in the classical trajectory determined from the
equation (x1, 2) = εn; and T = T(εn) is the period of
oscillations of a particle moving in the planar channel
of the crystal.

Upon averaging Eq. (6) with the aid of wave func-
tions (7), we obtain

(8)
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where dεn/dt is the rate of variation of the transverse
energy for the nth quantum state. Equation (8) coin-
cides to within the notation (εn  ε) with the result
obtained previously [1] within the framework of the
classical mechanics:

(9)

for the approximation

used for normalization of quasiclassical wave func-
tions [4].

Using Eq. (9), it is possible to construct a quantum
kinetic equation describing evolution of the population
of the nth quantum state. This equation coincides with
the classical kinetic equation of motion of the Fokker–
Planck type. The above considerations show that the
probabilities of population of the quantum states evolve
independently of each other and become indistinguish-
able when the width of the quantum levels exceed the
interlevel spacing.
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Abstract—The possibility of obtaining Ta2O5 films with homogeneous properties on the surface of substrates
possessing complicated shapes was studied. In the deposition systems employing point molecular sources of a
vapor flow, the problem is solved by using various planetar manipulators ensuring complicated rotations of the
substrates in a vacuum chamber; in the case of magnetron sputtering, a more technological method can be real-
ized based on the controlled transport of sputtered particles in the target–substrate drift space. The transport of
sputtered particles is described using various models and static modeling techniques, which can be also of inter-
est for solving numerous applied problems in the physics of gas discharge. The results were used to optimize
the technology of Ta2O5 film deposition onto large-size substrates of complicated configurations. © 2002 MAIK
“Nauka/Interperiodica”.
In the past years, there was a considerable increase
in the application of Ta2O5 coatings in various fields of
science and technology. This is explained by the unique
properties of this oxide, including high dielectric per-
mittivity, density, melting temperature, and good elec-
tret properties. In addition, this material is biologically
and chemically inert, which allows Ta2O5 films to be
used in medical applications. An example is offered by
the relatively new field based on the use of short- range
quasi-static electric fields for stimulating positive bio-
logical processes in the human organism. At present,
the Ta2O5 electret films are also successfully employed
in traumatology, orthopedics, dentistry, and in some
other fields [1, 2].

One of the most effective methods of obtaining
high-quality Ta2O5 coatings is offered by reactive mag-
netron sputtering. The process of Ta2O5 film deposition
by this method can be conventionally divided into four
main steps:

(i) Operation of a glow discharge forming a flow of
the working gas atoms and ions to sputter the cathode
target;

(ii) Sputtering of the cathode target by the acceler-
ated atoms and ions of the working gas;

(iii) Transport of the sputtered material (atoms, mol-
ecules, clusters) through the working medium to a sub-
strate;

(iv) Nucleation, coalescence, and growth of a film of
the sputtered material on the substrate surface, accom-
panied by chemical reactions on the surface.
1063-7850/02/2803- $22.00 © 20173
An analysis of the first stage includes specification
of the type of particles producing sputtering of the tar-
get (atoms, singly and multiply charged ions of the
working gas components) and determination of their
energy and angular distributions at the target surface.
These characteristics of the bombarding particles
uniquely determine the intensity and the energy and
angular distributions of the flux of particles sputtered
from the target surface.

The sputtered particles, moving in the target–sub-
strate drift space, experience elastic collisions with par-
ticles of the working gas. These collisions lead to a
change in the energies and momenta of sputtered parti-
cles. Evaluation of the intensity and the energy and
angular distributions of the flux of sputtered particles
reaching the substrate surface requires an analysis of
the transport of sputtered particles through the gas
medium from the target to the substrate.

Knowledge of the spatial, energy, and angular distri-
butions of the flux of sputtered particles at the substrate
surface provides for the correct initial data necessary
for modeling the process of nucleation and growth of a
thin-film structure and for obtaining quantitative esti-
mates of the technological parameters of the magnetron
sputtering process.

In order to adequately describe the process of mag-
netron sputtering and the properties of coatings
obtained, it is necessary to take into account a number
of factors, some of which are frequently missing from
the model analysis.
002 MAIK “Nauka/Interperiodica”
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(i) In the course of recharge (primarily resonance),
a sufficiently intense flux of neutrals is formed in the
dark cathode space, which is involved in the process of
cathode target sputtering.

(ii) A relatively large working gas pressure (and,
accordingly, a short mean free pathlength of the parti-
cles) leads to smearing of the energy spectra of ions and
atoms bombarding the cathode target.

(iii) A short mean free pathlength of the sputtered
particles at a working gas pressure necessary for main-
taining stable gas discharge results in the formation of
a reverse flow of sputtered particles toward the target.

(iv) Negative ions formed in the dark cathode space
can produce sputtering of the film deposited on the sub-
strate.

The above factors complicate the procedure of
numerical modeling of the magnetron sputtering pro-
cess. Moreover, a change of any of the glow discharge
parameters (discharge voltage and current, working gas
pressure and composition) lead to a change in many
other parameters, which significantly complicates con-
trol of the process and poses high requirements on the
precision of determining and maintaining the main
working parameters. Thus, a thorough analysis of the
process of Ta2O5 film deposition by the method of reac-
tive magnetron sputtering appears to be a rather diffi-
cult problem.

We have attempted to consider the transport of sput-
tered atoms through the target–substrate drift space,
beginning with determination of the geometry (dimen-
sions) of the zone of thermalization and subsequent
transition of the motion of sputtered particles into a dif-
fusion regime.

The thermalization length can be calculated using
various approaches. The simplest approach is based on
the model of pair collisions in a hard sphere approxima-
tion [3]. According to this, the length of the thermaliza-
tion zone can be determined as

(1)

where E0 is the mean kinetic energy of sputtered atoms;
ET is the energy of thermal motion of the working gas

atoms; β = 2  is the average relative energy

fraction lost upon the elastic collision of particles with
the masses ma and mg; N is the concentration of working
gas particles; and qs = π(Ra + Rg)2 is the total micro-
scopic cross section for the elastic scattering of parti-
cles with the radii Ra and Rg.

Using the interatomic potential of the hard sphere
type significantly simplifies the calculation. In this
model, the distance of maximum approach (minimum
spacing) rmin for the colliding particles equals the sum
of their atomic radii irrespective of the impact parame-
ter and is independent of the energy of relative motion.

RT

ET

E0
------log 

  1 β–( )log[ ] 1– 1
Nqs
---------,=

mamg

ma mg+( )2
--------------------------
T

For the particles interacting in a gas medium at low
energies not exceeding the corresponding ionization
potentials, the elastic scattering cross section is on the
order of the gas-kinetic value and weakly depends on
the energies of colliding particles. In this case, the clas-
sical scattering of hard spheres offers a good approxi-
mation. However, as the energy of colliding particles
increases, independence of the interaction cross section
of the energy of relative motion becomes a significant
disadvantage of the model of hard spheres [3].

The relative simplicity of the calculation procedure
achieved with the hard sphere potential can be com-
bined with correctness of the physical description of the
interaction between atomic species by using the so-
called interatomic potential of quasi-hard spheres [4].
According to this model, the minimum spacing rmin
(in Å) between colliding particles is given by the fol-
lowing formula:

(2)

where Z1 and Z2 are the atomic numbers of colliding
particles and EC (in electonvolts) is the energy of their
relative motion in the system of the center of mass. 

Employing the model of quasi-hard spheres [4], the
procedure of modeling the elastic scattering of atomic
species in the range of thermal energies restricts the
region of large impact parameters to their gas-kinetic
dimensions. For the greater energies of collision of the
atomic species, the region of large impact parameters
corresponds to very small values of the scattering angle
and the transferred energy and, hence, plays no signifi-
cant role. Within the framework of this model, the
microscopic cross section of the elastic interaction of
atomic species depends on the energy of relative
motion EC

(3)

and the mean free pathlength λ for atomic species in the
gas phase is

(4)

In addition, we employed the model of nonlinear
diffusion based on the kinetic theory of gases, accord-
ing to which the transport of atoms is considered as a
process of diffusion at a hyperthermal velocity [5]. In
this model, the boundary of the thermalization zone is
given by the following expression:

(5)

where α2 = (vm – v i)/v i is the parameter characterizing
the degree of scattering of the flux of sputtered atoms
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(for α  0, the whole flux is scattered; for α  ∞,
no one particle is lost from the flux as a result of colli-
sions); v i is the frequency at which the sputtered atoms
leave the flux as a result of collisions with working gas
atoms; vm is the total frequency of collisions; K0 =
V0/VT is the relative initial drift velocity of sputtered
atoms; V0 is the initial drift velocity of sputtered atoms;
VT = (kT/m)1/2 is the local value of the thermal atomic
velocity (i.e., the velocity of a thermalized atom).

The value of RT can be expressed in terms of the
local mean free pathlength λ = Λ/α in the direction of
motion:

(6)

(7)

We have also numerically modeled the statistical
transport of the sputtered atoms and determined the
thermalization length using the method described
in [6].

Using the models indicated above, we calculated the
length of the thermalization zone as a function of the
gas pressure for the transport of tantalum atoms in an
atmosphere of oxygen and argon (Figs. 1 and 2, respec-
tively). The calculations for these gases were per-
formed separately because the partial pressure of oxy-
gen employed under real conditions is usually at least
ten times that of argon (for the comparable interaction
cross sections). In addition, data for the thermalization
length in pure argon are necessary for assessing the
technology of depositing pure tantalum films, which
are sometimes used as an underlayer for the subsequent
deposition of Ta2O5. The working gas pressures were
varied in the range from 1 to 12 Pa, which is most fre-
quently employed in the magnetron sputtering tech-
nology.

In considering the results obtained, it should be
noted that the values of thermalization lengths exhibit a
significant scatter in the region of small gas pressures,
which is explained by the approximate description of
important parameters such as the radii of atomic spe-
cies and the interatomic potential. At the same time, an
analysis of the relationships corresponding to thermal-
ization of the sputtered particles near the cathode shows
that, for a sufficiently high working gas pressure, the
film formed on a substrate situated at a distance signif-
icantly exceeding the thermalization length must be
uniform. On the contrary, in the range of low working
gas pressures (limited by the possibility of maintaining
the discharge with preset parameters), thermalization of
the sputtered particles takes place at a considerable dis-
tance from the target. This must result in that the prop-
erties of deposited films would be considerably inho-
mogeneous over the substrate surface, which is caused

RT
α
Λ
---- x,d∫=

Λ VT v m v i–( )v i[ ] 1/2.=
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by a significant flux on nonthermalized sputtered
atoms.
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Fig. 1. Plots of the thermalization length versus gas pressure
for Ta atoms sputtered in an oxygen atmosphere: (a) hard
sphere model; (b) nonlinear diffusion model; (c) statistical
modeling within the quasi-hard sphere approximation.
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Fig. 2. Plots of the thermalization length versus gas pressure
for Ta atoms sputtered in an argon atmosphere: (a) hard
sphere model; (b) nonlinear diffusion model; (c) statistical
modeling within the quasi-hard sphere approximation.
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Abstract—The pressure balance on the surface of a charged drop of the ideal incompressible liquid freely fall-
ing in a homogeneous electrostatic field are analyzed and the critical conditions for instability of the liquid sur-
face are established. Satisfying the criteria found, the values of the drop charge, the electrostatic field strength,
and the drop velocity relative to the medium coincide with those observed in thunderstorm clouds. Therefore,
the proposed model conditions can be used as a basis in developing a hypothetical mechanism of lightning dis-
charge initiation. © 2002 MAIK “Nauka/Interperiodica”.
1. The phenomenon of instability of a liquid drop
surface with respect to intrinsic or induced charge is of
interest in connection to various applications in geo-
physics, technical physics, technological processes,
and scientific instrument building (see, e.g., [1, 2] and
references therein). However, investigations devoted to
this system are mostly related to the interest in explain-
ing elementary processes taking place inside thunder-
storm clouds. According to the existing qualitative
notions, development of a linear lightning discharge
begins with a corona discharge initiated in the vicinity
of a large drop or a fused hailstone (featuring instability
of a charged water drop surface [3, 4]).

However, such model notions were not confirmed
by the results of measurements performed in natural
thunderstorm clouds, where the maximum charges on
separate drops were much smaller than the values nec-
essary for the surface instability development [5]. The
same refers to the instability of water drops in an exter-
nal electric field: the electric field strengths measured in
real thunderstorm clouds were significantly lower than
the values required for the development of the drop
instability with respect to the field-induced charge [5].
Even upon taking into account both the intrinsic charge
and the external electrostatic field, the total instability
criterion (established in [6]) is not obeyed with suffi-
cient reliability. In all probability, the existing physical
models of lightning discharge initiation are missing an
important factor. This can be an aerodynamic pressure
in the vicinity of a falling drop which (according to [7])
may effectively reduce the level of critical conditions
for the instability development on the free surface of a
charged drop.

In this context, we will study the critical conditions
for instability development on the surface of a charged
drop of the ideal liquid moving in a gas flow (also mod-
1063-7850/02/2803- $22.00 © 20176
eled by the ideal fluid flow) directed parallel to an exter-
nal homogeneous electrostatic field.

2. Consider a drop of the ideal incompressible con-
ducting liquid with the radius R and the charge Q mov-
ing in a homogeneous electrostatic field E0. Let the
drop elongate in the field direction to acquire the shape
close to an elongated spheroid. According to [6], the
shape of the drop surface calculated in a linear approx-
imation with respect to the square eccentricity e2 can be
actually considered as spheroidal. We will assume that
the spheroid shape (in the linear approximation with
respect to e2) will not be distorted by aerodynamic pres-
sure of a laminar flow of the gaseous medium with the
density ρ moving relative to the drop at a velocity
U || E0. In a spherical coordinate system with the origin
at the drop center, an equation of the spheroid can be
written in the following form:

where a = R(1 – e2)–1/3 and b = R(1 – e2)1/6 are the minor
and major semiaxes of the spheroid, respectively, and θ
is the polar angle measured from the axis parallel to E0. 

An expression for the spheroid eccentricity in terms
of Q, U, and E0 can be derived from the equation of the
pressure balance on the drop surface [6]:

(1)

where σ is the surface tension coefficient, pσ is the
Laplace pressure under the curved surface of the drop,
∆p is the constant pressure difference inside and out-

η θ( ) r θ( )
a

----------
1 e2–

1 e2 θcos
2

–
--------------------------------; e2 1 b2/a2,–= = =

pσ ∆p pE pU;+ +=

pσ = σdiv
gradη θ( )
gradη θ( )
-------------------------; pE = 

E2

8π
------; pU–  = 

ρU2

2
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side the drop, pE is the total electric field pressure on the
drop surface, and pU is the aerodynamic pressure.

3. According to [8, 9], the drop instability with
respect to the intrinsic or field-induced (polarization)
charge is initiated with and generated by instability of
the main mode (n = 2). Instability of the higher modes
(n > 2) is gradually developed with increasing mode
number (on the background of the growing main mode
amplitude) due to increasing surface charge density at
the apices of the elongated drop.

Let us study stability of the spheroidal drop with
respect to a virtual increment in the main mode ampli-
tude. The increment will be taken in the form of
ζ0P2(µ), where P2(µ) is the Legendre polynomial and
µ ≡ cos(θ). In a linear approximation with respect to the
square eccentricity e2, this perturbation in the main
mode amplitude leads to the eccentricity increment

and the corresponding increments δpE and δpU in the
pressures pE and pU , respectively [6, 10]:

(2)

(3)

Consider a small deformation h(θ) of the spheroidal
drop surface, which can be expanded into a series in
Legendre polynomials:

In a linear approximation with respect to the square
eccentricity e2, a change in the Laplace pressure δpσ
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caused by this deformation can be expressed as [6]

(4)

Interaction between the virtual perturbation of the
drop surface and the electric, hydrodynamic, and
Laplace forces may lead to a change in the drop shape,
provided that the initial spheroidal shape was limiting
in the sense of stability with respect to the possible
deformations. Let us find the new surface shape in the
following form:

.

Using the pressure balance condition [6]

(5)

and taking into account that the initial drop shape satis-
fies Eq. (1), we obtain a relationship between the virtual
pressure increments

Substituting expressions (2)–(4) and equating the coef-
ficients at the same Legendre polynomials, we arrive at
an expression for an increment in the main mode
amplitude:

(6)

If the expression in braces in formula (6) is smaller
than unity, the virtual perturbation will decrease with
time. This conclusion is obvious from the following
considerations. Let the above expression for the incre-
ment in the main mode amplitude represent a new ini-
tial virtual perturbation ζ1 and repeat the calculation.
According to (6), the new increment to the main mode
amplitude will be smaller than ζ1; therefore, the initial
perturbation would decrease. On the contrary, when the
expression in braces of formula (6) is greater than unity,
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the increment to the main mode amplitude will grow
with time. In this case, the main mode and, hence, the
higher modes as well, are unstable and the drop will
exhibit the instability development according to a sce-
nario described in [11, 12].

Thus, the critical conditions for instability of a
charged drop in a homogeneous electrostatic field are
as follows:

(7)

Note that, for U = 0, this condition reduces to the
condition of instability of a charged drop in a homoge-
neous electrostatic field [6].

4. Let us check for the possibility that criterion (7)
is satisfied for a drop in a thunderstorm cloud by using
the maximum values of drop charges and electric field
strength observed under natural conditions. According
to the results of observations [5], the charge of a drop
with the radius R = 1 mm can reach up to Q = 2 ×
10−10 C. The maximum electrostatic field strength mea-
sured in a thunderstorm cloud was E0 = 900 kV/m [5].
The above drop will fall in the Earth gravity field at a
steady-state velocity of U = 6.49 m/s [13]. The regime
of the air flow streamlining the drop is characterized by
a Reynolds number of Re = 866 [13].

Evidently, this Reynolds number is so large that the
drop will be streamlined in a turbulent rather than lam-
inar mode and, hence, criterion (7) derived under the
assumption of a laminar flow of the medium is inappli-
cable. However, the estimate provided by criterion (7)
may, in principle, indicate the basic possibility or
impossibility of using the proposed model notions to
analysis of the physical mechanism of lightning dis-
charge initiation. Substituting the above values of the
physical parameters into expression (7) shows that the
criterion of instability development is satisfied even at a
drop eccentricity of e2 ≈ 0.23. This eccentricity is ensured
even in the presence of an electrostatic field [6, 14]. With
an allowance for the effects of intrinsic charge [6] and
aerodynamic pressure on the drop eccentricity, crite-
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rion (7) would be satisfied at a much lower drop veloc-
ities (smaller Reynolds numbers).

5. In conclusion, the aerodynamic pressure on the
surface of a charged drop falling in an electrostatic field
in the atmosphere favors the development of instability
of the charged liquid surface and, hence, the corona dis-
charge initiation at the drop surface, which (according
to the existing notions) is a precursor of lightning dis-
charge [3, 4].
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Photoablation of Thin Indium Oxide Films 
under the Action of a Pulsed ArF Excimer Laser
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Abstract—The laser-induced ablation threshold of indium oxide (In2O3) films was studied in order to evaluate
the possibility of using this material as a photoresist for vacuum ultraviolet lithography. In2O3 films with a
thickness of about 30 nm were prepared by electron beam cathode sputtering with deposition onto quartz sub-
strates in a rarefied oxygen-containing atmosphere. Then the films were irradiated by 20-ns pulses of an ArF
excimer laser operating at a wavelength of λ = 193 nm and a variable pulse intensity Ep. For a laser intensity
below 30 mJ/cm2, the oxide etching rate is negligibly small. As the laser radiation intensity increases above
this threshold, the etching becomes more effective due to the development of a thermal ablation component.
© 2002 MAIK “Nauka/Interperiodica”.
Indium oxide (In2O3) is a semiconducting material
with a bandgap width of about 3.5 eV [1, 2]. This oxide
is transparent in the visible range and possesses a rela-
tively large electric conductivity, which makes In2O3 a
promising material for optoelectronics [3, 4], solar
energy conversion [5], and TV applications. Another
interesting direction of application is related to the
creation of high-sensitivity In2O3-based neutron
detectors [6]. Indium oxide can be also used in a pho-
tolithographic technology employing a thin inorganic
film as a photoresist and an excimer laser as a radiation
source [7, 8]. This method, based on the phenomenon
of ablation, whereby a material is removed under the
action of a high-power radiation beam, may be advan-
tageous to the traditional techniques by reducing the
number of stages in the technological process.

Inorganic photoresists possess several advantages in
comparison to the traditional organic compositions. For
example, inorganic resists form films possessing a
much more homogeneous thickness than that of the tra-
ditional organic resists applied by centrifuging. In addi-
tion, the organic compounds are not as suited for vac-
uum lithography because polymers usually contain a
large amount of volatile components [9, 10].

The purpose of our study was to determine the laser
ablation threshold for the films of indium oxide
exposed to radiation of a pulsed ArF excimer laser
operating at a wavelength of λ = 193 nm. The In2O3
films were prepared by cathode sputtering of indium in
a 20% oxygen–80% argon mixture at a total gas pres-
sure of 5 × 10–5 atm with deposition onto quartz sub-
strates heated to 300°C.

Interaction of a vacuum ultraviolet (VUV) radiation
with the deposited films was studied in a setup employ-
ing a pulsed ArF excimer laser (wavelength, λ =
1063-7850/02/2803- $22.00 © 20179
193 nm; pulse duration, 20 ns). A divider plate directed
a part of the laser radiation (~6%) to a power meter,
while the main part passed through a rectangular dia-
phragm to strike the sample surface.

The irradiated samples were studied on a DEKTAK
3030 profilometer. This device gives an image of the
laser-ablated surface profile, which is obtained by scan-
ning the sample surface with a needlelike probe. Using
the image of the surface relief, it was possible to evalu-
ate the removed layer thickness.

A plot of the etching efficiency δh/δH (h is the film
thickness, H is the irradiation dose) versus the VUV
laser pulse energy density Ep is presented in the figure.
As can be seen, the efficiency of etching at a laser inten-
sity below 30 mJ/cm2 is extremely low (not exceeding
10–11 cm3/mJ). This is probably explained by the fact

0.1
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δh/δH, 10–9 cm3/mJ

Ep, mJ/cm2
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1

A plot of the etching efficiency δh/δH versus VUV laser
pulse energy density Ep for the laser ablation of an indium
oxide film.
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that the probability of bond breakage under the action
of VUV radiation quanta is very low. In addition, the
etching of indium oxide is not favored by the effect of
photoinduced oxidation with oxygen from air (which
plays an important role in the laser-induced ablation of
other materials, for example, diamond-like carbon
films [9]). Thus, the only mechanism responsible for
the removal of indium oxide under the action of exci-
mer laser radiation is thermophotoablation, whereby
the material is sublimed as a result of instantaneous
local heating.

As can be seen from the figure, laser-induced ther-
mophotoablation is manifested when the radiation
pulse energy density increases to Ep ~ 30 mJ/cm2.
Above this threshold, the etching efficiency increases
exponentially with the laser intensity. However, the
δh/δH curve exhibits a break when the laser radiation
intensity reaches a level of about 60 mJ/cm2. Such a
break is observed not only for indium oxide; this behav-
ior is typical of the laser ablation of other materials as
well [7, 8]. When the laser energy density increases up
to 120 mJ/cm2, the oxide film is removed in a single-
pulse mode. Taking into account an extremely short
(20 ns) laser pulse duration, the etched samples can be
exposed in a nonstop regime.

Thus, the results of our experiments demonstrated
the possibility of forming patterns on indium oxide
films using a direct resistless process.
T
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in Electroplastically Deformed Germanium Crystals
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Abstract—The effect of features in the formation of scattering centers in electroplastically deformed germa-
nium single crystals on the electrical properties of the samples were studied. The hole scattering in this material
significantly differs from the analogous process in crystals deformed by traditional (e.g., thermoplastic)
methods. Possible mechanisms explaining the observed effects are considered. © 2002 MAIK “Nauka/Interpe-
riodica”.
Our previous investigations [1] showed that the
character of defect formation and structuring in the
course of the electroplastic deformation (EPD) of sili-
con single crystals influences the electric properties of
deformed samples, in particular, the Hall mobility of
holes. An analysis of the influence of strain-induced
defects on the mobility of charge carriers [2–5] within
the framework of modern notions about evolution of
the defect structure [6, 7] allow us to formulate certain
suggestions concerning special features of the mecha-
nisms of charge carrier scattering in the defect struc-
tures of atomic semiconductors.

We have studied the properties of plastically
deformed samples with the defect structures differing
from those of traditional single crystals in many
respects, including the density of defects, the composi-
tion of impurities, the character of dislocation dynam-
ics, and the relative orientation of the electric current (I)
and the dislocation slip planes (D).

Below we report on the results of investigation of
the electric properties of samples cut from germanium
single crystals strained by methods of electroplastic
(EPD) and thermoplastic (TPD) deformation. The
deformation process was accompanied by the diffusion
of impurity (indium) atoms in the direction of preferred
escape of dislocations. 

The experiments were performed on p-type germa-
nium single crystals with a resistivity of ρ = 45 Ω cm,
doped with gallium to an excess acceptor concentration
of NA – ND = 2 × 1013 cm–3. The single crystals, having
the form of prisms with dimensions 12 × 10 × 5 mm
with the edges parallel to the crystallographic direc-
tions [110], [111], and [112], were deformed by com-
pression along the [110] axis in the steady-state creep
regime for 30 min at T = 700°C. The control samples
were annealed at the same temperature in the unde-
formed state. Otherwise, the sample preparation proce-
dure was the same as described in [1].
1063-7850/02/2803- $22.00 © 20181
The nontraditional methodological approach to the
defect structure formation employed in our experi-
ments enriches the physical properties of crystals. At
the same time, the experimental realization and quanti-
tative description of processes are complicated as well.
This is related to the fact that the strained solid becomes
like an open system occurring far from thermodynamic
equilibrium, whereby the properties of samples sponta-
neously change under the action of shear stresses. By
using additional external factors to drive a plastically
deformed crystal into a thermodynamically nonequilib-
rium state, it is basically possible to control the pro-
cesses of structure formation. As is known, the points of
shear instability feature self-organization of the dislo-
cated dissipative structures [8]. It is hoped that develop-
ment of the new technologies will open ways to obtain-
ing new materials with controlled properties [9].

Figures 1 and 2 show (in a double logarithmic scale)
the temperature variation of the Hall mobility of holes
in the germanium samples studied. As can be seen,
there is a significant difference between the control and
thermoplastically deformed samples in the character of
hole scattering at temperatures below 100 K; the same
deviation for the electroplastically deformed samples
begins at a somewhat lower temperature (T < 80 K). 

The most significant distinctive feature in the behav-
ior of samples deformed in the thermoplastic mode is
the appearance of minima in the Hall mobility µ(T)
(Fig. 1, curves 5–7) in the vicinity of T ≈ 25 K, the
depth of which increases with the strain ε. Note also
that the mobility of thermoplastically deformed sam-
ples varies over four orders of magnitude, whereas the
electroplastic straining changes the mobility within no
more than two orders of magnitude. According to the
results of electron- microscopic observations, the dislo-
cation density in the samples treated in the TPD mode
(N = 109 cm–2) is greater by two orders of magnitude
than that in the samples strained to the same extent in
002 MAIK “Nauka/Interperiodica”
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the EPD mode (N = 107 cm–2). The characteristic fac-
tors in common for both deformation regimes are, first,
the presence of anisotropy in mobility of the majority
carriers (although this anisotropy is less pronounced in
the EPD mode) and, second, the analogous influence of
impurity (indium) atoms (diffusing inward the crystal
during the production of dislocations) on the scattering
effects. In particular, the impurity–dislocation interac-
tion at small deformations significantly decreases the
scattering of carriers (Figs. 1 and 2, curves 2 and 4),
whereas an increase in the degree of straining leads to a
noticeable growth in the scattering (curves 5 and 7) that
accounts for anomalously low mobilities (especially in
the TPD mode).

For the electroplastic mode of crystal deformation,
in contact to the TPD mode, all the structural elements
involved in the process—intrinsic and impurity atoms,
charged carriers (holes), and simultaneously generated
dislocations—exhibit a cooperative interaction in a
dynamic flow moving in a certain direction. Thus, the
electroplastic straining is facilitated by additional fac-
tors perturbing the dislocation system, namely, by
directed momentum flows of the electric current and
impurity ions [10, 11]. For this reason, the EPD regime
leads to a formation of a more ordered structure of
strain-induced defects. As is known, the presence of
dislocations inhomogeneously distributed with respect
to orientations may lead to a significant anisotropy of
scattering [12].

2
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Fig. 1. The temperature dependence of the Hall mobility of
carriers in p-Ge samples thermoplastically strained at T =
700°C to various deformation levels ε: (1) initial (annealed)
sample; (2) ε = 1%, with In diffusion; (3) ε = 1%, I || D;
(4) ε = 1.5%, with In diffusion; (5) ε = 1.5%, I || D; (6) ε =
1%, I ⊥  D; (7) ε = 1.5%, I ⊥  D.
T

Let us consider the physical pattern of manifestation
of the scattering properties of strain-induced defects in
the presence of impurity atoms simultaneously intro-
duced into a plastically deformed crystal. At small
deformations (when the impurity-free crystal exhibits a
high anisotropy of the hole mobility), the simultaneous
diffusion of acceptors (indium atoms) leads to a signif-
icant decrease in the anisotropy and to an overall
growth in the mobility µ. This can be explained as fol-
lows. Doping with indium significantly increases the
concentration of ionized impurity. The fact that an
increase (rather than a decrease) in the mobility takes
place indicates that the two mechanisms of scattering—
on dislocations and impurities—can mutually suppress
each other. This may take place if the scattering on dis-
locations involves their electric interaction with carri-
ers, related to charging of the dislocation lines.

The negatively charged incorporated indium atoms
must accumulate in considerable amounts on the dislo-
cation lines. This may result in a significant compensa-
tion of the total (dislocation and impurity) electrostatic
interaction with the carriers. Only this may provide for
an overall increase in the carrier mobility µ of the crys-
tals studied. Thus, we may suggest that indium ions are
excluded to a significant extent from the group of effec-
tive scatterers and, in addition, noticeably decrease the
scattering properties of dislocations.

A considerably lower anisotropy of mobility
observed in the samples deformed in the electroplastic
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Fig. 2. The temperature dependence of the Hall mobility of
charge carriers (holes) in p-Ge samples electroplastically
strained at T = 700°C to various deformation levels ε:
(1) initial (annealed) sample; (2) ε = 1%, with In diffusion;
(3) ε = 1%, I || D; (4) ε = 1.5%, with In diffusion; (5) ε =
1.5%, I || D; (6) ε = 1%, I ⊥  D; (7) ε = 1.5%, I ⊥  D.
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mode with the current lines (I) both parallel and perpen-
dicular to the dislocation slip planes (D) is probably due
to a greater number of such planes being involved even
in the early stage of deformation, which can be related
(as suggested in [13]) to localization of the thermal
effect of the electric current. This suggestion agrees
with the known fact that no mobility anisotropy is
observed in the samples thermoplastically deformed at
high temperatures [4]. 

The minimum in the temperature dependence of
mobility observed for the thermoplastically deformed
samples is obviously related to the dislocations. This
effect is probably related to the resonance scattering on
a shallow dislocation level. The proposed model
explaining the behavior of mobility µ in single crystal
germanium samples strained in various regimes to a
small deformation level ε, without dopant or addition-
ally doped with acceptors, can be extended to other sys-
tems with the defect structures formed in the presence
of some additional factors acting upon single crystals.
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Abstract—The motion of ultracold neutrons in a magnetic field featuring a quadratic inhomogeneity with
respect to two coordinates is considered. The Schrödinger equation is solved within the framework of a quasi-
classical (eikonal) approach. The theory demonstrates that it is basically possible to provide for a spatial focus-
ing of neutrons with the formation of a point focus or neutron bunches. © 2002 MAIK “Nauka/Interperiodica”.
The idea of creating a microscope operating on
ultracold neutrons (UCNs), formulated by I.M. Frank
as long ago as in 1972 [1], is still among currently
important problems in physics. The search for possible
technical solutions is performed in several directions.
One of these is related to creating high-transmission
focusing optics for UCNs. In this context, it is of inter-
est to study various methods of focusing UCNs with the
aid of inhomogeneous magnetic fields. The magnetic
lenses for UCNs were considered, for example, in [2–4].

Below we will theoretically study for the first time
the possibility of spatially focusing UCNs in a mag-
netic field featuring gradients simultaneously in the
transverse (along the X axis) and longitudinal (along
the Z axis) directions.

The motion of UCNs in a stationary regime under
the action of gravitational and magnetic fields is
described by a stationary Schrödinger equation. The
potential of these fields is U = mgz ± µH, where m is the
neutron mass, g is the acceleration of gravity, mg =
0.98 × 10–7 eV/m, and µ = 6.02 × 10–8 eV/T is the mag-
netic moment of neutron (the signs “±” at µ correspond
to neutrons with the spins polarized in opposite direc-
tions relative to the magnetic field).

Let the magnetic field H to possess the following
spatial configuration:

(1)

where H0, α2, β1, and β2 are constant quantities inde-
pendent of the coordinates. In order to provide for a
high focusing efficiency, the transverse gradient of the
magnetic field must satisfy the condition 2α2Lx @
2H0/Lx , where Lx is the transverse size of the neutron
beam.

The stationary Schrödinger equation for the neutron
wave function ψ(r) will be solved using a quasiclassical

H H0 α2x2 β1z β2z2,+ + +=
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approach. Let us seek a solution in the form ψ(r) =
ψ0(r)exp{iS(r)}, where S is an eikonal and ψ0 is a func-
tional varying slowly as compared to the eikonal. Sub-
stituting this expression into the Schrödinger equation,
we obtain a Hamilton–Jacobi equation for the eikonal
function S:

(2)

where α = 2m2g ≅  5.46 × 10–53 kg2m/s2 and p is the neu-
tron momentum at z = 0.

A solution to Eq. (2) can be found in the following
form:

(3)

Restricting the expansion of (3) to the terms ~x2, we
ignore the spherical aberration of the diverging UCN
beam. Substituting the expression for S into Eq. (2) and
equating the coefficients at the same powers of x, we
obtain the following system of equations for S0 and S2:

(4)

(5)

Equation (5) can be rewritten as

(6)

where a = +2mµβ2, b = α + 2mµβ1, and c = p2 +
2mµH0. Integrating Eq. (6) yields

(7)

where the integral in the right-hand part acquires differ-
ent values depending on the sign of a. For certainty, let
us consider the case of a > 0, which corresponds to a

∂S/∂z( )2 ∂S/∂x( )2 αz– p2– 2mµH±+ 0,=

S S0 z( ) x2S2 z( )/2.+=

∂S0/∂z( ) ∂S2/∂z( ) S2
2 z( ) 2mµα2±+ 0,=

∂S0/∂z( )2 αz– p2– 2mµ H0 β1z β2z2+ +( )± 0.=

∂S0/∂z( )2 az2 bz c,+ +=

S0 z/2 C1+( ) az2 bz c+ +( )1/2±=

+ C2 az2 bz c+ +( ) 1/2–
z C3,+d∫
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beam of UCNs polarized along the field H. This yields
an expression for the function S0(z)

(8)

where

and C3 is the integration constant. Note that the sign of
a, albeit influencing the explicit form of the function S0,
does not hinder the possibility of focusing UCNs with
the opposite spin as well.

Now let us consider the problem of UCN focusing
proceeding from the quantum-mechanical notions
about the neutron flux density. The vector of the UCN
flux density can be determined as

(9)

where " is the Planck constant and ψ* is the complex
conjugate to ψ. The components of ψ are as follows:

(10)

where

(11)

(12)

The partial derivative ∂S0/∂z is independent of the spin
polarization. Let us select the sign “plus” at the square
root of Eq. (12). Solving this equation, we obtain

where

(13)

Since the focusing parameters are determined by
derivatives of the functions S0 and S2, the constant in

S0 z/2 C1+( ) az2 bz c+ +( )1/2
C2 a( ) 1/2–+±=

× 2a1/2 az2 bz c+ +( )1/2
2az b+ +[ ]ln{ } C3,+

C1 b/4a α 2mµβ1+( )/8mµβ2;= =

C2 C/2 b2/8a–=

=  8mµβ2 p2 2mµH0+( ) α 2mµβ1+( )2–[ ] /16mµβ2;

J i" ψgradψ* ψ*gradψ–( ),=

Jx "ψ0
2xS2 z( )/m 0.63 10 7– ψ0

2xS2 z( ),×≅=

Jz "ψ0
2 ∂S0/∂z x2/2( ) ∂S2/∂z( )+( )/m=

≅ 0.63 10 7– ∂S0/∂z x2/2( ) ∂S2/∂z( )+( ),×

∂S0/∂z az2 bz c+ +( )1/2
,±=

∂S2/∂z S2
2 2mµα2+( )/ az2 bz c+ +( )1/2

.±–=

S2 2mµα2( )1/2 f z( ),cot=

f z( ) 2mµα2/a( )1/2=

× 2 a( )1/2 az2 bz c+ +( )1/2
2az b+ +[ ]ln const,+

a 0.≠
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formula (13) can be taken equal to zero. The focusing
of UCNs will take place at a point with the coordinates
x = 0 and z = zf , where zf is determined from the equa-
tion ∂Jz(x, z)/∂z = 0. From this we readily find that the
UCN flux density for a ≠ 0 reaches maximum at the
point with the coordinates x = 0 and z = zf = –b/2a. Here,
the parameter b takes different values for the neutrons
with opposite polarizations. Then, taking into account
the smallness of α, m, and µ values, we conclude that
the UCNs with opposite spin polarizations (along and
against the field) are focused at the points with different
∆zf . A distance between the points of focusing for the
UCNs with opposite polarizations is ∆zf = –β1/β2. From
this it follows that, in the absence of a linear longitudi-
nal inhomogeneity in the magnetic field strength, the
UCNs of both polarizations are focused at a point with
z = ∆zf .

The focusing sharpness is determined by the deriva-
tive ∂S2/∂z (obeying the condition ∂S2/∂z < 0 for the
sign “plus” in (12) selected above). According to (12),
it is possible to control the UCN focusing process by
varying the value of α2. For a = 0 (which corresponds
to the absence of the quadratic inhomogeneity with
respect to z), the focusing takes place at b = α +
2mµβ1 = 0. In this case, the neutrons tend to form the
spatial UCN “bunches” (i.e., the regions of increased
neutron concentrations) at the points with z values fall-
ing within the interval of a field inhomogeneous with
respect to x. The longitudinal gradient required to
achieve this result is β1 ≈ 2.7 × 10–19 T/m. As can be
seen, limitations imposed with respect to the longitudi-
nal inhomogeneity are less stringent as compared to
those for the transverse inhomogeneity.

In concluding, let us note that all the above results
follow from the magnetic field profile selected in the
form of Eq. (1) and the eikonal function taken in the
form of (3).
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Abstract—The factor of damping related to a finite conductivity of metal electrodes and losses in a ferro-
electric film is calculated for slot and microstrip lines based on ferroelectric film–dielectric substrate structures.
© 2002 MAIK “Nauka/Interperiodica”.
Previously [1], we studied the dispersion character-
istics of slot and microstrip (coplanar) transmission
lines based on ferroelectric film–dielectric substrate
(FF–DS) structures. To provide for a complete electro-
dynamic analysis, it is also necessary to calculate the
factor of damping related to a finite conductivity of
metal electrodes and losses in the ferroelectric film.
This factor, which can be significant for small values of
the slot width in the transmission lines of both types,
has to be taken into account in designing systems with
such elements. As is known, the contributions to damp-
ing in transmission lines caused by various reasons are
interrelated. However, in the case of small losses
(whereby the electromagnetic field perturbations are
small as well), the damping can be calculated consider-
ing losses in the film and electrodes as independent.

Damping caused by losses in the ferroelectric
film. Figure 1 shows a schematic diagram of the cross
sections of the model slot and microstrip lines based on
an FF–DS structure. The damping is determined from
the complex propagation constant  = γ' – iγ'', the
imaginary part of which offers a quantitative measure of
the damping per unit length of the line. For a ferroelectric
film with small dielectric loss tangent (  ! 1), the
loss and damping characteristics are related as γ'' ≅
(∂γ/∂ε)ε . The damping factor γ'' can be calculated
using the results of the analysis of dispersion character-
istics performed for the same transmission lines in [1].
Estimates for a slot line with w = 0.05 mm and d1 =
0.34 mm showed that γ''[dB/mm] ≅  (5–17)  for ε =
500–2500, ε1 = 9.5, and a frequency of 30 GHz.

Damping caused by a finite conductivity of the
electrodes. In this case, the calculation of damping
requires a rather complicated procedure. For this rea-

γ̇

δtan

δtan

δtan
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son, we will only justify selection of the boundary con-
ditions in the electrode plane (y = 0) for a finite conduc-
tivity σ and present the final results.

The approximate boundary conditions on the metal
electrodes, which can be formulated using various rela-
tionships, must reflect the fact that a finite conductivity
results in the presence of an electric current in the elec-

ε0 w d0

ε

d

(a)

(b)
hw w

d0

d0

d0

ε0

ε0

ε0

ε

d

ε1 d1

ε1 d1

Fig. 1. Schematic cross sections of (a) slot and (b) micros-
trip transmission lines.
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trodes. Let us assume that the electrodes are negligibly
thin and nontransparent for the field. In this case, the
surface current with the density js leads to a break in the
tangential components of the magnetic field strength in
the plane y = 0:

(1)

where n = ey is the unit vector normal to the electrode
surface.

Introducing the surface resistance of the metal elec-

trodes as Zs = (1 + j) , we can rewrite Eq. (1)
in the following equivalent form:

(2)

Equation (2) is valid for the transmission line elec-
trodes and can be applied to the Fourier transform

(0, s). In the slots of both lines under consideration,

the field components (0, s) and (0, s) can be
approximated by an expansion obtained using the
Galerkin method [1].

The boundary conditions for (0, s) and (0, s)
in the plane y = 0 can be written as follows:

n Ḣ x +0,( ) Ḣ x 0–,( )–( )⋅[ ] js,=

ωµ0/2σ

Ė x 0,( ) Zs ey Ḣ x +0,( ) Ḣ x 0–,( )–( )[ ] .=

E

Ex Ez

Ex Ez
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Fig. 2. Plots of the damping factor γ" calculated for σ = 5 ×
104 (Ω mm)–1: (a) slot line with w = 0.05 (1), 0.1 (2),
0.25 (3), and 0.5 mm (4); (b) microstrip line with w =
0.05 mm and h = 0.1 (1) and w = h = 0.05 mm (2).
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By applying the boundary conditions (3) to the Fou-
rier transform of the fields determined as described
in [1], we obtain a model for calculating the complex
propagation constant  by the Galerkin method. The
results of damping factor calculation for slot and
microstrip transmission lines based on ferroelectric
films are presented in Fig. 2, where the γ'' value is plot-
ted versus the product εd. Using these plots, the damp-
ing factor can be determined for various ferroelectric
film thicknesses (0 ≤ d ≤ 5 × 10–3 mm) and permittivi-

γ̇

ties (ε ~ 102–2.5 × 103). The calculation was performed
for a dielectric substrate with the parameters d1 =
0.34 mm and ε1 = 9.5 at a frequency of 30 GHz. The
calculation error does not exceed fractions of percent.
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Abstract—The thermal stability of submicron films of an amylmethacrylate–amylacrylate copolymer contain-
ing chemically bound fullerene C60 was studied by mass spectrometry. The thermal stability of this composition
depends on the film thickness δ. For δ > 10 nm, a low-temperature stage of the thermal degradation was
observed. The intensity of this process increases with the film thickness. The energy parameters of the two
stages of thermal degradation kinetics were determined. A decrease in the thermal stability with increasing film
thickness is explained by the chemical activity of fullerene in the course of heating the polymer-based compo-
sition. © 2002 MAIK “Nauka/Interperiodica”.
In practice, fullerenes are most frequently used in
the form of chemical compounds and compositions, in
particular, of the polymer–fullerene type, rather than in
the pure form. The fullerene-containing compositions
are of special interest as a means of combining the
unique electronic properties of the fullerene molecules
with a variety of special properties of the matrix mac-
romolecules. At present, there are extensive investiga-
tions into the properties of such systems [1, 2]. In par-
ticular, it was established that the presence of fullerenes
affects the thermal stability of polymer-based composi-
tions [3, 4], but the mechanism of this influence is still
incompletely clear.

As is known, the properties of thin polymer films
may significantly vary on the passage from micron to
submicron (nanometer) scale. For example, a differ-
ence in the thermal stability of ultrathin adsorbed films
in comparison to that of the bulk polymer is usually
related to the substrate effects (e.g., catalytic action)
and/or redistribution of contributions to the kinetics of
thermal degradation due to various elementary chemi-
cal decomposition reactions developed under condi-
tions of reduced dimensionality leading to limitation of
the intra- and intermolecular interactions [5, 6].

We have studied the effect of film thickness on the
thermal stability of submicron fullerene-containing
polymer layers based on an amylmethacrylate–amyl-
acrylate 1 : 1 (molar ratio) copolymer denoted below as
co(AM–AA). This copolymer offers a convenient
model system for investigating the behavior of quasi-
two-dimensional copolymer films in thermal fields. At
the same time, the introduction of C60 into co(AM–AA)
macrochains opens the possibility of preparing mono-
and multilayer Langmuir–Blodgett films important for
microelectronics. In our samples, the co(AM–AA)-based
1063-7850/02/2803- $22.00 © 20188
polymer–fullerene composition contained 2.5 wt % of
fullerene C60 chemically bound to the copolymer chain;
this system is denoted below as co(C60–AM–AA). The
copolymer was synthesized by AIBN-initiated radical
polymerization in evacuated ampules at 60°C. In order
to obtain the co(C60–AM–AA) composition, a solution
of fullerene C60 in o-dichlorobenzene was added to the
AM–AA monomer mixture. The initiator (10% of the
mixture weight) was added in two steps: 5% in the
beginning of the process and 5% after the reaction pro-
ceeding for 48 h. The reaction product co(C60–AM–
AA) was identified by stepwise adsorption thin-layer
chromatography [7, 8].

The film samples were prepared by depositing a cer-
tain volume of a sample solution in cyclohexanone onto
a substrate-heater surface (oxidized tantalum ribbon)
with the aid of a microsyringe. The solution was dried
at room temperature, after which the sample was intro-
duced into the vacuum chamber of a mass spectrometer.
The weight-average film thickness δ was calculated
using the values of the polymer solution volume, con-
centration, and area on the substrate. By changing the
volume and concentration of the solution, it was possi-
ble to control the film thickness in the range from 10 to
1200 nm. The sample heating rate was 5 K/s.

The thermal stability of a polymer film is usually
characterized by the parameters of thermal degradation.
We determined these parameters using a mass-spectro-
metric technique developed previously [9, 10]. Using
this method, we measured the mass spectra of volatile
products of thermal decomposition of macromolecules
and determined parameters of the Arrhenius relation-
ship, including the activation energy E and the preexpo-
nential factor A. In addition, we analyzed the shape of
the kinetic curves and determined the characteristic
002 MAIK “Nauka/Interperiodica”
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Fig. 1. Temperature variation of the rate of amylmethacrylate evolution dNAM/dt from co(C60–AM–AA) films of various thick-
nesses: δ = 10 (a), 200 (b), and 1200 nm (c). The inset shows the time variation of the total ion current (TIC) during heating of the
500-nm-thick films of (1) co(C60–Am–AA) and (2) co(AM–AA) with 2.5 wt % of molecularly-dispersed (chemically unbound)
C60 introduced via solution.
temperatures (Tmax) of peaks corresponding to the max-
imum rates of evolution of various volatile products. It
is expedient to measure the temperature dependence of
the rate of thermal degradation of a copolymer of the
co(AM–AA) type in terms of the AM yield dNAM/dt =
f(T). Indeed, an analysis of the mass spectra showed
that the AM monomer is the main volatile product of
thermal degradation of the copolymer studied. In the
case of the fullerene-free copolymer co(AM–AA), the
increase in δ is accompanied only by a proportional
growth of the AM peak, while the single-mode charac-
ter of the temperature dependence and the peak position
remain unchanged. The activation energy for the ther-
mal degradation of co(AM–AA) is E = 150 kJ/mol and
the preexponential factor is  = 14. The films of
copolymer with grafted fullerene C60 exhibit a different
behavior.

Figure 1 shows the plots of dNAM/dt = f(T) measured
for the films of various thicknesses δ. For the thinnest
polymer–fullerene composition film (δ = 10 nm), the
thermogram also exhibits a single-mode character (and
the activation energy is also E = 150 kJ/mol). However,
thicker films are characterized by a two-stage thermal

degradation process with  = 320°C and  =
390 ± 10°C. An increase in the film thickness is accom-
panied by the growth in intensity of the low-tempera-
ture peak. This stage is characterized by a significantly
lower activation energy E = 67 kJ/mol and  = 9. It
is important to emphasize that the shape of the thermo-

Alog

Tmax
1 Tmax

2

Alog
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gram and the temperature range of AM evolution fully
coincide with the shape and width of the simulta-
neously measured temperature dependence of the total
ion current (TIC) (see the inset in Fig. 1). As is known
the TIC value is proportional to the current pressure of
volatile products in the continuously pumped vacuum
chamber and, hence, this curve reflects the kinetics of
the total yield of all products and, hence, the sample
mass loss in the course of thermal degradation [10, 11].
The plot in the inset also demonstrates that the thermal
degradation kinetics is not influenced by the molecu-
larly-dispersed fullerene C60 introduced into the sample
via solution (not chemically bound to the copolymer
matrix).

Using the temperature dependence of the rate of C60

evolution (determined by the peak intensity of the cor-
responding molecular ion dN720/dt), we determined the
kinetic of losing this component from the polymer–
fullerene composition (Fig. 2). The total amount of C60

liberated from the copolymer in the course of thermal
degradation was close to the C60 content in the initial
charge (2.5%). The observed difference can be
explained by the presence of fullerene adducts formed
in the course of the copolymer synthesis and removed
in the course of purification by reprecipitation. As can
be seen from Fig. 2, C60 is evolved from the fullerene–
polymer composition film in the entire range of thermal
degradation of the copolymer (270–400°C).
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Fig. 2. A typical temperature variation of the rate of fullerene C60 evolution dN720/dt from co(C60–AM–AA) films with δ > 10 nm.
Thus, the appearance of a low-temperature stage of
thermal degradation and a significant decrease in the
thermal stability of submicron (nanometer-scale) layers
of the polymer–fullerene composition are related to the
presence of a chemically bound fullerene C60. It must
be taken into account that the thickness of a monomac-
romolecular layer (composed of polymer coils) usually
amounts to 5–10 nm. Therefore, desorption of the
fullerene molecules from the sub- and monomolecular
layers does not involve significant interaction with
macromolecules. In other words, the bimolecular reac-
tions are switched off. For δ > 10 nm, this interaction is
evident and the intensity of such reactions increases
with the film thickness. This implies that fullerene mol-
ecules (in the form of free radicals of the type 

and/or C60 , etc.) diffusing in the polymer layer in the
region of the thermal degradation temperatures may
catalyze elementary decomposition reactions responsi-
ble for the thermal instability of nanometer-scale
co(C60–AM–AA) films.
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Abstract—The optical and structural properties of heterostructures with quantum dots (QDs) in the InAs/GaAs
system overgrown with an InGaAs solid solution were studied. The QD layers were obtained using different
molecular beam deposition techniques: molecular beam epitaxy versus submonolayer migration-stimulated
epitaxy. The photoluminescence peaks in the spectra of samples with overgrown QD layers occur in the wave-
length range from 1.18 to 1.32 µm. It was found that the growth conditions also influence the electronic struc-
ture of QDs. © 2002 MAIK “Nauka/Interperiodica”.
Creating the laser diodes emitting at a wavelength of
1.3 and 1.55 µm is important for using these devices in
fiber optic communication systems. Recently [1, 2], we
have demonstrated the possibility of obtaining laser
diodes with the photoluminescence (PL) peaked within
a 1.3–1.4 µm wavelength interval using hetero-
structures with vertically stacked quantum dot (QD)
arrays.

Here we report on the results of investigations of an
alternative method, which allows reaching a wave-
length interval at and below ~1.3 µm. The method con-
sists essentially in overgrowing the QD layer with an
InGaAs solid solution. It was shown [3] that the PL
peaks in the spectra of heterostructures grown with this
geometry are shifted toward a longer wavelength as
compared to those of the samples with not-overgrown
QD layers. It was established [4] that this effect is
related to decomposition of the InGaAs solid solution
stimulated by the strained (QD) regions, which is fol-
lowed by the diffusion of In atoms toward strained
regions, leading to an effective increase in the QD size.
Lasers based on such structures were demonstrated to
generate at a wavelength close to 1.3 µm [5].

Besides reaching the desired wavelength range of
lasing, it is important to provide for a high temperature
stability of laser operation. The overgrowth of an
InGaAs solution above the QD layer in the system stud-
ied leads to a decrease in the degree of carrier localiza-
tion in the QDs as compared to those coated with GaAs
layers, since carriers are more readily transferred to the
InGaAs matrix when the temperature increases. In
addition, the laser emission band can significantly vary
when several electron levels with different temperature-
dependent occupancies are present in the QDs, which
1063-7850/02/2803- $22.00 © 20191
may lead to a shift of the emission wavelength. In this
context, the presence of excited levels in QDs should be
considered as a negative factor.

Taking into consideration these considerations, we
have also studied a modification of the growth technol-
ogy whereby, first, the growth process was interrupted
after forming InAs quantum dots on the GaAs substrate
surface and, second, the QD layer was grown by the
submonolayer migration-stimulated epitaxy (SMSE)
technique.

The methods of sample growth and characterization
were analogous to those described previously [1]. In
order to study the influence of the number of InAs
monolayers (ML) in the QD layers and the role of the
QD growth mechanism, we prepared two series of sam-
ples. The main parameters of the heterostructures stud-
ied are listed in the table. In the first series of samples
(A–D), the QD layers were grown by ordinary molecu-

The main parameters of InGaAs/GaAs heterostructures with
InAs QDs grown by MBE and SMSE methods

Sample QD growth 
method

Number of InAs 
monolayers in QDs

PL peak
position, µm

A MBE 1.8 1.19

B MBE 2.0 1.31

C MBE 2.5 1.29

D MBE 3.0 1.24

E SMSE 2.0 1.12

F SMSE 2.5 1.24

G SMSE 3.0 –
002 MAIK “Nauka/Interperiodica”
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lar beam epitaxy (MBE); in the second series (E–G),
we employed the SMSE technique [6]. In the samples
with QDs grown by MBE, the InAs layer thickness was
varied from 1.8 to 3.0 ML. After the QD layer deposi-
tion, the samples were exposed for 150 s to a flow of
As4. The latter provided for a more homogeneous
nanoisland size distribution and/or for an increase in
the QD size. Then a 5-nm-thick layer of the
In0.15Ga0.85As solid solution was grown over the QD
layer. This was followed be depositing a 2-nm-thick
layer of GaAs, after which the temperature was
increased to 600°C and the final 8-nm-thick GaAs layer
was grown. During the QD layer growth by the SMSE
technique, each cycle included the deposition of
0.4−0.5 ML of In and a 10-s exposure to the As4 flow.

Figure 1 shows the PL spectra of samples A–D with
MBE-grown QDs (see table). As can be seen, the PL

0.9 1.0 1.1 1.2 1.3

1

2

3

4

I,
 a

.u
.

Eph, eV

× 10

Fig. 1. The PL spectra of heterostructures with QD layers
grown by MBE (followed by a 150-s exposure to an As flow
and by overgrowth of an In0.15Ga0.85As solid solution
layer). The nominal QD layer thickness is (1) 1.8 ML,
(2) 2.0 ML, (3) 2.5 ML, and (4) 3.0 ML (see the table, sam-
ples A–D, respectively).
T

peak exhibits a nonmonotonic dependence on the
amount of deposited InAs (QD layer thickness), which
can be explained as follows. The deposition of a small
amount of InAs (1.8 ML) leads to the formation of a
large number of relatively small islands generally fea-
turing no localization of the charge carriers. However,
variations in the QD size result in that there are some
“active” InAs islands capable of localizing the carriers.
Participation of these islands in the radiative recombi-
nation yields a small contribution in the PL intensity
(Fig. 1, curve 1). As the amount of deposited InAs
increases to 2.0 ML, the QDs grow in size, which leads
to a decrease in their ground level and, hence, to a long-
wave shift of the PL peak (Fig. 1, curve 2), in agree-
ment with results obtained previously [3]. The increase
in the PL peak intensity observed in samples B and C
with the QD layer thicknesses 2.0 and 2.5 ML (Fig. 1,
curves 2 and 3, respectively) as compared to sample A
(1.8 ML of InAs) can be explained by an increase in the
number of QDs capable of localizing the charge carri-
ers involved in the radiative recombination. 

Figure 2 shows a cross-sectional image of the het-
erostructure with a 2-ML-thick QD layer examined in a
transmission electron microscope (TEM). From this
TEM image, we can estimate the characteristic lateral
QT size at ~23 nm, which is greater than the lateral size
of usual QDs (~14 nm). When the amount of deposited
InAs is further increased up to 3.0 ML, the PL intensity
drops because the relatively “large” QDs reaching a
certain critical size exhibit the formation of disloca-
tions, which leads to decrease in the luminescence effi-
ciency. The main contribution to the PL intensity is due
to the QDs of a smaller size, as manifested by the PL peak
shifting toward shorter wavelengths (Fig. 1, curve 4). It
should be noted that the PL spectra of samples in the
first series display, besides the peak of transitions from
the ground state, an additional signal corresponding to
the first excited state of QDs, which is located on the
short-wavelength side of the main peak.

In this study, we also used the SMSE technique to
provide for the obtaining of QDs possessing increased
lateral dimensions as compared to those grown by
MBE. This series included three samples (E–G, see
table). The first two samples contained the QD layers
with a nominal InAs layer thickness of 2.0 and 2.5 ML;
the corresponding PL spectra are presented in Fig. 3
(curves 1 and 2, respectively). The third sample, with a
QD layer thickness of 2.5 ML, proved to be optically
inactive, which is probably related to a large density of
misfit dislocations.
100 nm

Fig. 2. TEM micrograph of the transverse cross section of a heterostructure with a 2.0-ML-thick QD layer grown by MBE.
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A comparison of Figs. 1 and 3 shows that the sam-
ples with MBE-grown QDs are characterized by the PL
shifted toward a longer wavelength as compared to that
of the samples with SMSE-grown QDs containing the
same amount of deposited InAs (see table). This can be
explained by the fact that the SMSE-grown QDs pos-
sess a greater lateral size [6] at a smaller height as com-
pared to the MBE-grown islands, which leads to an
effective decrease in the QD volume and an increase in
the optical transition energy. In addition, the PL inten-
sity of the sample with 2-ML InAs layer grown by
MBE is eight times that of the analogous sample pre-
pared using the SMSE technique. Taking into account
our previous results, we conclude that the SMSE-grown
islands possess a lower density and, accordingly,
greater lateral dimensions than the MBE-grown
islands. In connection with this, the obvious decrease in
the PL intensity in comparison to that observed for the
samples prepared using the traditional MBE technol-
ogy can be explained by the fact that the size of SMSE-
grown QDs with an InGaAs overlayer exceeds the crit-
ical level, which leads to an increase in the probability
of defect formation. 

It is important to note that the PL spectra of samples
with the SMSE-grown QDs exhibit no additional peaks
in the immediate vicinity of those corresponding to
transitions from the ground state of QDs. Thus, we may
suggest that the QDs of this type either possess no
excited levels at all or a distance between the ground
level and the first excited level is so small that the lines
of emission from these levels are not resolved by the
methods used in our experiments.

Thus, we have demonstrated the basic possibility of
obtaining emission at a wavelength in the region of
1.3 µm using heterostructures with the InAs quantum
dots and the active region located in the external
InGaAs quantum dot grown by the modified MBE
method. The proposed technology is simpler as com-
pared to that using multilayer structures with InAs-
based QDs and ensures the obtaining of heterostruc-
tures possessing better crystallographic quality. Using
the SMSE technology, it is possible to increase the tem-
perature stability characteristics by eliminating the
emission from an excited state of QDs. This result is
TECHNICAL PHYSICS LETTERS      Vol. 28      No. 3      200
important for laser applications of the structures with
QD arrays under consideration.
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Fig. 3. The PL spectra of heterostructures with QD layers
grown by SMSE (followed by a 150-s exposure to an As
flow and by overgrowth of an In0.15Ga0.85As solid solution
layer). The nominal QD layer thickness is (1) 2.0 ML and
(2) 2.5 ML (see the table, samples E and F, respectively).
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The Asymptotic Calculation of Dipole Antennas
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Abstract—A disadvantage of the known numerical and numerical-analytical methods for the calculation of
dipole antennas is a decrease in the computational efficiency with decreasing dipole tube radius. A new asymp-
totic method is proposed exhibiting the opposite trend, whereby a decrease in the dipole radius leads to an
increase in the efficiency of calculations. Thus, the new method supplements the traditional numerical and
numerical-analytical techniques. © 2002 MAIK “Nauka/Interperiodica”.
Formulation of the problem. Previously [1], a the-
ory of the integral equation of dipole antennas was
developed and the employed Galerkin method was jus-
tified. Subsequently [2], a numerical-analytical method
was developed for the calculation of active antennas
excited by lumped sources.

A drawback of the methods employed in [1, 2] was
a drop in the computational efficiency with decreasing
the dipole tube radius. Moreover, these methods were
essentially incapable of answering the question as to
how the antenna characteristics would behave in the
limit as the dipole radius tends to zero. The same disad-
vantage is inherent in the methods proposed in [3], as
well as in other papers. Therefore, the problem of cal-
culating thin vibrators is still of importance.

Interesting methods for calculating thin vibrators
were proposed in [4, 5]. Leontovich and Levin [4]
obtained a one-dimensional integrodifferential equa-
tion for the current along the dipole. However, this
equation was derived based on certain assumptions and,
hence, also possessed an approximate character.
Kapitsa et al. [5] obtained an infinite set of linear alge-
braic equations for the current and established a rela-
tionship between this set and the integrodifferential
equation derived in [4]. However, later, the authors
of [3] revealed a slow convergence of the truncation
method with increasing number of basis set functions
and, apparently, refused to develop this approach.
Below we propose a new method, free of the aforemen-
tioned disadvantages, which allows the problem of thin
vibrators to be solved.

Reduction of the integro-differential equation to
an infinite set of linear algebraic equations. Consider
a tubular cylindrical dipole with a length of 2l and a
radius of a. Under the action of a primary electric field

(z) (assumed to be axisymmetric), axial currents are
induced in an ideally conducting surface. The density
Ez

0

1063-7850/02/2803- $22.00 © 20194
jz(z) of these surface currents obeys the following inte-
grodifferential equation [4]:

(1)

where

First, let us elucidate the reason for the low effi-
ciency of the method proposed in [5]. The method was
based on solving an integral equation with a logarith-
mic singularity in the kernel, derived from (1) by inver-
sion of the differential operator. A solution to such an

equation is known to behave as the function  at

the boundaries of the interval x ∈  [1, –1]. Expanding
the function in a trigonometric series and determining
the corresponding coefficients, we obtain

(2)

where J0 is the Bessel function.

As can be seen from formulas (2), the series is in
fact slowly converging. Now let us turn to integrodiffer-
ential equation (1), the solution to which behaves as the

function  at the boundaries of the interval
[1, −1]. Expanding this function into a trigonometric

d2

dz2
------- k2+ 

  jz z'( ) ikR–( )exp
4πR

-------------------------- S 'd

S

∫∫ iωεEz
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1 x2–
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series becoming zero at the boundaries, we obtain

(3)

where J1 is the Bessel function.

Note that series (3) converges much faster than does
series (2). This is an important advantage of the initial
integrodifferential equation as compared to the integral
equation solved in [5]. In order to reduce the two-
dimensional Eq. (1) to a one-dimensional equation, we
will use an expansion of the Green function into a sum
of integrals in a cylindrical coordinate system [6]:

(4)

Using this relationship, two-dimensional Eq. (1)
reduces to the following one-dimensional equation
with respect to current (the current is obtained from the
density upon multiplying by the factor 2πa):

(5)

where

New let us restrict the consideration to the even case
and expand the current function in the trigonometric
basis set:

(6)

The integrals involved in solution of Eq. (5) can be
determined by using the Galerkin method with the basis
set (6):

(7)
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(9)

Since formulas (7)–(9) are readily obtained in terms of
the elementary integrals, the details are omitted. A
remarkable fact is that, in the course of calculating
these integrals, elements have appeared which are dif-
ferent from zero only on the diagonal where m = n.

Using the expansion (6) and taking into account for-
mulas (7)–(9), we reduce Eq. (5) to an equivalent infi-
nite set of equations

(10)

where

It should be noted that the above matrix elements are
written for the case when x ≥ 1; to obtain the elements

for x ≤ 1, it is necessary to substitute i  for

.
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Table 1.  The input impedance of a halfwave dipole calculated using a basis set satisfying the Meixner edge conditions [1]

N

kl = ,  = 60

 = 0.1  = ka  = 10ka

1 108.31 – i4.21032 107.63 – i8.5062 109.54 – i1.1654

5 91.534 + i50.739 94.808 + i48.152 89.985 + i53.830

10 92.037 + i50.437 95.462 + i47.687 89.984 + i53.842

15 92.063 + i50.415 95.538 + i47.622 89.975 + i53.844

20 92.064 + i50.413 95.538 + i47.624 89.976 + i53.843

π
2
--- l

a
---

T
l
--- T

l
--- T

l
---

Table 2.  The input impedance of a halfwave dipole calculated using a trigonometric basis set

N

kl = ,  = 60

 = 0.1  = ka  = 10ka

1 78.568 + i37.002 80.552 + i34.847 78.033 + i39.815

5 88.745 + i44.335 91.446 + i41.640 87.493 + i47.765

10 90.476 + i46.614 93.658 + i43.902 88.740 + i50.033

20 91.120 + i48.175 94.346 + i45.446 89.225 + i51.596

40 91.553 + i49.207 94.836 + i46.473 89.570 + i52.635

80 91.794 + i49.887 95.132 + i47.041 89.758 + i53.206

100 91.842 + i49.887 95.190 + i47.153 89.800 + i53.318

120 91.873 + i49.960 95.228 + i47.225 89.821 + i53.391

150 91.903 + i50.030 95.265 + i47.296 89.845 + i53.465

π
2
--- l

a
---

T
l
--- T

l
--- T

l
---
In order to calculate the βn values, let us represent
the integral as a sum of two integrals,

(11)

after which the poorly converging integral will be cal-
culated by analytical methods. Convergence of the
approximate solutions to the exact ones was proved
in [1]. The matrix elements are represented by one-
dimensional integrals, all of which remain converging
when a tends to zero. In this respect, the proposed
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∫

TE
method is essentially asymptotic, albeit the unknown
current is determined by solving a set of equations.

As the quantity x =  decreases with the dipole

tube radius, the asymptotic behavior of

indicates that the element βn on the main diagonal of
the matrix of set (10) increases and, hence, the efficacy
of the numerical methods of solving the set (10) grows.

Results of numerical calculations. Table 1 pre-
sents the input impedances calculated using the basis
set satisfying the Meixner edge conditions [1]. The data
in Tables 2 and 3 were obtained using a trigonometric
basis set. In all cases, the data were obtained using a
numerical-analytical method for solving the infinite set
of equations [2]. We assume that the quantity 2T/l, rep-
resenting the width of a region at the middle of the
dipole in which the primary electric field is nonzero,

v na
l

---------

I0 x( )K0 x( ) 1/x( )ln 0.115947, x 0+≈
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Table 3.  The input impedance of a halfwave dipole calculated using a trigonometric basis set (for a reduced dipole radius)

N

kl = ,  = 1000000

 = 0.1  = ka  = 10ka

1 74.483 + i41.981 74.541 + i41.586 74.541 + i41.586

2 76.516 + i43.206 76.615 + i42.801 76.615 + i42.801

10 76.360 + i43.918 76.461 + i43.515 76.461 + i43.515

50 76.375 + i44.128 76.469 + i43.722 76.469 + i43.722

150 76.379 + i44.163 76.472 + i43.755 76.471 + i43.755

π
2
--- l

a
---

T
l
--- T

l
--- T

l
---
equals U0/2T, where U0 is the voltage amplitude. The
quantity N in Tables 1–3 indicates the order of a set of
linear algebraic equations numerically solved on a
computer. In these terms, data in the tables illustrate the
rate of convergence and the efficiency of the calculation
methods. Tables 1 and 2 demonstrate excellent coinci-
dence of the results calculated by the two methods. As
can be seen from Table 3, a decrease in the dipole radius
is accompanied by improved convergence of a solution
obtained using the trigonometric basis set.
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Abstract—A model is suggested that describes the misfit defects of a new type—dislocation dipoles—in
nanodimensional films with periodically modulated chemical composition. The critical thicknesses of such
inhomogeneous films are determined, above which the formation of misfit dislocations or their dipoles becomes
energetically favorable. It is shown that a critical thickness for the dislocation dipole nucleation can be smaller
than that for the ordinary misfit dislocations. © 2002 MAIK “Nauka/Interperiodica”.
Nanodimensional films (nanofilms) with periodi-
cally modulated chemical compositions are promising
materials for modern nano- and optoelectronic devices
(see, e.g. [1]). Similarly to the case of films with homo-
geneous compositions, the misfit of the crystal lattice
parameters between the inhomogeneous film and the
substrate in such systems leads to the development of
internal (misfit) stresses. In the case of homogeneous
films, the misfit stresses are usually accommodated
(relaxed) at the expense of formation of the misfit dis-
locations (see, e.g. [2–4]).

In inhomogeneous films with modulated composi-
tion, the crystal lattice parameters exhibit periodic
oscillations. When the average lattice parameter of such
a film coincides with that of the substrate, the misfit
stresses exhibit alternating signs [5, 6]. An effective
mechanism for the relaxation of such stresses is proba-
bly offered by nucleation of the misfit defects of a new
type called the dislocation dipoles. The dislocation
dipoles in a composition-modulated film of Ga0.5In0.5P
were observed in experiment [7]. It should be noted that
similar defect configurations effectively accommodate
the internal misfit stresses in nanocrystalline films with
a homogeneous composition [8].

The purpose of this study was to develop a theoreti-
cal model of misfit dislocation dipoles and to determine
the critical parameters for the formation of misfit dislo-
cations and their dipoles in the films with inhomoge-
neous composition.

Consider an isolated dipole formed by the edge dis-
locations spaced by a distance p, with the Burgers vec-
tors b and –b (Fig. 1). The dislocations are situated at
the interface between a semiinfinite substrate and a film
with the thickness H. For certainty, we will consider the
dipoles of 60° and 90° misfit dislocations similar to
those observed in the aforementioned Ga0.5In0.5P films
[7]. In order to calculate the critical parameters for the
nucleation of a misfit dislocation dipole, we will use the
1063-7850/02/2803- $22.00 © 20198
following assumptions of a model [5] describing com-
position inhomogeneities in the films free of misfit dis-
locations.

(i) The film and substrate are elastically isotropic
solids possessing cubic crystal lattices and equal values
of the shear modulus G and the Poisson ratio ν.

(ii) The average crystal lattice parameter of the film
with modulated composition coincides with the lattice
parameter of the substrate.

(iii) The film composition modulation is the same
through the entire film thickness.

(iv) The crystal lattice parameter a of the film exhib-
its a sinusoidal variation with the coordinate x along the
film–substrate interface:

(1)

where a0 is the crystal lattice parameter of the substrate,
ε0 is the modulation amplitude, and α is the modulation
frequency. The value of α is determined from the con-
dition of a minimum of the elastic energy of the film–
substrate system that is related to the crystal lattice
misfit between the film and substrate. Under assump-
tions (i)–(iv), the misfit stresses related to modulation

a a0 1 ε0 αxcos–( ),=

H

z

b –b

1

2

x1 x1+p
x

Fig. 1. A schematic diagram of the dislocation dipole
formed at the interface between film (1) and substrate (2).
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of the crystal lattice parameter in the film can be calcu-
lated as described in [5].

Let us determine the conditions under which the
nucleation of a misfit dislocation dipole at the film–sub-
strate interface would energetically favorable. For this
purpose, we will compare the energies of the system
with and without such a dipole. In the absence of the
misfit dislocations, the system energy includes only the
misfit strain energy. When an isolated misfit dislocation
dipole is formed, the energy W per unit length repre-
sents a sum of four terms:

(2)

where W0 is the energy of elastic misfit deformations
(per unit dislocation length), Wdip is the self-energy of
the misfit dislocation dipole, Wdip – f is the energy of
interaction between the dipole and the elastic fields of
misfit stresses, and Wcore is the dislocation core energy.
Nucleation of the misfit dislocation dipole is energeti-
cally favorable if this leads to a decrease in the total
energy, that is, if W – W0 < 0. Taking into account
Eq. (2), this condition can be written as

(3)

In order to calculate the energy Wdip of the misfit
dislocation dipole depicted in Fig. 1, we have used the
stress functions [9] for an edge dislocation near the free
surface. The Wdip – f value was calculated using the
exact formulas [5] for the field of misfit stresses in a
film with periodically modulated composition. Accord-
ing to [10], the dislocation core energy is Wcore ≈
Gb2/[4π(1 – v )]. Substituting this expression for Wcore

and the known expressions for Wdip and Wdip – f into ine-
quality (3), we arrive at the following condition for the
misfit dislocation dipole nucleation: H > Hc, where Hc
is the critical film thickness determined from the rela-
tionship

(4)

Here, fe = ε0(0.158 + 0.0047bz/bx)sinπp/T and T = 2π/α
is the period of the crystal lattice parameter modulation
in the film. An analysis of formula (4) shows that the
critical thickness Hc has a minimum at p = T/2.

An equation for determining the critical thickness

 (above which the nucleation of a single dislocation
at the film–substrate interface is possible) can be
derived in the same manner as it was done for determin-

ing Hc . Figure 2 shows the critical film thicknesses 

W W0 Wdip Wdip f– 2Wcore,+ + +=

Wdip Wdip f– 2Wcore 0.<+ +

8π 1 v+( ) f e

=  
bx

Hc
------

1 bz/bx( )2+(
2

-------------------------------
2Hc

b
---------ln

p2 4Hc
2+

p2
--------------------- 1+ln–





+
2Hc

2 bz/bx( )2 12Hc
2 p2+( ) 4Hc

2 3 p2+( )–[ ]

4Hc
2 p2+( )2

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------




.

H̃c

H̃c
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and Hc for the nucleation of 60° and 90° misfit disloca-
tions and their dipoles at the film–substrate interface
plotted versus the parameter 8π(1 + v )ε0 for p = T/2.

The plots of (ε0) for single dislocations (solid curves
in Fig. 2) coincide.

An analysis of Fig. 2 allows us to draw the following

conclusions. First, the critical thicknesses  and Hc

for the nucleation of single misfit dislocations and their
dipoles in the films with modulated compositions
decrease with increasing modulation amplitude ε0. Sec-

ond, the critical thicknesses  and Hc for the nucle-
ation of 90° misfit dislocations and dipoles are smaller
than the analogous values for the 60° dislocations.

Third, the critical thicknesses  for the nucleation of
single misfit dislocations in the films with modulated
composition is greater than the analogous value for the
formation of dipoles of such dislocations. Thus in a suf-
ficiently thin film with modulated composition (H <
Hc), neither misfit dislocations nor their dipoles form in
the film. As the film thickness increases so as to fall

within the interval Hc < H < , a misfit dislocation
dipole can form in the system. The further increase in
the film thickness makes possible the formation of both
individual misfit dislocations and their dipoles. In addi-
tion, the calculations show that the formation of misfit
dislocation dipoles in inhomogeneous films is energet-
ically more favorable than the formation of single misfit
dislocations. The last conclusion agrees with the exper-
imental data [7] on the dislocation dipoles formed in
nanodimensional Ga0.5In0.5P films with modulated
compositions.

Thus, we have theoretically analyzed the conditions
for nucleation of the misfit dislocations and their
dipoles in films with inhomogeneous compositions. It

H̃c

H̃c

H̃c

H̃c

H̃c

50

0 0.2

Hc/b, Hc/b

8π(1 + v)ε0

0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0

100

150

200

~

Fig. 2. Dependence of the critical film thickness /b on
the modulation amplitude ε0 for the nucleation of 60° and

90° single misfit dislocations ( /b, coinciding solid
curves) and the 60° and 90° misfit dislocation dipoles (Hc/b,
upper and lower dashed curves, respectively).

H̃c

H̃c
2
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was demonstrated that the critical thickness and the
energy of formation of the dislocation dipoles is
smaller than the analogous values (critical thickness
and formation energy) for single misfit dislocations.
Therefore, the dislocation dipoles may be typical ele-
ments of the defect structures of films with inhomoge-
neous compositions, which agrees with the experimen-
tal data reported in [7].
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Abstract—It is demonstrated that Ba–M hexagonal ferrite films with a thickness of ~100 nm and the properties
required for the data recording at a superhigh density can be synthesized on an amorphous substrate. The films
are obtained on SiO2/Si substrates by magnetron sputtering of a Ba–M ferrite ceramic target in a gas mixture
of Ar and O2 taken at the partial pressures of 3.5 and 0.5 mTorr, respectively. In order to obtain the required
crystal and magnetic structure, the films were annealed for 1 h at 700, 800, or 900°C. The experimental data
show that the annealing at 800°C leads to crystallization of the amorphous deposit into a hexagonal ferrite of
the Ba–M type. © 2002 MAIK “Nauka/Interperiodica”.
In the past decade, there was extensive investigation
of the possibility of using thin films of Ba–M hexagonal
ferrites as a medium for the high and super-high density
data recording. As is known, the increase in the density
of data recording in a magnetic medium requires an
increase in the coercive force of the material. Another
possibility is offered by decreasing the distance
between recorder and carrier, which poses additional
requirements to the carrier with respect to mechanical
strength and chemical stability.

It was shown by many researchers (see, e.g., [1])
that thin films of a hexagonal ferrite of the Ba–M type
(e.g, with the chemical formula BaFe12O19), meet all
the above requirements. Unfortunately, wide practical
application of thin Ba–M ferrite films as the recording
media is hindered by the necessity of synthesizing these
films on single crystal plate substrates. This is related to
strict requirements concerning orientation of the crys-
tallographic axis C in the films; moreover, different ori-
entations of the C axis are required in various applica-
tions. However, the use of single crystal plate substrates
significantly increases the final cost of such Ba–M fer-
rite films (mostly due to the substrates as such). This
factor considerably restricts the range of applications of
Ba–M ferrites as thin films.

In connection with this, a considerable effort of
researchers in recent years was devoted to the develop-
ment of technologies for obtaining the films with
required parameters on cheap substrates. It might seem
that the use of amorphous substrates would preclude
from the formation of films with preset orientations of
the C axis. However, it was demonstrated (see [2] and
references therein) that the films of Ba–M ferrites with
the C axis oriented along the normal to the substrate
surface can be obtained on quartz plate substrates using
1063-7850/02/2803- $22.00 © 20201
a modified RF sputtering technique. These results gave
a new impact to the search for other possible substrates,
including amorphous materials, and the development of
new technological methods for the synthesis of films
with preset parameters, in particular, with required ori-
entation of the C axis.

A well-known method of thin film synthesis, which
is widely used for the fabrication of thin Ba–M ferrite
layers, consists in sputtering a target with certain compo-
sition, depositing the sputtered material onto a substrate,
and annealing the deposit. It was demonstrated [3] that
the properties of thin Ba–M ferrite films strongly
depend on the chemical composition. Despite a consid-
erable number of publications, the crystallization pro-
cesses and factors affecting the properties of such com-
plex oxide systems as thin ferrite films are still insuffi-
ciently studied.

The purpose of this study was to develop a new
method for the synthesis of high-quality films of hexag-
onal ferrites of the Ba–M type on amorphous sub-
strates, with the parameters meeting all requirements
for the high and super-high density data recording.

The films were synthesized by method of diode
sputtering of a Ba–M ceramic ferrite target in a gas
mixture of Ar and O2 taken at the partial pressures of
3.5 and 0.5 mTorr, respectively. The films were depos-
ited at room temperature onto preliminary annealed
oxidized quartz (SiO2/Si) substrates. The targets repre-
sented ceramic tablets with the composition BaO ·
4.5Fe2O3 prepared by 5-h annealing of a mixture of
BaCO3 and Fe2O3 components taken in the correspond-
ing ratio. In order to obtain the required crystal and
magnetic structure, the deposited films were annealed
for 1 h at 700, 800, or 900°C. The film thickness was
about 100 nm.
002 MAIK “Nauka/Interperiodica”
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Fig. 1. X-ray diffractogram of a BaO · nFe2O3 film. The ICP data give n = 4.5. The notation of lines in parentheses refers to Ba–M
ferrite. The arrow indicates the position of a line corresponding to the BaFe2O4 ferrite.
The composition of the synthesized films was deter-
mined by the inductively coupled plasma (ICP) tech-
nique. The crystal and magnetic structures were studied
by X-ray diffraction and by Mössbauer conversion
electron spectroscopy. The surface morphology of the
films was examined in an electron microscope.

Figure 1 shows an X-ray diffraction pattern of the
synthesized ferrite film with the composition BaO ·
4.5Fe2O3, as determined by the ICP data after 1-h
annealing at 800°C. The diffraction line at 2θ = 32°
(this position is indicated by an arrow in Fig. 1) can be
evidence of the presence of a BaFe2O4 ferrite in the
film. However, the intensity of this line falls within the
experimental error limits. As can be seen from Fig. 1,
the most intense reflection in the X-ray diffraction pat-
tern of the film with the BaO · 4.5Fe2O3 composition is
(008), which indicates that the crystallographic axis C
in the deposit is perpendicular to the film growth plane.

The room-temperature saturation magnetization of
the BaO · 4.5Fe2O3 film was 325 emu/cm3. The coer-
cive force measured in the directions perpendicular and
parallel to the film growth plane was 2.4 and 3.3 kOe,
respectively.

The Mössbauer spectra provide direct information
both about a phase state of the material studied and
about the orientation of magnetic moments in the sam-
ple. We have also measured the Mössbauer effect in the
synthesized films, but the response signal was detected
in the form of conversion and Auger electrons in the
backscattering geometry [4]. This was explained by the
impossibility of measuring the traditional Mössbauer
spectra in the form of γ-radiation detected in the trans-
mission geometry, which was related to very small
thickness of the films.

Figure 2 shows the experimental Mössbauer spectra
of the BaO · 4.5Fe2O3 films measured at room temper-
ature for the samples annealed for 1 h at various tem-
peratures. As can be seen from Fig. 2a, the Mössbauer
spectrum of a BaO · 4.5Fe2O3 film annealed at 700°C
consists of two peaks representing a doublet with an
isomer shift of 0.25 mm/s (relative to Fe) and a quadru-
T

pole splitting of 0.75 mm/s. These parameters, coincid-
ing with those of the Ba–M films measured immedi-
ately after synthesis by the RF sputter deposition [5],
correspond to a nonmagnetic amorphous hexagonal
Ba–M ferrite reported in [6].

The spectrum of a film annealed at 800°C exhibits
the Zeeman line splitting (Fig. 2b), which is also
retained after the treatment at 900°C (Fig. 2c). An anal-
ysis of the experimental spectra by least squares with
the aid of a computer showed that the material structure
corresponds to a hexagonal ferrite of the Ba–M type.
No lines indicative of the presence of other phases in
the film (including the BaFe2O4 ferrite) were found to
within an experimental error of 5%. The effective mag-
netic fields on the iron ion nuclei occupying positions
in the 4f1, 4f2, and 12k sublattices were evaluated at
342 ± 5 kOe, 348 ± 5 kOe, and 327 ± 5 kOe, respec-
tively.

As can be seen from Figs. 2b and 2c, intensities of
the second and fifth components of the Zeeman sextets
are small. This fact indicates that the magnetic
moments in the sample studied only insignificantly
deviate from the wavevector of the γ-radiation, which is
directed perpendicularly to the film plane. The angle Θ,
determining the orientation of a magnetic moment in a
crystal relative to the wavevector of the γ-radiation, can
be calculated from the Mössbauer spectra by the for-
mula (see, e.g., [7])

(1)

where A1, 6 are intensities of the first and sixth lines and
A2, 5 are intensities of the first and sixth lines, respec-
tively. Our calculations by formula (1) gave the value
Θ ~ 30° ± 7°.

The electron-microscopic examination of the syn-
thesized BaO · 4.5Fe2O3 samples showed that the films

Θ
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Fig. 2. The Mössbauer spectra of a BaO · 4.5Fe2O3 ferrite film annealed for 1 h at (a) 700, (b) 800, or (c) 900°C.
consist of platelike particles. As is known [8], the mag-
netic moments in hexagonal ferrites of the Ba–M type
are oriented along the crystallographic axis C. A com-
parison of the electron-microscopic data with the
results of the Mössbauer measurements shows that
most of the plates in the BaO · 4.5Fe2O3 film studied are
oriented perpendicularly to the film surface.

Thus, we have demonstrated that BaO · 4.5Fe2O3
hexagonal ferrite films synthesized by diode sputtering
and annealing on amorphous substrates possess the
parameters required for the superhigh density data
recording.
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Abstract—The velocity of a rarefied gas sliding round a right circular cylinder surface is calculated using
exact analytical methods. The results are compared to the other published data. © 2002 MAIK “Nauka/Inter-
periodica”.
The complete set of boundary conditions for a rar-
efied gas flowing past an arbitrary smooth surface was
obtained within the framework of a Bhatnagar–Gross–
Kruck (BGK) model using the Boltzmann kinetic equa-
tion [1]. Later, this problem was solved by the methods
of moments for both the linearized Boltzmann equation
with a collision operator in the Boltzmann form [2] and
for some model kinetic equations [3, 4]. Particular sec-
ond-order kinetic coefficients for a gas sliding round a
spherical solid surface were calculated in [5–7]. Below
we report on the results of calculations using exact ana-
lytical methods for the problem of a rarefied gas sliding
round a right circular cylinder surface and perform a
comparative analysis of our and published data.

The problem under consideration admits two quali-
tatively different situations, whereby the temperature
gradient and the gas mass flow velocity far from the
cylinder surface are both perpendicular (transverse
flow) or parallel (longitudinal flow) to the cylinder axis.
In both cases, the gas flow is described by a linearized
Boltzmann equation with a collision operator of the
BGK model written in a cylindrical coordinate system
with the Oz axis coinciding with the cylinder axis. The
boundary condition on the cylinder surface corre-
sponded to the diffusion reflection model.

Let us linearize a distribution function describing
the state of the gas relative to the distribution function
in the gas volume in the Chapman–Enskog approxima-
tion. Expanding the Y(ρ, ϕ, C) function (describing
deviation of the gas distribution function with respect to
velocities and coordinates in the Knudsen layer from
the volume distribution function) into series in the
small parameter 1/R,

Y ρ ϕ C, ,( ) Y 1( ) ρ ϕ C, ,( ) R 1– Y 2( ) ρ ϕ C, ,( ) …,+ +=
1063-7850/02/2803- $22.00 © 20204
we arrive at an equation

(1)

Using Eq. (1) and the corresponding boundary condi-
tions formulated below, we will obtain the function
Y(2)(ρ, ϕ, C). Here, ρ and C are the dimensionless
radius-vector and the dimensionless intrinsic velocity
of gas molecules, respectively; the function Y(1)(ρ, ϕ, C)
coincides with a solution to the problem of the rarefied
gas sliding along a solid flat surface [8],

and R is the dimensionless radius of the cylinder. The
dimensionless quantities are defined as in [1].

Let us assume that the temperature gradient far from
the cylinder surface is perpendicular to this surface,
while the tangent mass flow velocity of the gas varies in

the normal direction, so that the quantities 

and  are nonzero. In this case [8],

(2)
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(3)

where Cϕ forms together with bk(Cz, Cϕ) a complete set of
orthogonal polynomials (in terms of the scalar product).

Denoting µ = Cρ, substituting Eqs. (2) and (3)
into (1), multiplying the obtained relationship by

Cϕexp(–  – ), and integrating with respect to Cϕ
and Cz from –∞ to +∞, we arrive at the boundary problem

(4)

with the boundary conditions

Solving this problem, we obtain the velocity of a rar-
efied gas sliding round a solid cylindrical surface:

(5)

Substituting Loyalka’s integrals [9] into Eq. (5), we
eventually determine

(6)

Direct substitution shows that the term µ  does
not contribute to the velocity of gas sliding around the
surface because the corresponding partial solution to

Eq. (4) has the form (ρ – R)  and becomes zero on
the surface (ρ = R).

In the case of a longitudinal gas flow past the cylin-

der, the quantities  and  are nonzero. In

this case,

(7)
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where Cz forms together with dk(Cz, Cϕ) a complete set
of orthogonal polynomials (in terms of the scalar
product).

Substituting Eqs. (7) and (8) into Eq. (1), multiply-

ing the obtained relationship by Czexp(–  – ), and
integrating with respect to Cϕ and Cz from –∞ to +∞, we

arrive an equation for the function (ρ, z, µ)

(9)

with the boundary conditions

Taking into account that the term µ  does not
contribute to the velocity of gas sliding round the sur-
face and that each of the last three terms in the right-
hand part of Eq. (9) is only one-third of the correspond-
ing term in Eq. (4), we may conclude that the longitu-
dinal flow past the cylinder is characterized by three
times smaller sliding coefficients:

It should be noted that the aforementioned relation-
ship between the sliding coefficients of the transverse
and longitudinal flow past the cylinder is determined by
the structure of Eqs. (4) and (9) and is independent of
the particular method used to solve these equations.
However, this relationship cannot be derived from the
results obtained in [1]. At the same time, the above
results fully coincide with those obtained in [1] for an
arbitrary flow past the cylindrical surface under consid-
eration.

The above results can be used in solving various
problems in the kinetic theory of gases with the bound-
ary conditions require taking into account the effects
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introducing linear corrections (with respect to the
Knudsen number) to the gas sliding velocity.
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Abstract—The drift of nonequilibrium charge carriers in GaAs was studied. It is demonstrated that the electric
and acoustic (ultrasonic) fields significantly influence the transport of charge carriers in photodetectors based
on piezoelectric semiconductors with traps. © 2002 MAIK “Nauka/Interperiodica”.
The drift of nonequilibrium charge carriers in a
semiconductor is one of the basic processes determin-
ing the efficiency of solar cells. Gallium arsenide pos-
sesses certain advantages to other semiconductors in
this respect [1], which allow GaAs-based solar cells to
be obtained which possess the maximum efficiency in
comparison with all other systems. In recent years, the
basic properties of GaAs were not studied on a proper
level despite the fact that GaAs still serves as a base
material for complex solar cells implementing hetero-
structures.

The purpose of this study was to deepen and expand
our knowledge about the physics of processes in GaAs-
based solar cells.

As is known, the drift of nonequilibrium charge car-
riers in a semiconductor is determined either by exter-
nal electric fields and/or by internal (built-in) electro-
static fields related to an impurity concentration gradi-
ent in the semiconductor. Gallium arsenide is a
piezoelectric semiconductor with a structure possess-
ing no center of symmetry. An electric field applied to
such a crystal produces deformation of the crystal, and
vice versa, any deformation of the crustal leads to the
appearance of an induced electric field. Therefore,
investigation of the effect of deformation on the drift of
nonequilibrium charge carriers is a very important task.
One of the possible straining factors are ultrasonic
waves.

Interaction of the charge carriers with ultrasonic
waves in piezosemiconductors is mediated by piezo
emf. Straining a semiconductor by an ultrasonic wave
field gives rise to a force acting upon the charge carri-
ers, which is proportional to the wavevector k (i.e., to
the wave frequency) and the piezoelectric constant of
the crystal e. A linear theory [2] considers the propaga-
tion of an elastic wave in a semiconductor and deter-
mines the relationship between alternating deformation
1063-7850/02/2803- $22.00 © 20207
and the electric field components E', space charge nQ,
and electric current I':

(1)

(2)

(3)

Here, e and χ are the piezoelectric constant and perme-
ability, respectively; γ = 1 – VD/VS is a parameter reflect-
ing the ratio of the electron drift velocity VD to the
sound velocity VS; ωD = V2/D; D is the diffusion coeffi-
cient; ωC = b/χ; and b = n0Qeµe is the dc conductivity.
The elastic constant of the crystal in the ultrasonic wave
field can be expressed as

(4)

The physics of interaction between an ultrasonic
wave and charge carriers in GaAs, as well as in nonpo-
lar semiconductors (Si, Ge), consists in the energy and
momentum exchange between the wave and the carri-
ers. However, there is a significant difference as well.
The potential–deformation interaction in nonpolar
semiconductors leads to lattice distortions, which
results in a change of the potential energy of electrons
proportional to the deformation intensity. In piezosemi-
conductors, the deformation is proportional to the elec-
tric field strength. Since E = –gradV (where V is the
electric potential), the coupling constant must contain
an additional factor 1/k (because the frequency depen-
dence of this interaction is different). According to
Eq. (1), the electric field strength in a semiconductor is
−(e/χ)ε. Thus, the potential energy of an electron in a
piezosemiconductor deformed in an ultrasonic wave
field is proportional to Qe(e/χ)(i/k).
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An expression for the damping factor α characteriz-
ing the interaction of an ultrasonic wave with charge
carriers both in usual semiconductors and in piezosemi-
conductors in the presence of an external electric was
derived in [2]. In the case of a potential–deformation
interaction, the coefficient α is proportional to the cou-
pling component C of the deformation potential in the
direction of wave propagation. In a piezosemiconduc-
tor, where the piezoelectric interaction dominates over
the potential–deformation interaction, the relationship
is generally the same except for the quantity C replaced
by Qee/χk, where e is the corresponding piezoelectric
constant. The relative magnitude of the effects related
to the deformation potential and the piezoelectric inter-
action is given by the ratio

(5)

where Cd and Cp are the coupling constants of the
deformation potential and the piezoelectric effect,
respectively. This ratio reflects the role of the two
mechanisms responsible for the interaction between
ultrasonic waves and charge carriers.

At low frequencies, the contribution due to the
potential–deformation interaction is smaller than that
due to the piezoelectric effect. As the frequency
increases, the two effects are leveled. During the drift,
a certain fraction of charge carriers is trapped by impu-
rity levels, which is a factor decreasing the efficiency of
the solar cells.

Using our previous results [3] for the Qn/  ratio

(Qn and  are the magnitudes of charges collected on
the contacts in the absence and in the presence of an
ultrasonic wave field, respectively) and taking into
account the dependence of the damping factor on the
traps present in a real crystal [4], we obtain the follow-
ing general expression for the total charge collected in
an ultrasonic field:

(6)

where fr = , fi = , τ is the trapping

time, f0 is the fraction of excess carriers behaving as
free in the equilibrium state, v 0 = c/ρ is the unperturbed
sound velocity, c is the elastic constant, ρ is the material
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density, and δ+ is the depth of radiation penetration into
the semiconductor.

An analysis shows that an ultrasonic wave propagat-
ing in a semiconductor crystal interacts both with the
drifting carriers and with traps, which leads to their
devastation. Thus, the presence of electric fields and
other perturbations in the crystal must increase the effi-
ciency of collecting charge carriers in a piezosemicon-
ductor photodetector.

Based on the notions developed above, let us con-
sider the experimental results on the kinetics of charge
carrier collection in homogeneous GaAs-based
piezosemiconductor photodetectors in an ultrasonic
wave field.

The drift of nonequilibrium charge carriers in solar
cells was experimentally studied using model photode-
tectors made of semiinsulating GaAs crystals (ρ ≈
107−108 Ω cm; thickness, 100–500 µm; contact area up
to S = 30 cm2) as described in [5, 6]. The longitudinal
ultrasonic waves with variable amplitude and a fre-
quency ranging within f = 10–50 MHz were generated
by a quartz transducer acoustically coupled to a cathode
contact of the photodetector. The electric voltage to the
quartz transducer was supplied from an HF generator.
Nonequilibrium charge carriers were generated at the
cathode contact of the photodetector by means of irra-
diation with red light (λ = 0.7 µm) pulses from a light-
emitting diode. The light wavelength was selected
equal to a middle value in the wavelength range used in
the experiments with the excess carriers produced pre-
dominantly in the uppermost doped layer of the solar
cell elements [7]. The light-emitting diodes were pow-
ered by rectangular voltage pulses with a duration of
t = 1 µs and a repetition rate F = 1–5 kHz supplied from
voltage generators. The amplitude characteristics of the
semiconductors were measured on a special setup for
the amplitude analysis, which allowed the collected
charge to be estimated with an accuracy of 0.01%.1 

After the electron–hole pair generation, the sample
featured the motion of nonequilibrium charge carriers.
During the drift of electrons through the crystal, the
current slightly decreases as a result of trapping of a
part of the nonequilibrium carriers by traps. If the sam-
ple was not subjected to the action of ultrasonic waves,
dependence of the signal amplitude on the field strength
was described by a typical N-shaped curve (Fig. 1,
curve 1). The physical reasons of this behavior were
considered in [9]. When an ultrasonic wave propagated
in the GaAs crystal, the signal amplitude deviated from
the initial N-shaped curve and the peak corresponding
to a threshold field slightly shifted toward smaller val-
ues of the drawing field strength (Fig. 1). Figure 1
shows the curves measured at various levels of the con-

1 We employed the method of amplitude analysis developed in [8],
which offers the most advanced approach to investigation of the
efficiency of nonequilibrium charge carrier collection in radiation
detectors of various types.
ECHNICAL PHYSICS LETTERS      Vol. 28      No. 3      2002
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trol voltage supplied from the HF generator to the
quartz transducer (coupled to the GaAs crystal).

Let us compare dependences of the signal amplitude
A(E) on the field strength measured in the absence of
the ultrasonic wave field (curve 1) and during propaga-
tion of a longitudinal ultrasonic wave (curve 4). Curve 1
displays a dip related to the redistribution of electrons
between valleys. When an ultrasonic wave with the
amplitude V = 25 V and a frequency F = 30 MHz is
applied from the HF generator through the quartz trans-
ducer to the GaAs crystal, the A(E) field dependence
(curve 4) significantly changes (the signal amplitude is
determined by the peak position on an analyzer dis-
play). First, a broad peak is formed in the region of low
electric field strengths (0–200 V/cm), accounting for
the A(E) variation in this region. Second, the entire
curve shifts toward lower electric fields. Finally, there
is a general increase in amplitude of the signal collected
in GaAs crystals.

This variation of the A(E) curve in the ultrasonic
wave field is evidence of the interaction between the
acoustic wave and electrons. Indeed, the electron drift
velocity in the interval of field strengths below
200 V/cm is on the order of (1–9) × 105 cm/s, which is
close to the velocity of longitudinal acoustic waves in
GaAs. Therefore, an energy exchange between ultra-
sonic waves and electrons must undoubtedly take place.
The absence of a signal in the fields below 200 V/cm
(curve 1) is mostly caused by the electron traps. The
ultrasonic wave transferring an additional momentum
to electrons decreases the probability of electron trap-
ping, which leads to the appearance of a signal below
200 V/cm. In the region of field strengths above
200 V/cm, an increase in the signal amplitude is related
to a decrease in the slow signal component (which was
higher in the absence of the ultrasonic wave).2 

A slight shift of the signal amplitude toward smaller
field strengths with increasing ultrasonic wave ampli-
tude can be related to an increase in the energy of elec-
trons and their concentration in the ultrasonic wave
field. This experimental fact is naturally explained as
follows. The threshold field strength Ep must decrease,
since electrons are transferred from lower to higher val-
ley due to additional energy gained from the ultrasonic
wave; thus, the transfer must take place at lower values
of the electric field strength. Note that the observed
increase in the signal amplitude is related not only to
the mechanism of the ultrasonic wave interaction with
electrons, but to the deep trap devastation as well.
Indeed, since the electron concentration in the conduc-
tion band is determined primarily by the trapping lev-
els, this concentration must change in response to vari-
ation of the distance between the conduction band bot-
tom and the trapping level, which is caused by the
ultrasonic wave propagating in the crystal. This will be
accompanied by the ejection of electrons from traps

2 The slow signal component is related to the process of electron
trapping and ejection from traps.
TECHNICAL PHYSICS LETTERS      Vol. 28      No. 3      200
and, hence, by an increase in the signal amplitude.
Thus, the results of experiments on the charge collec-
tion in the ultrasonic wave field of variable amplitude
confirmed that the traps interact with the ultrasonic
wave (Fig. 1).

Figure 2 shows dependence of the amplitude of a
GaAs-based photodetector signal on the frequency F of
the ultrasonic wave. As can be seen, the signal ampli-
tude A(E) increases with the frequency F. Formula (6)
for the value of charge collected in a piezosemiconduc-
tor detector in the presence of an ultrasonic wave field
involves the finite trap relaxation time τ (Qn is related to
τ via fr and fi). In real crystals, this parameter varies
within very broad limits (from 10–9 to 10–3 s). In a cer-
tain frequency interval, the signal amplitude increases
with the frequency by the mechanism described above,
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Fig. 1. Plots of the output signal amplitude of a GaAs detec-
tor (sample N32) versus the applied electric field strength
measured at T = 293 K for various ultrasonic wave (F =
30 MHz) amplitudes: (1) no ultrasonic wave field; (2–5) HF
generator voltage 5, 15, 20, and 25 V, respectively.
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Fig. 2. A plot of the output signal amplitude A of a GaAs
detector versus ultrasonic wave frequency F measured for
an HF generator voltage of 15 V and an applied electric field
strength of E = 1500 V/cm.
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since the parameter a = fi/fr determines a phase shift
between the electron concentration in the conduction
band and the electron density on a given level. When
the a value increases to about unity or above, there
appears a phase shift between the electron current and
the field E' (see Eq. (1)), which leads to an increase in
the signal amplitude. In other words, an the ultrasonic
wave field with F = 10–50 MHz excludes all traps with
τ ≥ 106 s from the carrier trapping process. This follows
from the relationship ωτ > 1, where ω = 2πF, which
corresponds to the appearance of a free space charge at
the expense of carriers that were previously (in the
absence of the ultrasonic wave field) localized on traps.
This space charge participates in the drift of carriers
and increases the collection of carriers and, hence, the
signal amplitude (Fig. 2).

From the standpoint of practical applications, the
results of our investigation provided data on the values
of operative electric field strengths ensuring the maxi-
mum collection of nonequilibrium charge carriers gen-
erated by the optical radiation: E ≈ (1.5–3) × 103 V/cm.
In manufacturing the GaAs-based solar cells, it is nec-
essary to provide for an impurity concentration gradient
such that would ensure the appearance of built-in elec-
tric fields of this intensity.
TE
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Abstract—The possibility of explaining the absorption of light during pressure-induced xenon metallization
in terms of a transition to the superconducting state is studied. The energy structure of the van der Waals con-
densates is considered as an alternative to the band structure. It is suggested that, as the condensate is com-
pressed and the interatomic distance decreases to a certain aB value such that aF < aB < aW (where aF and aW
are the equilibrium distances in the Fermi and van der Waals dielectrics), the condensate occurs in a region of
the superconducting state (until the onset of metallization and BCS superconductivity). This region corresponds
to binding energies in the range from 40 to 60 kJ/mol. Many of the molecular condensates and metals are close
to this region of instability. This state can be accessed not only by compressing a condensate or using chemical
bonds: the role of compression can be performed by adsorption forces operative, for example, in the sorption
(inclusion) compounds. © 2002 MAIK “Nauka/Interperiodica”.
Introduction. Investigation into the possibility of
metallization development in the molecular (or van der
Waals) condensates and the appearance of supercon-
ductivity has a long history. In 18th century, it was sug-
gested that hydrogen may convert into a metal upon
condensation [1]. The problem of metallization and
superconductivity in hydrogen is still under consider-
ation [2].

A simple criterion of the pressure-induced metalli-
zation in the van der Waals condensates was formulated
in 1927 by Herzfeld [3]; the level of pressures required
for the metallization of atomic hydrogen was theoreti-
cally estimated in 1935 [4]. In 1938, it was suggested [5]
that superconductivity can be considered as the conden-
sation of bosons. The first attempts to determine the
range of boson concentrations in which the Bose super-
conductivity takes place were undertaken in 1946. The
bosons were suggested to occur in the form of electron
pairs in the bubbles appearing upon dissolution
(“extension”) of a metal (sodium) in a dielectric
(ammonia) [6]. The investigation of this region of insta-
bility between metals and dielectrics revealed the cur-
rents “frozen” in the magnetic field, which were
extremely weakly damping at 80 K. However, these
results were critically assessed in [7].

The extensive theoretical and experimental investi-
gation of processes occurring in a system of condensing
atoms, that is, in the unstable and difficultly accessed
region between metals and dielectrics, began in 1949
[8, 9]. A considerable interest in the problem of metallic
hydrogen stimulated development of the technology of
high static pressures. In 1989, the process of xenon
metallization in the range of pressures from 130 to
200 GPa was monitored by optical methods [10]. The
1063-7850/02/2803- $22.00 © 20211
experimental data were interpreted in terms of overlap
of the electron energy bands during contraction of the
atomic lattice. Recently [11], the dc conductivity in Xe
was studied at pressures of up to 155 GPa, but only the
initial stage of metallization was observed.

An analysis of experimental data [10]. A reliable
proof of the superconductivity can be provided only by
the results of magnetic measurements, while optical
data are less suited for this purpose. Nevertheless,
extremely high precision of the experimental data
obtained in [10] and a considerable deviation of these
data from predictions of the band model may justify an
attempt at explaining these results from an alternative
standpoint [12, 13].

Figure 1 shows plots of the light absorption coeffi-
cient a versus photon energy W constructed by data
taken from [10] for a xenon film at a pressure of
130 GPa (curve 1) and 200 GPa (curve 2). For the com-
parison, curve 3 presents the a value calculated as a
function of W/3.5kTc representing the ratio of the pho-
ton energy to the temperature of transition to the super-
conducting state [14]. The right-hand wing of the latter
curve reflects the absorption due to normal electrons.
The curves of type 3 sometimes exhibit a “precursor”
hump such as that observed in the experimental curve 2
for xenon. A comparison of curves 2 and 3 allows the Tc
value to be formally estimated as 4000 K at a pressure
of 200 GPa.

According to the band model of metallization, the

plasma frequency  and the total absorption b2/3 in
the region of maximum must be proportional to a
decrease in the volume V upon metallization, that is, to

W p
4/3
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the difference Vm–V [10]. These relationships (valid
only approximately) led to estimates of the metalliza-
tion volume Vm = 10.7–10.5 cm3/mol and the metalliza-
tion pressure Pm = 130–140 GPa [10]. However, the
experimental data obtained in [10] are much better

described by the functions  and b1 being propor-
tional to Vm–V, from which one can derive two conclu-
sions.

I. The first relationship can be expressed as

where B = 0.48 eV. This relationship may describe the
energy gap Wp in the region of a phase transition, for
example, into the superconducting state. Since the
parameters T and V enter the Gibbs function on equal
terms, we obtain B = Tm = Tc = 5000 K, which is close
to the aforementioned estimate; the gap energy is on the
order of 1–1.5 eV.

II. The transition of xenon into the superconducting
state can be described as a percolation process in a mix-
ture of conducting and nonconducting particles [15]. In
this case, Vm and Pm must depend on the photon energy
W. Figure 2 shows plots of the absorption coefficient as
a function of xenon volume for various photon energies
constructed by data taken from [10]. The volume at
which the absorption appears (a ~ 0) is frequency-
dependent. Using a plot of this volume versus W2, one
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Fig. 1. Plots of the light absorption coefficient a versus pho-
ton energy W [10] for a xenon film at a pressure of
(1) 130 GPa and (2) 200 GPa. Dashed curve 3 presents the
a value calculated as a function of W/3.5kTc (the ratio of
the photon energy to the energy gap) for a superconduct-
ing film [14].
T

can estimate the metallization onset conditions for
direct current: Vm0 = 10.26 cm3/mol and Pm0 = 152 GPa.
These estimates are closer than the band model predic-
tions to the values Vm0 = 10.20 cm3/mol and Pm0 =
154 GPa provided by the Herzfeld criterion [10]. For
this reason, the experiments devoted to the dc conduc-
tivity measurements at pressures up to 155 GPa [11] did
not reach the level of real metallization in xenon. A
weak increase in the resistance with the temperature
was probably related to the effects of contacts and the
anharmonicity of lattice oscillations on the total sample
resistance.

Van der Walls condensates. At least two important
steps in the physics of condensed state were made in the
1930s due to making an allowance for the real localized
states. These were the concept of polarons and the
explanation of the van der Waals forces in terms of a
manifestation of the properties of electrons as particles.
An allowance for the corpuscular properties of particles
and quasi-particles is of principal importance for an
adequate description of real systems [16]. New infor-
mation about the properties of van der Walls conden-
sates under extremal conditions can be adequately
interpreted only by recourse to other localized electron

states, for example, virtual  molecules experimen-
tally observed in [17].
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Fig. 2. Plots of the absorption coefficient a as a function of
the xenon volume V for various photon energies W = 0 (1),
1.0 (2), 1.7 (3), 2.0 (4), and 2.7 eV (5) constructed by data
taken from [10]. The onset of metallization depends on the
photon energy (light frequency): line 6 shows a plot of the
metallization onset volume Vm versus square photon

energy W2 .
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According to an alternative model of the van der
Walls condensates employing only localized states, the
lattice sites of, for example, xenon permanently contain
on the average ~80% Xe atoms in the ground state
(hydrogen-like ground state radius r1 = 0.59 Å) and
~20% Xe atoms in an excited state (r2 = 2.2 Å) forming

virtual excimer  molecules distributed over the lat-
tice sites. This situation is schematically depicted in the
inset in Fig. 3 [12, 13, 22]. In this scheme, the band
effects cannot play a determining role since the inter-
atomic distances (~4.4 Å) are significantly greater than
the effective atomic diameter (1.2 Å), while the concen-

tration of  molecules is small and their degree of
ordering is low. However, owing to the covalent bind-
ing, these very atoms determine both the equilibrium
states in the condensate and the binding energy of this
condensate. Atoms in the ground state exhibit only a
weak van der Walls attraction. Thus, the two virtual
sublattices occur in the state of dynamic equilibrium.

In the xenon condensate, the wave functions of adja-
cent atoms in the ground state (for example, Φ5s, 5p ~
exp[–(r/5r1)], where the preexponential factor is omit-
ted and the Bohr radius 0.529 Å is replaced by the
hydrogen-like ground state radius r1 = 0.59 Å) are
weakly overlapping. For the van der Waals interaction,
the wave functions of the adjacent atoms are uncorre-
lated (in contrast to the case of covalent binding). For
this reason, the probability X for a pair of electrons
from the adjacent atoms to occur simultaneously at the
point r, exhibit excitation, pass to the orbitals of excited

states, and form virtual  molecules is

where  This relationship can be consid-
ered a probability of the transition over a barrier of
0.8  (  = 12.13 eV is the ionization potential of
Xe) under the action of a chaotic perturbation with an
average energy of w. The energy of the transition to an
excited state  (  = 8.32 eV = 0.7  for Xe) is

close to 0.8 . For this reason, the probability X ~

exp[–( /w)] is naturally considered as the time-aver-

age fraction of excited atomic pairs in the conden-
sate, 1–X being the fraction of atoms in the ground
state.

This condensate represents a statistical mixture of

atoms in the ground state and virtual  molecules at
the lattice sites, which determine both the average bind-
ing energy of the lattice and the equilibrium interatomic
distances because atoms in the ground state exhibit

Xe2*

Xe2*

Xe2*

X 2 r/5r1( )–[ ]{ } 2 2r2 r–( )/5r1–[ ]exp{ }exp∼
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only weak attractive forces (see the inset in Fig. 3). This
scheme of interatomic interactions, implying a periodic
change in the type of binding, allows the main parame-
ters of the van der Waals condensate to be simply and
sufficiently precisely determined using only atomic
characteristics [12, 13, 15].

Considering the  molecule as a hydrogen-like
formation, the binding energy of this virtual molecule
can be estimated at Qi ~ 1 eV. Thus, the average energy
per Xe atom in the condensate is E1 ~ 0.13 eV. There-
fore, X = 0.13/1 = 2.56exp[–(4r2/5

 

r

 

1

 

)], where 2.56 is a
numerical coefficient and  r

 2  = 2.2 Å. For the metalliza-
tion of Xe, 
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2

 
m

 
 = 1.47 Å [10]. This yields 

 
X

 
m

 
 ~ 0.35 and

the average binding energy in the state of metallization
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 = 
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 ~ 0.35(2.2/1.47) = 0.5 eV. There are many van
der Waals condensates in which the binding energies
are close to 0.5 eV [22] even without pressure (see

below). Upon metallization, the binding energy of 
molecules increases by a factor of 2.2/1.47 to reach

 

Q

 

m

 

 ~ 1.37 eV, which is close to the energy gap value
(1

 

−

 

1.5 eV) estimated above from the optical data.

The regions of existence of the van der Waals con-
densates, Bose superconductors, and metals are
depicted in Fig. 3, showing the average binding energy

 

E

 

 as a function of the interatomic distance 

 

r

 

. The van
der Waals condensate of atoms with filled electron

shells represents a “gas” of hydrogen-like virtual 
molecules distributed over the lattice sites and exhibit-
ing no direct interaction with each other (see the inset
in Fig. 3). The binding energies 

 

Q

 

i

 

 and the elastic prop-
erties of the whole van der Waals condensate are deter-
mined by the covalent binding of these molecules, the
dimensions of which correspond to a doubled radius of
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der Waals condensate (the inset).
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the excited state orbital (~2r20). The average energy E1

has an extremum at r2 = r20. If the condensate is com-
posed of atoms with unfilled shells, the equilibrium dis-
tances correspond to r10 < r20 (Fig. 3, curve E2). The
region between r10 and r20 (i.e., between the energies E1

and E2) can be accessed either by compressing the van
der Waals condensate or by extending the metal. In any
case, the system energy E3 must be stabilized by any
means (pressure, chemical bonds, adsorption forces,
intercalation, inclusion compound, etc.).

The random pair interactions between adjacent
atoms in the ground state periodically lead to the forma-

tion of covalently bound virtual  molecules. Con-
sidering the coupled electrons (biexcitons) in such mol-
ecules as bosons (electrons interact via a “lattice” of
two atoms), we may compress the condensate so as to
increase the concentration and ordering of such bosons.
Thus, we can experimentally follow the process of
boson condensation under equilibrium conditions and
realize sequential transitions from an exciton dielectric
to a Bose superconductor (with a high Tc) and to a
Fermi metal (with a lower Tc , corresponding to the BCS
superconductivity) [19]. In particular, stable Cs2 mole-
cules (with two coupled s electrons) or Ba atoms on
condensation would directly convert into the Fermi
metals, bypassing the unstable state of Bose supercon-
ductivity (Fig. 3, curve E2), which is observed in the
case of “diluting” metals with dielectrics under the con-
ditions when the metal can separate into an individual
phase [6, 17]. The compression of stationary H2 mole-
cules leads to the formation of virtual bimolecules
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Fig. 4. A plot of the entropy of evaporation S versus binding
energy E for a series of molecular condensates and metals:
(1) Ne; (2) Ar; (3) Kr; (4) Xe; (5) CF2Cl2; (6) CCl4;
(7) C6H5Cl; (8) H2O; (10) Hg. Dashed line 9 corresponds to
the binding energy of metallic Xe by data from [10].
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(H2 , which determine the properties of condensed
hydrogen.

The compression of Xe leads to increasing concen-

tration of  molecules forming chains and islands
(clusters) with electrons tunneling in between. In the
region from r1ms to r2si, a van der Waals condensate
appears as a granular superconductor featuring Joseph-
son’s tunneling (see the inset in Fig. 3). This can
explain the frequency dependence of the absorption in
the region of pressures immediately before the transi-
tion (Fig. 2) [10]. The possibility that such chains
(“cycles”) may appear before the phase transition in the
Bose condensate as a result of attraction between parti-
cles was theoretically predicted in [20].

The possibility of the pressure-induced supercon-
ductivity can be also studied in molecular condensates
composed of complex molecules, provided these pos-
sess no magnetic moments. The molecules with
nonzero magnetic moments in the ground state behave
as magnetic impurities with a concentration of ~(1–X)
and sharply decrease the Tc value. Such a situation is
observed, for example, during the metallization in O2,
where Tc = 0.6 K [21].

Figure 4 shows a plot of the entropy of evaporation
S characterizing the van der Waals condensate versus
the binding energy in the condensates and metals.
There is a gap between energies on the order of 0.4 eV
(for most typical van der Waals condensates) and
0.6 eV for metals (e.g., Hg). In the case of “induced”
metallization of Xe, the binding energy (~0.5 eV)
would fall within this region of instability between
dielectrics and metals [22]. In the case of complex mol-
ecules, the required pressures can be lower; however,
there is a danger of decomposition under pressure or
metallization as a result of structural changes.

It is possible to provide for an increase in the con-
centration of virtual molecules and to obtain stable
superconductors without pressure, by using adsorption
interactions [18, 19, 22]. When a van der Waals conden-
sate contacts with a metal, the adsorption forces convert
the adsorbed molecules into an excimer state (by mech-
anism of the catalytic effect [23]). Systems of this type
are essentially nanocomposites of the (metal)–(van der
Waals condensate)x type with x > 1. An example of such
a system is probably offered by fullerides (Me3)C60
with Tc up to 40 K [24]. In the case of complex mole-
cules, the virtual perturbations apparently arise in their
fragments. Of practical importance are systems of this
type (inclusion compounds) in which at least one com-
ponent represents a molecular condensate. From this
standpoint, in usual high-temperature superconductors,
the system is stabilized by chemical bonds and rela-
tively low Tc values are determined by the presence of
magnetic atoms.

Conclusion. The properties of metallic xenon
known at present can be considered as a manifestation

)2*

Xe2*
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of superconductivity with Tc > 300 K. The molecular
(van der Waals) condensates are systems which can be
described only in terms of localized electron states. The
van der Waals condensate features a dynamic equilib-
rium between two virtual sublattices. These systems are
separated from the Fermi metals by an extended region
of instability (in both interatomic distances and binding
energies), in which the state of the electron Bose con-
densate can be fixed by pressure, chemical bonds,
adsorption forces, etc. At present, there is no direct
experimental evidence for validity of the proposed van
der Waals condensate model. However, the phase dia-
gram presented in Fig. 3 [19] was later theoretically
constructed in [25].
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Abstract—It is shown that a spherical X-ray wave incident at the Bragg angle θB ≈ π/2 onto a biaxially bent
crystal exhibits independent diffraction in two mutually perpendicular planes. An analytical formula for the size
of the diffraction reflection region in the backscattering mode is derived and the analytical expression for the
wave intensity distribution at the two-dimensional focus is refined. © 2002 MAIK “Nauka/Interperiodica”.
The two-dimensional (point) focusing of a spherical
X-ray wave by biaxially bent crystals has been studied
both theoretically [1–4] and experimentally [5] in the
context of the problem of obtaining high-intensity
X-ray beams. In comparison to the case of uniaxial
(cylindrical) bending, the biaxial bending provides for
an increase in the intensity due to the diffraction con-
finement (focusing) of the beam in the two planes. At
present, in view of the creation of new high-power syn-
chrotron radiation sources, the X-ray focusing optics
employing bent crystals in combination with the
Bragg–Fresnel optics may gain further progress.

Here, the diffraction backscattering of a spherical
X-ray wave from a biaxially bent crystal is considered
as two independent backscattering processes in two
mutually perpendicular planes. From the standpoint of
obtaining high-intensity beams, the backscattering of a
diverging beam from a biaxially bent crystal is among
the most favorable variants of focusing. The influence
of geometric aberrations in the backscattering mode
can be minimized.

Now it will be demonstrated that the backscattering
from a bent crystal leads to a significant increase in the
size of the surface involved in the diffraction reflection
of the incident radiation as compared to the case of
θB < π/2. Let us consider the Bragg reflection of a wave
from a biaxially bent crystal (see figure) within the
framework of the geometric optics. The analysis is gen-
erally similar to that performed in [6], except that we
will consider all terms up to ~x4. It should be empha-
sized that the diffraction reflection is coherent and elas-

tic, so that k0 + h = kh ,  =  = k2, and h0 = 2ksinθB.
Here, h = h0 – ∇ (h0u), h0 and h are the reciprocal lattice
vectors of the initial (plane) and bent crystal, respec-
tively; k0 and kh are the wavevectors of the incident and
diffracted waves, respectively; and u(–xz/Rx, –yz/Ry,
x2/Rx + y2/Ry) is the vector of displacement of the
reflecting planes in the elastically bent crystal.

k0
2 kh

2
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The angular halfwidth ∆θ of the Bragg backscatter-
ing curve is as follows:

(1)

An analogous expression for ∆θy is obtained from (1)
by substituting x  y. For a plane wave (L0 @ Rx),
Eq. (1) simplifies to

(2)

In the case of x2/  ! 1, we can ignore the fourth-order
term in Eq. (2) to estimate the size of the crystal surface

∆θx 2x2/RxL0 x2/L0
2 x2/Rx

2 x4/2Rx
2L0

2+ + +=

– 3x4/4L0
4 x4/Rx

3L0– 3x4/4Rx
4–

1/2
.

∆θx x2/Rx
2 3x4/4Rx

4–
1/2

.≅

Rx
2

Z

S
S'

Y

X

k0
kh

The geometry of focusing of a spherical X-ray wave upon
backscattering from a biaxially bent crystal: S and S' are the
point radiation source and its image, respectively.
002 MAIK “Nauka/Interperiodica”
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involved in the plane wave backscattering:

(3)

By the same token, in the Y axis direction,

(4)

As can be seen from formulas (3) and (4), the back-
scattering from a biaxially bent crystal increases the
beam intensity by a factor of |χhr|–1 as compared to the
case of θB ≤ π/2.

In the case of a spherical wave, we obtain, instead
of (3) and (4), the following formulas:

(5)

A dynamic theory developed in [7, 8] for the Bragg
diffraction of X-ray radiation in a semiinfinite elasti-
cally bent crystal yields the following expression for
the diffracted wave intensity at a point ξp , yp near the
two-dimensional focus:

(6)

Here, J1(t) is the real first-order Bessel function,

(7)

σh = κχh/4cosθB, κ = 2π/λ, λ is the incident radiation
wavelength, χh is the Fourier component of the X-ray
polarizability, Lh(0) is the distance from the crystal to the
point source image, and Θ(t) is the Heaviside unit step
function. In writing formula (6), we omitted the factors
independent of the coordinates (ξp, yp). Note that,
according to formula (6), the radiation intensity distri-
bution along the Y axis is described by the Bessel func-
tion, rather than by (sint/t)2 as in [3].

Taking tx, y ≈ π in expressions (7), we obtain for the
focal spot size in the two directions

(8)

where ∆yp = ∆ξp (because Rx = Ry according to the stig-
matic focusing condition) and Λ = λ/|χhr| is the extinc-
tion length for the backscattering. For Lh(0) @ Ry, the
focal spot size along the Y axis is

(9)

xeff pl, Rx∆θ≅ Rx χhr
1/2.=

yeff pl, Ry χhr
1/2.≅

xeff ∆θ/ 1/L0 1/Rx+( ),   y eff ∆θ / 1/ L 0 1/ R y + ( ) . ≈≈

Ih ξ p yp,( ) J1 tx( )/tx
2 J1 ty( )/ty

2Θ tx( )Θ ty( ).∼

tx ξ pσh/αh x, Lh 0( ), ty ypσh/αh y, Lh 0( ),= =

∆ξ p 2Λ θB 1 Lh 0( )/Rx–cos≅

≤ 2 1 Lh 0( )/Rx Λ χhr– 1/2,

∆yeff pl, 2λ Lh 0( )/yeff pl, .≈
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Estimates of the focal spot size obtained using for-
mula (8) for λ = 1.54 Å, |χhr| = 9 × 10–6, Rx = Ry = 1 m,
Lh = 0.6 m, and L0 = 3 m are ∆ξp = ∆yp ~ 4 × 10–8 m. For
comparison, the focal spot size ∆ξp for θB ≤ π/2 exceeds
this estimate by more than two orders of magnitude.
From the standpoint of practical applications of the
above results, it is also necessary to take into account
the finite size of a source emitting the primary divergent
wave. The coherent backscattering from a crystal
involves only a part of the source with the dimensions

dcoh, xdcoh, y ≤ |χhr|. A realistic estimate of the focal
spot size is provided by

(10)

With an allowance for relationship (10), the coeffi-
cient of the image transfer by a biaxially bent crystal
X-ray lens is unity in both planes.

It should be noted that formula (6) is a consequence
of the symmetry with respect to the crystal rotation
around the axis Z perpendicular to the crystal surface.
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Abstract—Propagation of a plane longitudinal acoustic wave in a solid with dislocations is theoretically stud-
ied. The effect of dislocations on the phase velocity dispersion and the character and degree of the wave damp-
ing are analyzed. The results are compared to experimental data for the dislocation relaxation process in lead.
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The propagation of ultrasonic waves in a solid (crys-
tal) with dislocations can be described by the following
system of equations [1]:

(1)

where A is the effective dislocation mass, B is the decay
coefficient of dislocation oscillations, Pik is the stress
tensor, and fi is the stress acting on the dislocation. Let
us write the free energy F of the crystal as a function of
the deformation Uij and dislocation displacement ξi:

(2)

Here, λijkl are the elastic moduli, cik are the dislocation

“stiffness” moduli,  is the acoustodislocation inter-
action tensor, and bj is the Burgers vector. Using the
formulas

(3)

and taking into account Eq. (2), it is possible to calcu-
late the right-hand parts of Eqs. (1). Below we will con-
sider a plane wave propagating along the x axis in a cubic
crystal, which is assumed to be homogeneous along the
y and z axes. In this case, the equations of motion acquire
the following form (ξi = ξ, Uk = U, i, k  = 1):

(4)

where c is the longitudinal wave velocity and bj = β.
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Let us seek a solution to system (4) in the form of a
running harmonic wave U = U0exp[i(ωt – kx)]+ c.c. and
ξ = ξ0exp[i(ωt – kx)] + c.c., where U0 and ξ0 are com-
plex amplitudes, ω is the circle frequency, k is the
wavenumber, and c.c. denotes the complex conjugate
terms. Using the condition of existence of solutions to
a system of equations whereby the system determinant
is zero, we obtain an expression for the wavenumber
k = k' + ik''. Here, the real part k' represents the propa-
gation constant (used to determine the phase velocity of
the wave Vph = ω/k') and the imaginary part character-
izes the wave damping. Equating the determinant of
system (4) to zero and substituting k = k' + ik'', we arrive
at the dispersion equation

(5)

Separating the real and imaginary parts in this equation,
we obtain a system of equations for k' and k":

(6)

(7)

A solution to this system is

(8)

where

(9)

A ω4 c2ω2 k' ik''+( )2–[ ]

+ B iωc2 k' ik''+( )2 iω3–[ ] β2

ρ
----- k' ik''+( )2– 0.=

Bωρc2 k''2 k'2–( ) 2k'k'' Aω2ρc2 β2+( )+  = Bω3ρ,–

Aω2ρc2 β2+( ) k''2 k'2–( ) 2Bωρc2k'k''– Aω4ρ+  = 0.

k'
1
2
--- 2X– 2 X2 Y2+( )1/2

+[ ]
1/2

,=

k''
1
2
--- 2X 2 X2 Y2+( )1/2

+[ ]
1/2

,=

Y ω3ρ Bω2ρc2A B Aω2ρc2 β2+( )–[ ]
B2ω2ρ2c4 Aω2ρc2 β2+( )2

+[ ]
--------------------------------------------------------------------------,=
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(10)

In [1], the effective dislocation mass and the decay
coefficient of dislocation oscillations were assumed to
be on the order of ξ2 (~10–20). Taking the acoustodislo-
cation interaction coefficient β = 0.6 and using the ref-
erence data for lead (metal density, ρ = 11340 kg/m3;
longitudinal wave velocity, c = 1300 m/s), we obtain the
curve of the wave damping coefficient k" versus fre-
quency ν depicted in Fig. 1. This theoretical curve
agrees well with the experimental data on the internal
friction in lead at 95 K (depicted by dashed curve in
Fig. 1) [2]. Note that the two curves coincide both in the
frequency of maximum damping and in the order of
magnitude.

It is of interest to consider the influence of the effec-
tive mass A, the oscillation decay coefficient B, and the
acoustodislocation interaction coefficient β on the mag-
nitude and behavior of the k" value as a function of the
frequency. An increase in the effective dislocation mass
does not change the shape of the curve, but the peak of
damping shifts toward lower frequencies and decreases
in magnitude. An increase in the dislocation oscillation
decay coefficient leads to an increase in the wave damp-
ing, while changing neither the shape of the curve nor
the peak position.

A more complicated influence on the wave damping
coefficient is produced by the acoustodislocation inter-
action coefficient β. Using the above data for lead at a
fixed oscillation frequency of ω = 30 kHz, we obtain the
curve of k"(β) depicted in Fig. 2.

Figure 3 shows the dependence of the phase velocity
on the frequency, which is also constructed using the
above experimental data for lead. The phase velocity
exhibits the infinite growth at ω = 0 and asymptotically
approaches a tabulated value for the longitudinal wave
velocity in lead as the frequency tends to infinity.

No data on the value of the acoustodislocation inter-

action coefficient β = bj were reported in [1]. The
calculated results agree well with the experiment for β
on the order of unity. Thus, to provide for the product
of this coefficient by the Burgers vector (the value of bj

is on the order of 10–10 m) being about unity, the acous-

todislocation interaction tensor  must be on the
order of 1010 m. In the experimental investigation of the
internal friction in fcc metals possessing a maximum in
the damping factor (Bordoni’s peak) [2], a necessary
condition was the absence of strain hardening in the sam-
ples. From this it follows that the density of dislocations
in these materials does not exceed 109–1010 m–2. Thus, it
is natural to suggest that the acoustodislocation interac-

X

= 

Bω4ρ2c2 Bω2ρc2A B Aω2ρc2 β2+( )–[ ]
B2ω2ρ2c4 Aω2ρc2 β2+( )2+[ ]

----------------------------------------------------------------------- Aω4ρ–

Aω2ρc2 β2+( )
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------.

βijkl'

βijkl'
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Fig. 1. Theoretical (solid curve) and experimental (dashed
curve) damping coefficient as a function of the wave fre-
quency in dislocated lead.
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Fig. 2. The plot of wave damping coefficient k" versus
acoustodislocation interaction coefficient β for lead.
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Fig. 3. The frequency dependence of the wave propagation
velocity.
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tion tensor is proportional to the density of dislocations.
It is also possible that the acoustodislocation interac-
tion tensor is temperature-dependent, as indicated by
the presence of a peak in the curve of the damping coef-
ficient versus the acoustodislocation interaction tensor. 

Based on the above results, we conclude that the
approach employed in this study (using only notions
about the physical essence of processes related to for-
mulation of the initial equations (1) and (2), rather than
some additional models) provides for the obtaining of
results in good agreement with experimental data on
the dislocation relaxation process in metals. Reflecting
the existence of dislocations in solids was sufficient to
reveal a peak in the frequency dependence of the wave
damping coefficient.
TE
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Abstract—The dielectric properties of LaAlO3 single crystal plates were studied by microwave techniques in
a frequency range from 20 to 28 GHz. The measurements were performed using a resonator representing
crossed round (cylindrical) and radial evanescent waveguides with the polarization-degenerate fundamental
oscillation mode. Various single crystal samples, including those obtained from different manufacturers, exhibit
anisotropy in the (100) crystal plane, whereby the permittivity varies within ∆ε = 0.1–0.9. © 2002 MAIK
“Nauka/Interperiodica”.
The epitaxial growth of high-temperature supercon-
ductor film structures determines the need in single
crystal dielectric substrates with the surface possessing
fourfold crystallographic symmetry [1]. The require-
ments on such substrates are satisfied, in particular, by
perovskites with the general formula ABO3, among
which special attention was devoted to lanthanum alu-
minate (LaAlO3). The results of investigations of the
dielectric properties of this compound were reported
in [2–6]. The published data on the lattice parameters
of LaAlO3 single crystals show evidence of a certain
deviation of the crystal structure from cubic. By these
data, the structure of LaAlO3 can be considered as
pseudocubic, composed of unit cells with a side edge
length a and an angle α [2, 3]. The perovskite crystal
may feature the so-called twinning. According to [2],
this can lead an uncertainty in the dielectric permittivity
of LaAlO3 crystals and, hence, to difficulties in devel-
oping microwave devices in which the resonance fre-
quency has to be specified with a high precision.

It was pointed out [1] that “LaAlO3 substrates pos-
sess rather high dielectric permittivity (ε = 24 at T =
77 K) slightly varying with orientation due to the twin-
ning effect.” Therefore, questions arise as to what is the
possible anisotropy in the microwave properties of
LaAlO3 and the possible factors determining this effect.
These factors may include a deviation of the crystal
structure from cubic and the influence of various
defects, primarily those caused by the crystal twinning.
In connection with this, we have studied the dielectric
properties of single crystal LaAlO3 substrates from the
standpoint of the possible influence of the anisotropy
on the frequency splitting of the polarization-degener-
ate fundamental oscillations in the microwave range.
1063-7850/02/2803- $22.00 © 20221
A method used for the measurement of the dielectric
permittivity of anisotropic single crystal samples is
based on using a polarization-degenerate fundamental

mode H  in a cylindrical waveguide resonator [7, 8].
When an anisotropic dielectric of a finite length is
placed into a waveguide, so that the sample occupies
the entire waveguide cross section, the degeneracy of
oscillations is removed and two self-oscillation modes

(H  and H ) appear instead of the single degen-
erate mode. The polarization planes of these modes
contain the directions of maximum and minimum per-
mittivity for the crystals of orthorhombic, hexagonal,
and cubic systems. The permittivity of a crystal sample
can be calculated using the measured fundamental fre-
quencies of a resonator formed by an evanescent cylin-
drical waveguide of a finite length and a disk made of
the material studied. The directions of axes are deter-
mined by the polarization of oscillations relative to the
crystal.

The computational formulas were presented and the
measuring unit described elsewhere [7]. However, that
system was designed to measure the parameters of
disk-shaped substrates and could not be used to study
the samples of different shapes.

In this study, we employed a resonator representing
crossed perpendicular round (cylindrical) and radial
evanescent waveguides [8]. An advantage of the mea-
suring unit of this type as compared to the aforemen-
tioned design is the possibility of studying plane-paral-
lel single crystal dielectric samples of a given thickness
and arbitrary shape. The only requirement on the sam-
ples studied was that the spot of the electromagnetic
field in the radial waveguide would be smaller than the
sample area. The permittivity of a crystal sample stud-

E11δ
c s,

E11δ
c E11δ

s
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Table 1.  Data on the geometry and permittivity of LaAlO3 substrates cut from single crystals grown in the Institute of Single
Crystals

Sample no. 1 2 3 4 5

Sample shape Square Circle Circle Circle Rectangle

Dimensions, mm 10 × 10 × 0.32 ∅  7 ∅  7 ∅  7 22 × 20 × 0.50

ε1 24.2 23.7 23.9 23.8 23.7

ε2 23.3 23.1 23.4 23.6 23.6

∆ε 0.9 0.6 0.5 0.2 0.1
ied can be calculated by relationships presented in [9],
using the measured resonance frequencies and the
known sample thickness and the resonator geometry. In
order to establish the orientation of crystal axes in the
sample, it is necessary to determine the directions of the
projections of an excitation element onto the substrate
plane at the moment of suppression of one of the self-
oscillations. These directions coincide with the direc-
tions of projections of the axes of the refractivity ellip-
soid [10].

Preliminarily, this method was used in the control
measurements performed on dielectric samples with
known values of the dielectric permittivity. For this pur-
pose, we employed the samples of fused and single
crystal quartz. The single crystal quartz samples were
cut in the planes for which the ε⊥  and ε|| values could be
determined. The samples had the shape of either disk or
parallelepiped with lateral dimensions 5–10 mm and a
thickness from 0.25 to 1.0 mm. The ε values were
3.80 ± 0.04 for fused quartz samples and ε⊥  = 4.40 ±
0.04 and ε|| = 4.60 ± 0.04 for single crystals. In the
course of measurements, the samples were moved rela-
tive to the center of the radial waveguide and the reso-
nance frequencies fr were measured in each position. It
was found that the fr values were constant for z ≥
0.60 mm, where z is a minimum distance from the sam-
ple edge to the inner cylindrical waveguide edge. This
implied that, in this range (for z ≥ 0.60 mm), neither
size nor shape of the samples affected the results of
measurements.

The dielectric properties of LaAlO3 samples were
measured in the millimeter wavelength range. For this
purpose, the internal diameter of the cylindrical
waveguide of the measuring resonator was taken equal
to 3.01 mm. The experiments were performed with
LaAlO3 samples obtained from two manufacturers:
(i) the Institute of Single Crystals (National Academy
of Sciences of Ukraine, Kharkov) and (ii) the Coating
& Crystal Technology company (USA). In the former
case, the crystals were grown by the Czochralski tech-
nique on a “Kristall” setup with iridium crucibles and
an ingot cross-section control system. The ingots,
grown from a charge prepared by mixing the initial
La2O3 and Al2O3 oxides, were 30 mm in diameter; the
T

crystallization front changed from convex toward the
melt to virtually flat.

The structure of LaAlO3 single crystals was studied
by X-ray diffraction. The results of optical measure-
ments showed that the single crystal was homogeneous
with respect to elastic stresses. The samples for the
dielectric measurements were prepared as follows.
First, the (100) single crystal plane was determined and
the single crystal ingot was cut into plates oriented in
this direction with the aid of a Microslice cutting
device. Then the plates were ground with a diamond
powder (10–14 µm mesh size) and polished from both
sides. Finally, the plates were cut to square, rectangular,
or disk shape with a thickness of 0.30–0.60 mm. The
deviation from plane-parallel configuration (thickness
variation) did not exceed 0.01 mm. The same precision
was observed with respect to the inner dimensions of
the measuring resonators.

The samples of single crystals from Coating &
Crystal Technology company with a thickness of
0.52 mm were also oriented in the (100) direction.
These samples were ground and polished on one side.

The values of dielectric permittivity measured in the
central region of the LaAlO3 crystals grown at the Insti-
tute of Single Crystals are presented in Table 1. The
data in Table 1 are arranged in the order of decreasing
∆ε. The values of ε1 and ε2 were obtained by averaging
over a series of not less than ten measurement cycles. In
each series of measurements, the central part of the
sample was placed in the region of maximum electro-
magnetic field strength of the resonator. The scatter of
experimental values of the resonance frequency did not
exceed ±50 MHz, which corresponds to an uncertainty
in ∆ε not exceeding ±0.01. The measurements were
performed in a frequency range from 20 to 28 GHz.

Table 2 shows the ε1 and ε2 values obtained in a sim-
ilar manner for the LaAlO3 single crystal plates from
Coating & Crystal Technology company. As can be
seen from a comparison of data for sample 5 in Table 1
and sample 2 in Table 2, both crystals possess ∆ε = 0.10
despite different preparation technologies and sample
geometries.

In order to check for the possibility that the results
obtained for sample 5 in Table 1 are due to this plate
having maximum dimensions among all samples in this
ECHNICAL PHYSICS LETTERS      Vol. 28      No. 3      2002
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series, we shifted the plate relative to the center of the
radial waveguide and measured the fr value (the exper-
iments were similar to those with quartz samples).
These measurements gave ∆ε = 0.1 for z ≥ 0.30 mm. A
decrease in the minimum z value for the LaAlO3 sample
as compared to that for quartz is quite reasonable, since
the field spot in the radial waveguide with LaAlO3 sam-
ple was smaller as compared to that for quartz because
of large values of the permittivity.

The above data indicate that lanthanum aluminate
single crystals are anisotropic in the (100) crystal plane,
but the degree of anisotropy is small. An analysis of the
results obtained for a series of samples (see tables)
shows that there are differences both in the degree of
anisotropy and in the values of permittivity, which
depend both on the crystal growth technology and on
the particular sample (for a series grown by the same
technology). This scatter is probably related to the crys-
tallographic anisotropy and to the presence of defects
(in particular, twins) in the LaAlO3 crystal structure.

Table 2.  Data on the geometry and permittivity of LaAlO3
substrates cut from single crystals obtained from Coating &
Crystal Technology company

Sample no. 1 2

Sample shape Rectangle Rectangle

Dimensions, mm 9.4 × 6.2 × 0.52 12 × 6 × 0.52

ε1 23.7 23.5

ε2 23.4 23.4

∆ε 0.3 0.1
TECHNICAL PHYSICS LETTERS      Vol. 28      No. 3      200
Determining the relative contributions of these factors
would require further complex investigations.

The results of our experiments show that the devel-
opment and fabrication of microwave devices based on
high-temperature superconductor films deposited onto
LaAlO3 plates require microwave monitoring of the
dielectric properties of these substrates prior to the sub-
sequent film growth.
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Abstract—A method for determining the type of dynamic behavior is suggested. The method, based on con-
structing a function of the number of states of a system, is intended for diagnostics of the laminar and turbulent
phases of motion in a system. © 2002 MAIK “Nauka/Interperiodica”.
At present, there is extensive development in the
study of dynamic systems, where the laminar and tur-
bulent phases of motion in the system are classified in
terms of the Tsallis information function [1]

(1)

where N is the number of states of the system and pi is
the probability of realization of the ith state. In order to
apply function (1) to an analysis of the time variation of
a signal, it is necessary to determine in a certain way the
space of states of a given dynamic system and find the
probabilities of these states.

The time-dependent information function is usu-
ally determined based on the window separation prin-
ciple [2], whereby an interval ∆T is selected in the time
axis and the information (1) obtained within this time
interval is assigned to the time instant corresponding to
the center or the right-hand boundary of the interval.
Then the window is shifted along the time axis and the
pattern of the information variation with time is con-
structed. The space of states can be introduced, for
example, using an attractor covered in the phase space
by a lattice characterized by a preset subdivision
(Fig. 1). An attractor point falling within a lattice cell
(j, k) is identified with the system state number
(k − 1)J + j. Within a current time window, the system
is characterized by the total number of various states N
representing the complete set of events, the correspond-
ing realization probabilities pi , where i = (1, 2, ... , N),
and the value of the information function at the time
instant t = ∆T/2. Then the window is shifted by ∆τ, the
same values are determined at t = ∆T/2 + ∆τ, and so on.

For q = 0, the Tsallis information IT(t) = N(t) – 1,
where N(t) is the number states of the system at the time
instant t. An analysis of the Tsallis information behav-
ior on the passage to chaos via intermittency shows that

IT
1

1 q–
----------- pi( )q 1–

i 1=

N

∑ 
 
 

,=
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the laminar and turbulent phases of motion differ by the
number of states in which the system may occur. For
this reason, an analysis of the dynamic behavior types
can be performed in terms of the number of states of the
system.

Let us consider diagnostics of the laminar and turbu-
lent phases of motion by an analysis of the solution of
a system of Lorentz equations [3] 

(2)

for the following control parameters: σ = 10, b = 8/3,
and r = 170.5; the corresponding critical parameter is
r – rv = 170.5–166.07 = 4.43. System (2) was solved
numerically and the values of x, y, and z at every time
instant tn + 1 were written in the form of a truncated Tay-
lor series constructed for the values corresponding to
the time instant tn. The high-order derivatives were
expressed through the first-order values, which allowed
the transition to the (n + 1)th temporal layer. The Taylor

ẋ σ y x–( ), ẏ rx xz– y, ż– xy bz–= = =

J

K

k

j

Fig. 1. A schematic diagram illustrating the introduction of
the space of states of a dynamic system using a lattice cov-
ering the phase space region occupied by the system attrac-
tor (J and K are the numbers of cells along the x and y direc-
tions).
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series was restricted to the first four terms, so that the
proposed method is of the fourth order of accuracy. In
the calculations presented below, the time step was
selected at ∆t = 0.0001.

Let us count the number of states of the system by
the following rule: at a given current time instant, the
number of states S increases by unity if this state is
encountered for the first time. Depending on the pro-
foundness of analysis, by state we may imply either the
state at current time instant S(tn) or a set of such states
(S(tn), S(tn – 1), …, S(tn – k)).

The initial growth stage of the S(t) function (Fig. 2a)
reflects accumulation of the number of nonrepeating
states of the system. As time goes on, the S(tn) function
exhibits saturation since the space of states is exhausted
quite rapidly. If the notion of the “state” is complicated,
the saturation process slows down (curves 2 and 3 in
Fig. 2a). The laminar windows of the function y(t)
(Fig. 2c) correspond to horizontal portions of the S
function. In the turbulent regions, the function S
increases because new states appear in the dynamic
process. Note that, within the framework of this
approach, the state of the turbulent spike taking place in
the preceding time instants is considered as laminar in
the subsequent time instants. This leads to “saturation”
of the S(T) function and necessitates an analysis of the
next level of embedding for the system “state” notion.

The process of saturation of the S(t) function can be
avoided by restricting the set of analyzed states. Let us
introduce a time window with a width ∆T. For con-
structing the number of states function S(tn), let us ana-
lyze the states realized within this window in a time
interval tn – ∆T < t < tn. The information about the states
at t < tn – ∆T is missing and the S(tn) value increases by
unity if a state corresponding to the tine instant tn was
not encountered within the given time window (tn –
∆T < t < tn). Figure 2b shows the results of an analysis
of the laminar and turbulent phases in the y-component
of the Lorentz system. The analysis was based on
counting the number of states realized in a window with
the width ∆T = 3 moving along the time axis. A com-
parison of curves 1 and 2 in Fig. 2b and curve y(t) in
Fig. 2c shows that there is no saturation in the window
function S(tn), which provides for a more precise diag-
nostics of the turbulent motion phases. We may suggest
that selection of the window width ∆T is determined by
the time of establishing a laminar regime: this window
must contain at least one period of the laminar motion.

Thus, a difference in the number of states for the
laminar and turbulent phases of motion via intermit-
tency allowed us to develop an effective method for the
TECHNICAL PHYSICS LETTERS      Vol. 28      No. 3      200
diagnostics of the laminar and turbulent regimes. Based
on the counting of the number of states of a given sys-
tem encountered within a current time window, the pro-
posed method is simple in application.
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Fig. 2. Diagnostics of the laminar and turbulent motion
regimes in a dynamic system: (a) time variation of the num-
ber of states for various profoundness of the analysis S =
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dow; (c) time variation of the y-component of the Lorentz
system.
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Abstract—The electrical and optical characteristics of a confined (cage) discharge in a He–Cl2 mixture at pres-
sures within 0.1–1.5 kPa were studied. It was established that the negative glow plasma in this discharge is a
source of wideband radiation in a wavelength range from 170 to 270 nm with the emission peaks at λmax =

195 nm [Cl2(1Σ–1Π4)], 200 nm [ ], and 258 nm [Cl2(D'–A')]. Optimum conditions ensuring the maximum
intensity of emission in the UV–VUV range due to transitions in the chlorine molecule have been established.
The results are of interest from the standpoint of the development of a stationary shortwave low-pressure lamp
filled with a He–Cl2 gas mixture. © 2002 MAIK “Nauka/Interperiodica”.

Cl2**
Low-pressure discharges of various types in mix-
tures of inert and halogen-containing gases are success-
fully employed for the pumping of lamps operating on
the electron-vibrational transitions in the molecules of
inert gas monohalogenides and some halogen dimer
species [1–10]. Most thoroughly developed are the
gasostatic excimer dc lamps in which the active
medium is formed in a positive column of the longitu-
dinal glow discharge. It was shown that promising UV–
VUV radiation sources emitting at λmax = 258 nm [3]
and 195/200/258 nm [10] can be also obtained using a
He–Cl2 mixture. These working gas mixtures contain
no relatively expensive inert gases (Xe, Kr, Ar), which
is especially important for the development of sources
operating in the low-rate medium flow regime.

Another interesting direction of research is related
to the use of other low-pressure glow discharge regions,
such as negative glow (NG), for pumping excimer and
halogen lamps. This is explained by (i) the intensity of
emission from the NG plasma being higher as com-
pared to that from the positive column plasma, (ii) the
presence of a significant proportion of excited ions in
the NG region, (iii) the excess of high-energy electrons
in the NG plasma, and by some other factors [11, 12].
However, the use of the NG plasma in optical sources is
hindered by a small size of this glow discharge region.

Recently [13, 14], a suggestion was made to
increase the volume of the NG plasma by using the hin-
dered discharge conditions, the hollow cathode effect,
and a special electrode system leaving no place for the
positive column formation. However, the possibility of
using such systems with working mixtures involving
electronegative gases was previously not considered;
the formation of excimer molecules and excited halo-
gen dimers under such conditions was not studied.
1063-7850/02/2803- $22.00 © 20226
Here we report the results of an experimental inves-
tigation of characteristics of the confined discharge in a
helium–chlorine working gas mixture in a source oper-
ating on the UV–VUV electron transitions in the chlo-
rine molecule. An electrode system for the confined
(cage) discharge comprised four rod anodes and four
cathodes, each with a length of 156 mm, mounted at
equal spacing so as to bound a cylindrical region with a
diameter of 30 mm. The electrodes were made of a
stainless steel rod with a diameter of 3 mm. Thus, the
spacing between the alternating neighbor anodes and
cathodes was about 6 mm. A positive dc voltage was
applied via a 1-kΩ ballast to the anode rods, while all
the cathode rods were grounded. The electrode system
was mounted on an insulating flange in a 10-dm3 metal
buffer chamber. The buffer chamber was connected to a
vacuum spectrometer via a LiF window. The emission
was extracted from the central part of one of the cath-
ode rods. The system of radiation detection was
described elsewhere [7–9].

At a He–Cl2 gas mixture pressure in the range from
0.1 to 1.5 kPa and a partial chlorine pressure of P(Cl2) =
0.1–0.4 kPa, a white glow was observed around the
entire surface of cathode rods. The plasma column
diameter varied within 5–10 mm depending on the gas
mixture pressure and composition. No common NG
was observed in the inner region of the electrode sys-
tem, which indicated that the medium studied did not
feature the hollow cathode effect. For this reason, such
a lamp can employ only the NG plasma emission from
the surface of cathode rods, while the inner region of
the confined discharge can be used for placing targets to
be exposed to UV–VUV radiation. For example, such
an electrode system can be mounted in coaxial tubes
with a length of 0.15–0.50 m; the external metal tube
002 MAIK “Nauka/Interperiodica”
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can be provided with a shortwave-radiation- reflecting
coating on the inner surface, while the inner tube can be
made of glass transparent in the range of λ ≥ 170 nm.
Such a UV lamp can be used for purifying water from
bacteria and chemical contaminants.

Figure 1 shows a typical current–voltage (I–U) char-
acteristic of the confined discharge in a He–Cl2 mixture
and a plot of the deposited power versus discharge cur-
rent. The I–U curve shape is typical of the hindered
(anomalous) discharge [11, 12]. The voltage between
electrodes (Uch) was relatively low, not exceeding
500 V for the discharge currents Ich ≤ 200 mA; the dis-
charge current increased with the voltage. As the cur-
rent increased from 40 to 200 mA, the electric power of
the confined discharge exhibited a linear growth from
20 to 100 W. The I–U curve for Ich ≤ 100 mA and the
deposited power versus current plot were similar to the
analogous characteristics of the confined discharge in
pure helium and neon reported in [14].

Figure 2 shows the spectral characteristics of emis-
sion from an NG plasma in He–Cl2 mixtures. The spec-
trum displays broad bands peaked at λ = 258 nm
[Cl2(D'–A')], a peak at 200 nm due to the chlorine con-
tinuum, and bands in the region of 195–170 nm
[Cl2(1Σ−1Π4)]. Uncompleted vibrational relaxation pro-
cesses involving excited states of the chlorine molecule
resulted in that these bands virtually merged to yield a
continuum ranging from 260 to 170 nm. At a lower par-
tial pressure of helium, the VUV emission from chlo-
rine molecules (λ ≤ 200 nm) prevailed in the spectrum;
this behavior was analogous to that observed for the
transverse bulk discharge in a He–Cl2 mixture [15]. An
increase in intensity of the band at 258 nm [Cl2(D'– A')]
with increasing partial pressures of He and Cl2 was due
to the singlet–triplet relaxation of highly excited chlo-
rine molecules into a low-lying D'-state. In was estab-
lished that the optimum partial pressure of helium is
within 1.2–1.5 kPa, while that of chlorine is P(Cl2) =
0.3–0.4 kPa.

Estimated total power of the UV–VUV emission
into a 4π solid angle from plasma of a single cathode
rod was 0.5–1.0 W. The emitter efficiency did not
exceed 4%. The electrode system exhibited no signifi-
cant heating because the energy lost for the formation
of a flux of fast neutrals in the confined discharge is sig-
nificantly lower as compared to that in a usual (bulk)
glow discharge [14]; for this reason, the discharge cur-
rent can be increased to 0.5–1.0 A. The UV–VUV
emission intensity increasing linearly with the dis-
charge current implies that the power of emission from
the NG plasma may also exhibit a proportional growth.
Since the plasma is formed only near the cathode rods,
an increase in the emitting area can be achieved by
increasing the rod diameter and/or the total number of
electrodes by a factor of 2–3.

Thus, a confined discharge provided by a special
system of electrodes in a He–Cl2 gas mixture allows a
TECHNICAL PHYSICS LETTERS      Vol. 28      No. 3      200
negative glow plasma of considerable area to be
obtained, which emits wideband radiation due to tran-
sitions in chlorine molecules in the range from 260 to
170 nm. At a low total pressure of the mixture (P ≤
0.4 kPa) and a partial chlorine pressure of P(Cl2) ≤
0.15 kPa, the source emits predominantly in the VUV
spectral region. The optimum partial pressure of helium
is within 1.2–1.5 kPa, while that of chlorine is P(Cl2) =
0.3–0.4 kPa. The results are of interest from the stand-
point of the development of an electric-discharge
UV−VUV lamp intended for the irradiation of targets
arranged in an internal region of the electrode system,
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Fig. 1. Typical characteristics of a confined discharge in a
He–Cl2 (0.67/0.13 kPa) mixture: (1) current–voltage curve;
(2) plot of the deposited power versus discharge current.
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for example, an extended working medium of an opti-
cally pumped laser, water for disinfection, oxygen for
ozone production by photolysis, etc.
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Electromotive Force Generation in Homogeneously
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Abstract—The emf generated in samarium monosulfide (SmS) single crystals heated in the absence of external
temperature gradients was measured for the first time in a broad temperature range (from room temperature to
712 K). The phenomena of self-heating (up to T = 866 K) and the emf generation were observed in the SmS
samples after termination of the external heating. A high level of the emf (0.4–0.6 V) generated for 12 min
(including 10 min without external heating) suggests that these effects can be used for the conversion of thermal
energy into electricity. © 2002 MAIK “Nauka/Interperiodica”.
Recently [1] we discovered an anomalous growth of
the emf generated in samarium monosulfide (SmS) sin-
gle crystals heated to T ~ 440 K. Subsequent investiga-
tions [2] showed that the emf U is developed in the SmS
samples irrespective of the presence of external temper-
ature gradient. Below, we demonstrate possibilities of
emf generation in this system and describe the temper-
ature effects accompanying this phenomenon. A physi-
cal mechanism responsible for the emf generation in
SmS is described elsewhere [2, 3].

Single crystal samples of SmS were grown by the
conventional method of directional crystallization from
melt [4]. The electrical properties and structural param-
eters of the samples were typical of this material and
coincided with published data: conduction electron
concentration, ~1019 cm–3; crystal lattice parameter,
5.97 Å.

In order to increase reliability of the results, the
experimental scheme was simplified to a maximum
possible level. A large single crystal of SmS with a vol-
ume of ~0.5 cm3 was placed into an aluminum con-
tainer that ensured leveling of the external temperature
gradients during heating of the sample. The container
was filled with an Al2O3 powder and placed into a
quartz tube. The tube was heated in the flame of an
alcohol burner. The temperature was measured with a
thermocouple (copper–constantan or chromel–alumel),
the junction of which was placed into the filling mate-
rial near the contained wall. A signal from the thermo-
couple and the output voltage of the SmS sample were
fed via an analog-to-digital (ADC) converter into a per-
sonal computer. Figures 1 and 2 present typical experi-
mental curves. The emf and temperature were mea-
sured at a frequency of 7 Hz.

In this experiment, the first emf generation was
observed 8 min after the beginning of heating (at T ≈
400 K). The emf pulse continued for ~1 min and had an
1063-7850/02/2803- $22.00 © 20229
amplitude of U = 0.32 V. The second emf generation
period was observed 47 min after the beginning of heat-
ing (at T ≈ 710 K) and continued over ~12 min, during
which time the emf reached a maximum value of U =
0.61 V. Both temperatures of the emf generation onset
were consistent with the temperature interval (T = 400–
700 K) estimated using the relationships established
previously [3]. The particular T values depend on the
concentration of defect samarium ions (excess over sto-
ichiometry) in SmS. Therefore, we have to conclude
that the emf generation takes place in different regions
of the sample characterized by different concentrations
of the defect samarium ions. Here, the effect is illus-
trated by data for a particular sample, in which the min-
imum and maximum T values are the most clearly man-
ifested. In other SmS samples, emf was generated at
various temperatures, but these T values always fell
within the indicated temperature interval.

The plot of the emf value U versus ambient medium
temperature (Fig. 2) exhibits two special features. First,
the U pulses are accompanied by jumps in the sample
temperature. Second, emf generation continues after
termination of the external heating.

The temperature jumps by ∆T ≤ 100 K observed in
the course of the external heating are accompanied by
jumps in the U value. These pulses correspond in both
magnitude and direction of change to the effect
observed previously [2] and, hence, can be explained
by the structural changes in SmS related to variations in
the charged state of defect ions. The temperature jumps
are accompanied by the excitation of electrons to the
conduction band: SmS2+  SmS3+ +  + Q, where
Q ~ 50 J/cm3 [2].

The phenomenon of emf generation continuing after
termination of the external heating can be explained by
self-heating of the sample due to the energy liberated in
the course of emf development. Here, new regions of

e
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Fig. 1. Time variation of the emf generated in an SmS single crystal. Vertical dashed line indicates the moment of termination of
the external heating.
the sample, adjacent to those where the emf generation
takes place, are involved in the process. As a result, the
level of U gradually increases. The temperature of the
sample–medium system changes as a result of interplay
of the two competing processes: (i) the natural cooling
of the medium and (ii) pulsed self-heating due to emf
generation (Fig. 2). The emf generation ceases when
the temperature decreases to a level corresponding to
the emf generation onset.

All these features of the experimental data are fully
consistent with the model proposed previously [2, 3],
which can be briefly outlined as flows. On heating the
SmS sample to a certain level (T), a critical concentra-
tion of electrons excited mostly from the impurity lev-
els Ei ~ 0.045 eV is achieved in the conduction band.
These impurity levels correspond to the defect ions of
Sm2+, the location of which in the NaCl-type SmS crys-
tal lattice is still not quite clear [5]. The electron con-
centration is sufficient to screen the Coulomb potential
of the defect ions to the extent necessary for the com-
plete delocalization of electrons from the Ei levels. This
collective process exhibits a jumplike character. How-
ever, the impurity ions are nonuniformly distributed
over the sample volume and, hence, the process does
not begin in the whole sample simultaneously. As a
result, large electron concentration gradients develop
that give rise to emf generation.

Note the large temperature jumps (∆T up to 200 K
during emf development on cooling) accompanying the
observed phenomena. This is related to the evolution of
large amounts of energy, which are comparable to the
phase transition energies.
T
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Fig. 2. The pattern of changes in the emf generated in an
SmS sample and in the medium–sample system tempera-
ture with (black curve) and without (grey curve) the external
heating (vertical dashed line indicates the moment of termi-
nation of the external heating).
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Based on the obtained experimental results, we sug-
gest that the new physical effect observed in SmS single
crystals may have promising applications for the ther-
mal to electric energy conversion even in the low-tem-
perature range (T ~ 400 K).
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Abstract—The effect of an electric field on the process of carbon sulfide conversion was studied by modeling
the process in a mixture of nitrogen and oxygen ionized under the action of nanosecond high-current or micro-
second low-current electron beams. Depending on the method of ionization, the electric field influences the con-
version efficiency either by inducing the synthesis of nitrogen oxides or by changing the rate of cluster ion for-
mation. © 2002 MAIK “Nauka/Interperiodica”.
Investigations of the process of carbon sulfide (CS2)
conversion in the course of free radical production in
ionized air are necessary for development of the basic
principles of the electrophysical technology for purifi-
cation of commercial gaseous wastes from CS2, for
example, with the aid of pulsed electron beams [1]. It is
known [2] that analogous processes involving CS2 play
an important role in the global cycle of sulfur in the
Earth’s atmosphere.

Recently [3], we suggested that, depending on the
method of air ionization, the conversion of carbon sul-
fide may proceed by different mechanisms with the for-
mation of gaseous or solid final products. Ionization by
a high-current electron beam of nanosecond duration
provides for a chain mechanism of CS2 oxidation, with
the final products comprising a mixture of sulfur oxide
(SO2) and carbon oxides (CO and CO2). When the ion-
ization is produced by a low-current electron beam of
microsecond duration, the main CS2 conversion chan-
nels are the ion–molecule reactions and the processes
involving clusters whereby the final products are solid
polymeric particles of the (CS2)n type.

We have previously reported [4, 5] the results of
experimental investigations of CS2 conversion in airlike
gas mixtures at atmospheric pressure. The process was
conducted in a volume discharge initiated [4] or main-
tained [5] by pulsed electron beams. When the discharge
was initiated by a nanosecond electron beam [4], the vol-
ume discharge was initiated at an electric field strength
of E ~ 1–10 kV/cm in the discharge column. It was
established that, as the field strength E was increased in
this interval, the energy (per CS2 molecule) consumed
for the conversion increased from 0.6 to 30 eV/mol.
This growth was related both to an increase in the
energy dissipated in the discharge and to the fact that
1063-7850/02/2803- $22.00 © 20232
the number of converted molecules ∆[CS2] monotoni-
cally decreases with increasing field strength. In the
case of a microsecond electron beam, the volume dis-
charge in analogous gas mixtures was initiated at an
electric field strength of E ~ 10–500 V/cm [5]. Depen-
dence of the conversion level ∆[CS2] on the field
strength E was nonmonotonic and displayed clearly
pronounced extrema. The energy consumption also var-
ied nonmonotonically, ranging from 0.8 to 2.2 eV/mol.
A small energy required for the conversion of each CS2
molecule (compare, e.g., to the CS–S bond breaking
energy of 4.5 eV) is evidence of the chain oxidation
reactions [4] or polymerization processes [5] involving
carbon sulfide molecules.

We used the method of numerical modeling to study
the effect of an electric field on the conversion of car-
bon sulfide molecules in air ionized by electron beams
of the two types mentioned above.

For analysis of the mechanism of CS2 conversion, we
have developed a model of the plasmachemical processes
in air containing an admixture of carbon sulfide [6]. The
model involves calculations of (i) the system of energy
supply to the volume discharge (with allowance for the
electron beam parameters and the discharge gap opera-
tion scheme), (ii) the plasma characteristics, (iii) the
rate constants of elementary processes involving elec-
trons, and (iv) the kinetics of charged particles and free
radicals. The set of reactions under consideration
includes more than 300 processes involving electrons,
negative and positive ions, and molecules and radicals
in the ground and excited states.

The calculations were performed for the values of
parameters corresponding to the experimental condi-
tions studied in [4, 5]. The system comprised an
N2−O2–CS2 gas mixture at atmospheric pressure, con-
002 MAIK “Nauka/Interperiodica”
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taining 10% O2 and 0.3–1.0% CS2. The relative error of
the determination of CS2 concentration in these experi-
ments did not exceed 0.05 in the interval from 0.3 to
0.8% and decreased below 0.03 for a CS2 content of
0.08–1%. The electron beam was characterized by a
pulse duration of t ~ 5 ns and a current density of j ~
800 A/cm2 in one case and by t ~ 5 µs and j ~ 10–3 A/cm2

in the other case. The electric field strength was varied
in the calculations from 1 to 10 kV/cm for a discharge
initiated by the nanosecond (high-current) beam and
from 10 to 1000 V/cm for a discharge maintained by the
microsecond (low-current) beam.

An analysis of the processes taking place in ionized
air with the participation of carbon sulfide molecules
showed a significant difference in mechanisms of CS2
conversion depending on the process conditions.
Depending on the ratio of the concentrations of ions
(A±) and free radicals (O), the plasma may feature
either the chain oxidation process or the formation of
clusters of the A±(CS2)n type followed by CS2 polymer-
ization. The chain oxidation process proposed in [1] is
realized when a high-pressure gas mixture is ionized by
a high-density electron beam. Here, the main agent ini-
tiating the chain reaction and limiting the process inten-
sity is the free radical O (oxygen atom). The formation
of these radicals in an N2–O2–CS2 gas mixture at atmo-
spheric pressure proceeds via the electron states of O2
molecules and the reactions involving electron-excited
nitrogen molecules ( ):

(1)

(2)

The results of numerical modeling of the experimental
conditions studied in [4] with a high-density electron
beam showed that intensive formation of the oxygen
radicals O in the plasma leads to their relative concentra-
tion increasing up to [O]/[A±] ~ 102–103. These condi-
tions favor CS2 oxidation by the chain mechanism [1, 6]
with predominant formation of the oxygen radicals O,
since the mechanism of cluster formation via the ion
channel is ineffective.

The electric field effect is manifested by a mono-
tonic decrease in the amount of converted molecules
∆[CS2]. Figure 1 shows experimental data (points) on
the amount of carbon sulfide molecules ∆[CS2]
removed from the gas mixture (per hundred pulses of
the nanosecond electron beam) plotted versus the elec-
tric field strength E in the discharge column. An analy-
sis of the results of calculations showed that the main
reason of the observed drop in ∆[CS2] is the formation
of nitric oxide NO. An increase in the field strength in
the experimentally studied interval (from 1 to
10 kV/cm) leads to a growth in the rate of vibrational
excitation of nitrogen molecules by the reaction

(3)

N2*

e O2 2O,+

N2* O2 N2 2O.+ +

e N2 e N2 v( ).+ +
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The formation of a significant amount of vibrationally
excited nitrogen molecules N2(v ) leads to the loss of
the free oxygen radicals via the reaction

(4)

which reduced the efficiency of the chain oxidation of
CS2. In addition, the electric field strength in this range
does not contribute to the production of atomic oxygen
O. The results of model calculations are presented by
the solid curve in Fig. 1.

The effect of the electric field on the CS2 conversion
exhibits a more complicated character in the case of a
discharge maintained by a low-density electron beam.

N2 v( ) O NO N,++

2

1

0 2 4 6 8

∆[CS2], 1017cm–3

E, kV/cm

Fig. 1. Carbon sulfide conversion in air under the action of
a nanosecond high-current electron beam, illustrated by the
plot of ∆[CS2] (the amount of carbon sulfide molecules
removed from air per 100 electron beam pulses) versus
applied electric field strength E (black circles, experimental
data from [4]; solid curve, our numerical calculations).
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Fig. 2. Carbon sulfide conversion in air under the action of
a microsecond low-current electron beam, illustrated by the
plots of ∆[CS2] (the amount of carbon sulfide molecules
removed from air per 100 electron beam pulses; black cir-
cles representing experimental data from [5]) and v i (the

rate of  ion production; solid curve numerically calcu-
lated for reaction (5)) versus applied electric field strength E.
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Figure 2 shows experimental data (points) on the
amount of CS2 molecules removed by microsecond
beam pulses from a gas mixture [5]. The results of mod-
eling of the conversion process in a plasma created by
a low-density electron beam of microsecond duration
showed that the concentrations of ions and free radicals
in this system are of the same order of magnitude, but
the radical concentration is insufficient to initiate the
chain oxidation process.

The ion losses related to the electron-ion recombi-
nation under these conditions exhibit a sharp drop,
since the electron density in the plasma is lower by two
orders of magnitude as compared to that in the gas irra-
diated by the high-density electron beam pulses of
nanosecond duration. As a result, conditions in the
plasma favor the CS2 conversions via the formation of
cluster ions. The presence of A±(SC2)n clusters and A±

ions in this system under the action of the electron beam
was confirmed by the data of mass spectrometry [7].

The results of our model calculations showed that
the rate of negative ion formation is almost fully con-
trolled by the three-particle process of electron attach-
ment to molecular oxygen:

(5)

The rate v i of this process depends on the electric field
strength in a nonmonotonic manner as depicted in
Fig. 2 (solid curve). As can be seen, there is a certain
correlation between the experimental points and the
calculated values of the rate of electron attachment.
Since the CS2 conversion rate depends on the ion con-
centration, it would be natural to suggest that the con-
version process is related to the formation of negative
oxygen ions via reaction (5). However, we failed to per-
form a quantitative comparison between the results of
calculations and the experimental data on the conver-
sion efficiency because no data are available on the rate
constants of the ion–molecule reactions leading to the

formation of clusters involving the molecular ions .

e O2 M O2
– M.+ + +

O2
–

TE
Thus, we have studied by numerical modeling the
effect of an electric field on the process of carbon sul-
fide conversion in two regimes of the gas–electron
beam interaction, featuring predominant generation of
either free radicals or cluster ions. In a plasma created
by a high-density electron beam, application of an elec-
tric field leads to the formation of nitrogen oxides and
to a decrease in intensity of the main conversion mech-
anism (the chain oxidation of CS2). In the case of a mix-
ture ionized by a low-density electron beam, the mech-
anism of conversion changes: a decrease in the elec-
tron–ion recombination rate leads to an increase in the
contribution of ion–molecule reactions. These reac-
tions lead to the formation of clusters and the polymer-
ization of carbon sulfide molecules. The efficiency of
carbon sulfide removal from ionized air is highly sensi-
tive to electric field in the region of low field strength.
This is explained by a strong effect of the electric field
strength on the rate of production of ions involved in
cluster formation.
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Quasiperiodic Solutions of the Korteweg–de Vries Equation
Yu. N. Zaœko
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Abstract—Physical premises for the appearance of quasiperiodic solutions of the Korteweg–de Vries (KdV)
equation are considered. Such solutions appear near singularities of the KdV equation describing, for example,
polarization waves in a ferroelectric substance featuring the first-order phase transition or in an electron beam–
waveguide structure system. The presence of a singularity results in that the velocity of longwave perturbations
in the system becomes imaginary, which corresponds to the wave propagation in the range of nontransparency.
The second harmonic generation is related to modulation of the initial periodic solution at the second (lower)
frequency. © 2002 MAIK “Nauka/Interperiodica”.
It was previously suggested [1] that, possessing a
condensation point, an infinite sequence of bifurcations
of the nth harmonic generation of a periodic solution to
the Korteweg–de Vries (KdV) equation may lead to sto-
chastization of the solutions of this equation. This was
confirmed by the numerical investigation of solutions
to the Korteweg–de Vries–Burgers (KdVB) equation
describing the dynamics of polarization of a ferroelec-
tric substance featuring a phase transition of the order–
disorder type [2]. This study is aimed at an analysis of
the physical premises for the appearance of such solu-
tions. This problem is of interest because model equa-
tions of the KdV type (and the like), with coefficients
possessing singularities leading to the appearance of
the bifurcation condensation points, are frequently
encountered in applications.

For a ferroelectric substance, the point of condensa-
tion of a sequence of bifurcations coincides with the
Curie point T = Tc at which a phase transition takes
place. It was recently demonstrated [2] that this point
corresponds to the appearance of quasiperiodic solu-
tions of the KdV equation with generally incommensu-
rate frequencies. This is formally related to the fact that
coefficients of the KdVB equation for a transverse wave
of the polarization P become imaginary above the
Curie point, so that the solution represents a complex
function P = P1 + iP2 with real P1 and P2. The reason
for this behavior is the imaginary velocity of the long-
wave perturbations with small amplitudes propagating
in the system at T > Tc , which corresponds to a pertur-
bation frequency ω falling within the range of nontrans-
parency in the linear approximation [3]. Physically, this
implies modulation of the initial harmonic solution,
whereby a general solution to the linearized problem
can be presented as P = Re{(P1 + iP2)exp(ikz – ωt)},
where k = k(ω) is the wavenumber corresponding to the
frequency ω. Here, we explicitly separated the rapidly
oscillating (at the frequency ω) and slowly varying
(amplitude) parts of the solution. The amplitude varia-
1063-7850/02/2803- $22.00 © 20235
tions are related to a periodic energy exchange between
the solution components P1 and P2 shifted in phase by
π/2 relative to each other. It was shown [4] that the
amplitude components P1 and P2 can be used to con-
struct a modulation vector analogous to the Jones vec-
tor employed in the polarization optics [5].

Let us consider in more detail the appearance of
quasiperiodicity in the case of longitudinal waves aris-
ing in an electron beam–waveguide structure (EB–WS)
system. In the linear approximation, there are two
waves in this system: the so-called slow wave in the
electron beam and forward wave in the waveguide.
With an allowance for a small nonlinearity, this prob-
lem is described in a hydrodynamic approximation by
a KdV equation for the variable component of the beam
velocity v :

(1)

Here, λ is a weak damping depending on the conductiv-
ity G and the resistance R (per unit length) of the
waveguide system, C is the linear capacitance, L is the
linear inductance of the waveguide system, and ωp is
the plasma frequency of electrons [1]. Expressions for
the coefficients A and B are presented in [1]. Not
restricting the generality, we may put A = 1. The vari-
ables τ = ε3/2t and η = ε1/2(z – χt) are the so-called
extended coordinates; z and t are the real coordinate and
time, respectively; and ε ! 1 is a small parameter. The
velocity χ of longwave perturbations is determined
from the dispersion equation K(χ) = 0 [1]; in the vicin-
ity of the complex solution χ0 = χr ± iχi , this equation
can be presented in the form of K(χ) ≈ M[(χ – χr)2 +

], where M is a constant coefficient. A condition for
the appearance of this solution is that K'(χ0) = 0. This
yields K'(χ) ≈ 2M(χ – χr) = ±2iMχi . Restricting the con-
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The results of the numerical analysis of Eq. (2) for R = –20 and µ = 0.008 in the interval 0 ≤ x ≤ 2580 for the initial conditions
Rev (0) = Imv (0) = 0.01 and Rev (n)(0) = Imv (n)(0) = 0.001 (n = 1, 2): (a) the spectrum of solutions to Eq. (2) calculated by the
fast Fourier transform method, sj = fft[Rev (xi)], j = 0–2048; (b) the phase portrait of solutions to Eq. (2), Zi, 1 = Rev (xi), Zi, 2 =
Imv (xi), i = 0–4095.
sideration to sign “+” and taking B = [σ4K'(χ)]–1, where
σ is the parameter of the charge density wave screening
related to the presence of a waveguide structure [1], we
obtain after simple algebra the following equation for
the solutions depending on x = η – Vτ with V = 0:

(2)

The phase portrait and the spectrum of solutions to
Eq. (2) for some particular values of R and µ are pre-
sented in the figure. As can be seen, a special feature of
the quasiperiodic solutions to Eq. (2) is the presence of
a modulated structure at each of the fundamental fre-
quencies. This is related to nonlinearity of the initial
equations and to the appearance of the second (lower)

v x ivv x– Rv xxx iµv–– 0;=

R
ε

2σ4Mχ i
2

--------------------= ; µ λε
χ i

------.=
T

frequency. These results confirm the modulation char-
acter of quasiperiodicity.
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Wavelet-Transform Processing of Images
in Atomic Force Microscopy
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Abstract—Use of the wavelet transform is suggested for the processing of images obtained with a scanning
atomic force microscope (AFM). Efficacy of the proposed method is illustrated by the results of numerical mod-
eling of the AFM images. The wavelet transform can be also employed for the processing of images in optical
near-field, electron tunneling, and magnetic force microscopies. © 2002 MAIK “Nauka/Interperiodica”.
One of the main tasks in practical surface probe
microscopy techniques is the development of new
effective methods of signal shaping and processing. The
modern scanning probe microscopes usually employ
digital signal processing methods based on appropriate
hardware and software facilities. This provides for an
effective control of the measurement process and for suf-
ficiently rapid (on-line) data processing [1].

This paper suggests using the wavelet transform for
processing images and analyzing physical processes
taking place in the probe–sample system of an atomic
force microscope (AFM). The wavelet transform of an
arbitrary signal u(t) consists in expanding this signal
into a series in soliton-like functions ψ(t) called base
wavelets, which provides for a two-dimensional expan-
sion of the spectrum with respect to the coordinate and
frequency [2–4]. In order to cover the whole signal
spectrum with short wavelets, the method employs the
shifting and scaling procedures. Eventually, the signal
is represented by a system of wavelet waves depending
on the frequency (scale) and coordinate (shift).

Mathematically, the wavelet transform is expressed
as

(1)

where W(a, b) is the function determining the wavelet
spectrum; a and b are the variables determining the
expansion and displacement required for the signal
coverage with the wavelet; a0 and b0 are the control
parameters providing for the possibility to change the
scale and shift the image; Cψ is the normalization coef-
ficient; and (ω) is the Fourier image of the base
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wavelet. Filtration of the nose-distorted signal is
achieved by threshold truncation of the spectrum

(2)

where Φ(x) is the Heaviside function and f is the noise
reduction level. By replacing W(a, b) with W '(a, b) in
Eqs. (1), we obtain a filtered signal.

Formulas (1) and (2) form the basis of the mathe-
matical model of the wavelet filtration. This process
was implemented by calculating AFM images of var-
ious model surfaces in a monoatomic point approxi-
mation [5]. The computational procedure employed a
fast wavelet transform [3, 4] of the Mexican hat
(MHAT) wavelet type, representing the second deriva-
tive of the Gauss function [2–4], and the Lennard-Jones
potential. The potential parameters (potential well
depth and equilibrium state) were calculated for the
carbon–carbon system within the electron gas approxi-
mation [6]. The noise due to the intrinsic AFM fluctua-
tions and drift was modeled by the relationship

where F0 is the nominal force value, ξ is a centered ran-
dom variable acquiring values from the (–1, 1) interval,
and ∆ is the relative force scatter cased by the presence
of noise.

The figure shows images of a model square lattice of
carbon atoms with a period of 0.246 nm: Part (a) is a
noisy image (∆ = 0.8) corresponding to a maximum
force amplitude of ∆F = 4.5 nN. Part (b) presents the
image obtained upon the scanning wavelet filtration
(noise reduction level, f = 0.1 nN) with ∆F = 2.5 nN.
The distance from the point tip to the surface was
0.25 nm. Part (c) shows the force signal variation along
a particular scan line indicated by arrows in images (a)
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The results of a numerical experiment: (a, b) noise-distorted and filtered images of a 0.5 × 0.5 nm square carbon lattice, respectively;
(c) initial and filtered force signal scanned along the line indicated by arrows in images (a) and (b).
and (b), broken and smooth curves representing the ini-
tial and filtered signals, respectively. As can be seen
from these data, the wavelet filtration of AFM images
ensures profound suppression of noise, while retaining
the initial signal structure. On the whole, the numerical
experiment demonstrated that the wavelet filtration is a
highly effective method for processing involved sig-
nals. This is explained by the properties of base wave-
lets representing finite self-similar functions. Using this
method, we have successfully processed a noise-dis-
torted image of a model atomic lattice with randomly
arranged defects (vacancies), where the Fourier filtra-
tion was ineffective.

The wavelet transform can be also applied to the
analysis of optical near-field images. As is known, the
energy spectra of such images contain certain details
corresponding to different scales (near and far fields),
while the signal possesses a fractal character. In order
to solve the problem of superresolution, it is necessary
to separate an evanescent region in the spectrum of
coefficients W(a, b) and than apply the wavelet trans-
form so as to restore the image. A similar situation takes
place in tunneling microscopy, where the wavelet trans-
form can be used to study the inelastic tunneling and
spin polarization effects. In the magnetic force micros-
copy, the wavelet transform can be applied to an analy-
sis of the magnetization process.
T

In concluding, it should be noted that the problem of
noise suppression can be also solved by an [A, Σ] model
reduction [7] or a diagram modeling technique, for exam-
ple, using a PSpice program package [8]. These questions
will be considered in the subsequent publications.
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A Finline 60-GHz Phase Shifter 
Based on a (Ba,Sr)TiO3 Ferroelectric Thin Film
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Abstract—The design and microwave characteristics of a ferroelectric thin film slotline–waveguide phase
shifter operating in the millimeter wavelength range (f ~ 60 GHz) are presented. In this frequency range, the
phase shifter possesses a figure of merit F = 32 deg/dB and provides for a continuous phase shift in the interval
from zero to 255 deg. The ferroelectric films are characterized by a dielectric loss tangent of  = 0.04 at a
tunability factor of K ≈ 1.7, which are promising parameters for the given frequency range. © 2002 MAIK
“Nauka/Interperiodica”.

δtan
Previous investigations showed good prospects for
the use of thin ferroelectric films in tunable micro-
wave devices, in particular, phase shifters for the
microwave range capable of operating at frequencies
up to 30 GHz [1, 2]. The purpose of our study was to
create a microwave phase shifter operating at a fre-
quency of 60 GHz based on a ferroelectric thin film
finline structure. Such a phase shifter can be used as a
phased array element in onboard automobile safety
systems [3].

The finline phase shifter design is schematically
presented in Fig. 1. A ferroelectric element represent-
ing a slot line segment based on an alumina substrate
bearing a BaxSr1 – xTiO3 (BSTO) film and a copper met-
allization layer was mounted in the waveguide and ori-
ented along the waveguide axis in the E plane. The
phase incursion of a microwave signal was controlled
by the dielectric permittivity of the ferroelectric film in
the slot line gap (working length, 4 mm; gap width,
~6 µm), which could be changed by applying a bias
voltage (Ub). A 20-µm-thick insulating mica plate with
a copper metallization layer was used to fix the ferro-
electric element in the waveguide and to supply the
control voltage. The matching of impedances of the slot
line and the waveguide was ensured by special trans-
formers with the topologies calculated using the rela-
tionships derived in [4].

The ferroelectric films were prepared in a Leybold
Z-400 setup by ion-plasma RF magnetron on-axis sput-
tering of a BaxSr1 – xTiO3 commercial ceramic target
with a diameter of 76 mm. The films were deposited
onto alumina substrates (15 × 15 mm in size, 125 µm
thick) in a pure oxygen atmosphere at a pressure of
~10 Pa and a substrate temperature of 905°C. The film
1063-7850/02/2803- $22.00 © 20239
thicknesses varied from 0.5 to 1 µm. After deposition,
the films were allowed to cool in pure oxygen at a rate
of 2–3 K/min [5]. Then the BSTO film surface was cov-

Fig. 1. A schematic diagram of the phase shifter based on a
slotline–waveguide structure: (1) ferroelectric element;
(2) ferroelectric film; (3) substrate (alumina); (4) working
region; (5) copper film; (6) mica plate with (7) metallization
layer; (8) waveguide elements.
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ered with a ~1-µm-thick layer of copper deposited by
thermal evaporation in vacuum. The microwave phase
shifter topology was formed by liquid-phase lithogra-
phy. The ferroelectric elements of the phase shifter were
prepared using BSTO films with x = 0.4 (sample 1) and
x = 0.3 (sample 2). The dielectric permittivities of the
films in unbiased samples 1 and 2 were ε(Ub = 0) = 490
and 320, respectively.

Figure 2 shows the experimental and calculated
dependences of the phase shift on the applied control
voltage. The phase shift was calculated using the theory
of multilayer slotline–waveguide structures [6]. In the
experiments, sample 1 introduced the initial loss of
S21 ~ –15 dB at a frequency of f ~ 60 GHz. When a dc
control voltage of 300 V was applied to the working
element, the loss decreased to –8 dB and the continuous
variation of the microwave signal phase amounted to

100
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Fig. 2. Calculated (1, 2) and experimental (3, 4) character-
istics of a microwave phase shifter with ferroelectric film
samples 1 (1, 3) and 2 (2, 4).
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Fig. 3. Plots of the attenuation factor αm determined by
losses in the metal film of the slotline at f = 30 and 60 GHz
(s is the slotline gap width).
T

∆ϕ = 394 deg. By the same token, the loss introduced
by sample 2 was S21 ~ –8 dB; at 300 V, the loss
decreased to –6 dB and the phase shift amounted to
∆ϕ = 255 deg. The matching elements were not
optimized, which resulted in a refection coefficient of
S11 = –4 dB. The main characteristic of a phase shifter is
the figure of merit F[deg/dB] = ∆ϕ /S21. For samples 1
and 2, the F values calculated for the maximum atten-
uation S21 were F ~ 26 and 32 deg/dB, respectively.

The mechanisms of microwave losses determining
the S21 value for a slotline–waveguide structure are
related to the signal attenuation in the ferroelectric film
( ) and in the metal electrodes. In order to deter-
mine the attenuation caused by losses in the metal (αm),
we have measured the figure of merit for the slotline–
waveguide resonators based on the alumina substrates
free of the ferroelectric film. Figure 3 shows the plots of
the attenuation constant versus the slotline gap width
for the frequencies 30 and 60 GHz. The wave imped-
ance of the transmission line changes due to an increase
in the effective dielectric permittivity εeff of the sub-
strate bearing a ferroelectric film. As a result, losses in
the metal increase in proportion to εeff [4] relative to the
data presented in Fig. 2. The calculation of εeff taking
into account the ferroelectric film shows that losses in
the metal for a slotline with a gap width of 6 µm can be
estimated at αm ~ 0.5 dB/mm. Using the measured
attenuation introduced by the ferroelectric line and
estimated losses in the metal, we can determine losses
in the ferroelectric film (αd). For the slotlines in sam-
ples 1 and 2, the corresponding values are αd1 ≈
3.5 dB/mm and αd2 ≈ 1 dB/mm. Thus, in the fre-
quency region studied (~60 GHz), the dielectric losses
exceed losses in the metal and, hence, the quality of
the ferroelectric film is of major importance. It is a
decrease in the role of metal losses that allows the
slotline gap to be reduced to ~6 µm and the phase
shifter to be controlled using lower voltages.

An analysis of the αd values allowed the dielectric
loss tangent to be estimated as  ≈ 0.12 and

 ≈ 0.04. The tunability factors were K1 =
ε(0 V)/ε(300 V) ≈ 2 and K2 ≈ 1.7. The parameter of the
quality of the ferroelectric films (determining their
applicability in microwave devices) is determined as
p = (K – 1)2/K  [7], where  and 
are the losses in the ferroelectric film without applied
control voltage and with Ub ≠ 0. For sample 2, this
parameter is p ≈ 250, which allows control devices with
very high parameters to be obtained for the millimeter
wavelength range. In particular, a phase shifter with

δtan

δ1tan

δ2tan

δ0 δUtantan δ0tan δUtan
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optimized matching elements can possess a figure of
merit as a high as F = 40 deg/dB.
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Abstract—Using linear stability analysis and the principle of maximum entropy production, the complete mor-
phological phase diagrams (including stable, metastable, and labile phase regions) were calculated for the mor-
phology selection during the continuous growth of an infinite cylindrical crystal from solution. The calculation
was performed with an allowance for an arbitrary kinetics at the growth surface and linear dependence of the
growth rate on the degree of supersaturation. It was found that the three and more morphological phases may
coexist in the system under kinetically controlled and intermediate growth conditions. © 2002 MAIK
“Nauka/Interperiodica”.
The results of many experimental investigations and
computer simulations showed that there are regions of
the parameters controlling nonequilibrium crystalliza-
tion process in which various morphologies may coex-
ist [1–3]. In connection with this, an important problem
is to analytically calculate the morphological phase dia-
grams including the boundaries between metastable
and labile phase regions. At present, this problem has
not been completely solved.

Previously [4, 5], we suggested using the principle
of maximum entropy production [6] in combination
with linear stability analysis for calculating the com-
plete morphological phase diagrams (including stable,
metastable, and absolutely unstable phase regions). The
calculations were performed under the assumption of
infinitely fast surface kinetics.

The purpose of this study was to use the approach
proposed in [4, 5] for an analysis of the morphology
selection problem during nonequilibrium growth of a
cylindrical crystal from solution with an allowance for
a finite rate of kinetic processes at the growth boundary
and a linear dependence of the growth rate on the
degree of supersaturation.

A linear stability analysis for a cylindrical crystal
being grown from melt was previously reported in [7].
However, specific boundary conditions employed for
the crystallization from melt and incomplete results
presented in that paper made it necessary to perform an
independent linear analysis for the morphological sta-
bility in the system studied. For the growth of a weakly
distorted cylindrical particle from solution, the problem
is formulated as follows.
1063-7850/02/2803- $22.00 © 20242
(i) The crystallization proceeds under isothermal-
isobaric conditions; it is assumed that both the free sur-
face energy and the kinetic coefficient are isotropic.

(ii) The concentration field is described by the diffu-
sion equation ∂c(r, t)/∂t = D∇ 2c.

(iii) It is assumed that an arbitrarily small distortion
of the cylinder can be represented as a superposition of
functions of the type F(ϕ, z) = cos(kϕ)cos(kzz/R), where
z, ϕ are the cylindrical coordinates, k is a positive inte-
ger, kz is any real value, and R is the radius of the non-
perturbed cylinder.

(iv) The solution concentration obeys the following
boundary conditions:

(1)

(2)

where V is the local growth rate,  ≡ dR/dt,  ≡ dδ/dt,
t is the current time, c is the current solution concentra-
tion, r = R(t) + δ(t)F(ϕ, z) is the shape of a distorted cyl-
inder, δ(t) is the small perturbation amplitude (δ ! R),
D is the diffusion coefficient, β is the kinetic coefficient
of crystallization, C is the crystal density, C∞ is the
solution concentration far from the crystal surface, Cint

is the solution concentration near an arbitrary surface,
and Cinteq = Cint(β  ∞) is the equilibrium solution
concentration near an arbitrary surface.

The boundary condition (2) is written under the
assumption that the solution concentration is negligibly
small as compared to the crystal density. This assump-
tion, noticeably simplifying solution of the problem, is

c ∞ t,( ) C∞, c r t,( ) Cint,= =

V Ṙ δ̇F ϕ z,( )+
D
C
----∂c

∂r
-----

r

β
C
---- Cint Cinteq–( ),= = =

Ṙ δ̇
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well satisfied in many real systems featuring crystalli-
zation from solution. We will restrict the consideration
to the case of (C∞ – Cint)/(C – Cint) ! 1, which is valid
for most of the growth solutions [8, 9]. According
to [7], a solution to the diffusion equation with the
boundary conditions (1) and (2) in this approximation
is also a solution to the Laplace equation (∇ 2c = 0) with
the boundary conditions c(Rλ) = C∞, c(r) = Cint , and (2).
Here, Rλ = R/vλ, lnv 2 = 0.5772 is the Euler constant,
and λ is determined from the equation λ2ln(v 2λ2) +
(C∞ – Cint)/(C – Cint) = 0.

Solving the problem in the linear approximation
yields the following results:

(3)

(4)

(5)

where Aλ = ln(Rλ/R), α = D/βR*, R* = C0Γ/(C∞ – C0) is
the radius of a critical nucleus, ρ = R*/R, CReq = C0(1 +
Γ/R) is the equilibrium solution concentration near the
nonperturbed cylinder surface, C0 is the equilibrium
solution concentration near a flat surface, Γ is the
coefficient of surface tension, H = H(k, kz) =

−kz (kz)/5k(kz), 5k(kz) are the modified Hankel func-

tions, (kz) are the derivatives of the modified Hankel

functions [7], and K = K(k, kz) = k2 +  – 1.

Equation (5) shows that the perturbation increases if
the crystal radius is greater than the critical value

(6)

Formula (6) was derived with neglect of the depen-
dence of Aλ on R, since the numerical calculations
showed that the parameter λ determined in the approx-
imation of (C∞ – Cint)/(C – Cint) ≈ (C∞ – C0)/(C – C0)
gives Aλ values with an uncertainty not exceeding
2−4%. Formulas (5) and (6) fully determine the stabil-
ity of a cylindrical particle with respect to negligibly

c r ϕ z, ,( ) C∞
C∞ CReq–
Aλ αρ+

----------------------- r
Rλ
------ln+=

+
C0Γ
R2

----------K
1 αρ+( )

R
---------------------

C∞ CReq–
Aλ αρ+

-----------------------–
 
 
  δF ϕ z,( )

1 αρH+
---------------------,

Ṙ
D
C
----

C∞ CReq–( )
R Aλ αρ+( )
-----------------------------,=

δ̇ t( ) Dδ–

CR2
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Aλ αρ+
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=

+
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1 αρH+
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--------------- 1
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---------------+ 
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4αK
H
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  .
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small perturbations during the growth from solution. In
the limit of an infinitely large kinetic coefficient, the
solution reduces to the results obtained in [9]. Accord-
ing to [4, 5], relationship (6) represents an equation of
the spinodal of a morphological transition from stable
(cylindrical) to unstable (dendritelike) growth.

Now we will analyze the problem using a thermody-
namic approach described in [5]. First, let us determine
a difference between the entropy production (∆Σ) for
the growth of perturbed and nonperturbed cylindrical
crystals. The local entropy production σ per unit time
will be calculated for a volume element near the crystal
surface, possessing a unit thickness and an area
bounded by an angle dϕ and a linear element dz. In the
dilute solution approximation (accurate to within a con-
stant σ ~ D(∇ c)2/c) [10], Eq. (2) yields for the differen-
tial entropy production

(7)

Assuming the relative supersaturation to be small, ∆ =
(C∞ – C0)/C0 ! 1, and using formulas (4)–(5), we obtain

(8)

As was done in [5], let us select the direction (ϕ, z)
corresponding to F(ϕ, z) > 0. Within the interval
[R*, Rs] of possible variations of the cylinder radius,
∆Σ > 0 for R > Rb, where

(9)

This relationship determines a binodal of the mor-
phological phase transition under consideration (the
point of instability with respect to small perturbations
with a finite amplitude); the interval (Rb, Rs) corre-
sponds to a metastable region [4, 5]. Using formulas (6)
and (9) and following the procedure described in [4, 5],
it is possible to construct the phase diagrams for the
regions of stable and unstable cylinder growth. For
illustrative purposes, we will consider only the case of
angular perturbations in the angle ϕ (kz = 0). Despite
this simplification, the case under consideration
includes all principal types of the morphological phase
diagrams possible for the cylindrical crystal growth
(morphological phase diagrams for a three-dimensional

∆Σ
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C CR–( )2
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case k ≠ 0, kz ≠ 0 will be reported in subsequent papers).
For kz = 0 and k ≥ 2, H = H(k) ≈ k [9] (perturbations with
k = 0, 1 and kz = 0 do not change the cylinder shape in
the linear order of the perturbation theory [9]). In this
approximation, formulas (6) and (9) acquire the follow-
ing form:

(10)

(11)

As can be seen from Fig. 1a, the radius of absolute
instability decreases with increasing kinetic coefficient.
On the contrary, the radius of the binodal increases and,
hence, the width of the metastable region (Rb, Rs)

Rs R*
2

------- 1 Aλk k 1+( )+(=

+ 1 Aλk k 1+( )+( )2 4αk k 1+( )+ ),

Rb R*
2

------- 1 αk
2k 1–
---------------

2Aλk k2 1–( )
2k 1–

-------------------------------+–




=

+ 1 αk
2k 1–
---------------

2Aλk k2 1–( )
2k 1–

-------------------------------+–
2

4αk 2k2 1–( )
2k 1–
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Fig. 1. (a) The plots of RS (solid curve), Rb (dashed curve),
and RI (dotted curve) versus parameter α for k = 2; (b) the
plots of crystal mass gain dN/dt versus relative supersatura-
tion ∆ near the morphological phase transition point for k =
2–4 and R = 1.8 × 10–5, 4.7 × 10–5, and 8.7 × 10–5 cm,
respectively; α = 1, Γ = 10–7 cm, C/C0 = 6.
T

decreases. The metastable region also tends to decrease
with increasing perturbation harmonic number.

Let us consider variation of the crystal mass during
the morphological phase transition under consider-
ation. By analogy with the entropy production analysis,
let us calculate the difference between the crystal mass
increments per unit time during the growth of perturbed
(dN/dt)p and nonperturbed (dN/dt)n cylindrical crystals.
The calculation for a solution volume element of unit
thickness rdϕdz near the crystal surface yields

(12)

The difference between the fluxes of crystallizing
substance supplied from solution to the perturbed and
nonperturbed cylindrical surface becomes zero for the
crystal radius

(13)

dN /dt( )p dN /dt( )n– CVr CṘR–( )dϕdz=

∼ αρ 1+( ) 1 ρ–( ) ρ Aλ αρ+( ) k2 1–( ).–

RI 0.5R* 1 Aλ k2 1–( ) α–+(=

+ 1 Aλ k2 1–( ) α–+( )2
4αk2+ ).

0.02 0.060.04 0.08 ∆
0
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3
(b)
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0.02 0.060.04 0.08

Fig. 2. Plots of the radii of spinodal Rs (solid curves) and
binodal Rb (dashed curves) versus relative supersaturation ∆
for k = 2–4. The growth is stable in the regions below bin-
odals, absolutely unstable above spinodals, and metastable
in the intermediate band. The calculations were performed
for Γ = 10–7 cm, C/C0 = 6, and α = 0.1 (a), 100 (b).
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As can be seen from Fig. 1a, the size for which the mass
of the crystal with perturbed surface increases faster
than that of the nonperturbed crystal is always smaller
than the binodal radius. For this reason, the mass of the
crystal always exhibits a jump during the morphologi-
cal phase transition (Fig. 1b). The investigation showed
that the jump magnitude increases with ∆ and β and
decreases with increasing harmonic number (Fig. 1b)
and the surface tension coefficient.

Figure 2 shows the morphological phase diagrams
displaying the regions of stable and unstable crystal
growth. In the diffusion-controlled regime, the metasta-
ble regions do not overlap (Fig. 2a), whereas in the
intermediate and kinetically controlled growth regimes,
the metastable regions corresponding to different per-
turbation harmonics are superimposed, which corre-
sponds to the coexistence of a large number of morpho-
logical phases (Fig. 2b). For example, in the system
with ∆ = 0.05 and α = 100, 150, or 1000, the number of
coexisting phases may reach 4, 5, and 7, respectively.

Thus, we have analytically analyzed for the first
time the morphological phase transitions during the
growth of an infinite cylinder crystal under conditions
of arbitrary surface kinetics. The analysis, performed
within the framework of the approach developed previ-
ously [4, 5], revealed the regions of control parameters
in which various morphological phases may coexist.
TECHNICAL PHYSICS LETTERS      Vol. 28      No. 3      200
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Abstract—The reflection of an acoustic wave from a concave cone-shaped surface leads to the formation of an
intense wave propagating along the symmetry axis, with a flat front and a radial profile described by a zero-
order (n = 0) Bessel function of the first kind. The wave front profile retains the shape over an extended path,
as if the wave would be propagating in an acoustic waveguide; the role of the waveguide walls is performed by
the side energy supply. In the case of a cone-shaped reflecting surface with a spiral directrix, the radial profile
of the reflected wave field corresponds to the first-kind Bessel function with n > 0 and the wave propagates as
if in a hollow waveguide. © 2002 MAIK “Nauka/Interperiodica”.
The state of a substance in the region of extremal
parameters is usually studied by concentrating energy
in a shock wave characterized by a pressure jump from
p1 to p2. A waveguide for such a shock wave usually
represents a low-pressure (p1) chamber of a shock tube.
In modern shock tubes, the p2/p1 ratio may reach up to
103–104, but this is usually achieved at the expense of a
low initial pressure in the waveguide tube. The size of
the zone of visualization of a process studied is limited
by the possibilities of making high-quality optical
glasses and the conditions of hermetically installing
these windows into the waveguide.

Durnin [1] showed that the wave equation possesses
exact solutions describing beams propagating in the
free space without expansion in the transverse direc-
tion. In the case of plane waves, these solutions are
characterized by a finite amplitude and contain no sin-
gular points. In the case of axial symmetry, the radial
field distribution in such a beam, described by the
Bessel function, is reproduced in sequential cross sec-
tions. According to this concept, the energy of an
acoustic wave can be concentrated by the method of
“waveguide” focusing of the acoustic pulses, which
offers an alternative to the shock tube. However, it must
be realized that a real wave front is limited in space,
being of a finite diameter.

Let us consider the principle of waveguide forma-
tion in application to acoustic oscillations with a wave-
length of λ = 2πc/ω. The focusing geometry is illus-
trated in Fig. 1. A flat front 0 of the incident wave (in
the right-hand part of Fig. 1) encounters a reflector I
having the shape of a cone with a base diameter 2R0,
a base angle α, and a linear generatrix ζ = R .

Upon reflection, the wave front propagating in
region II acquires a conelike shape 1 passing sequen-
tially through positions 2. The wave field is concen-
trated on the symmetry axis z over the focal length L.

αtan
1063-7850/02/2803- $22.00 © 20246
Now we will estimate this length and the diameter of
the energy concentration zone.

For this purpose, let us place the origin of the coor-
dinate system at the cone apex and find the coordinate
z at which a ray of the incident wave with an arbitrary
radius R crosses the symmetry axis: z = R/sin2α. Using
this formula and simple geometric considerations, we
can express the focal length as

(1)

In order to estimate the diameter of the focus zone, we
use the notions about the diffraction divergence of a
wave beam, according to which the beam diameter d,
corresponding to the angle 2α of the ray inclination to
the axis, is

(2)

Since the inclination angle 2α is constant along the
focal length, the diameter d0 of the energy concentra-
tion zone must be independent of the coordinate z.
Thus, according to the above estimates, focusing over

L0

R0

2αsin
---------------.=

d0
λ
α
---.∼

I II

2R0

α

2α
L

ξ0

021
z

α

0

Fig. 1. Waveguide formation scheme (see the text for expla-
nations).
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the focal length L0 leads to the formation of a nondiver-
gent acoustic wave similar to that formed in a
waveguide with the diameter d0. The function of a
cylindrical waveguide is performed by the side energy
supply in a configuration of the Mach reflection type.
According to Fig. 1, the wave front propagates along
the z axis in the running focus regime at the velocity
cz = c/cos2α.

Now let us proceed with a stricter determination of
the wave field in the waveguide formation mode. This
field is conveniently characterized in terms of the
potential φ of the velocity field u, related as u = gradφ,
because the potential will allow us to readily express
the variable parts of other hydrodynamic parameters in
the wave, for example, the pressure p = –ρ0(∂φ/∂t) and
the density ρ = –(ρ0/c2)(∂φ/∂t) [2]. The acoustic wave
field within the focal length is described by the wave
equation ∂2φ/∂t2 – c2∆φ = 0. As is well known, this
equation admits factorization of the solution with
respect to the spatial coordinates and time. Therefore, a
monochromatic wave component with the frequency ω
can be presented in the following form:

(3)

where k = ω/c is the wavevector modulus and f(r, z) is
the complex wave amplitude.

The wave amplitude varies slowly along the z axis
(because the derivative ∂2f/∂z2 is small). Substituting
expression (3) into the wave equation, we obtain an
equation for the amplitude distribution:

(4)

The boundary condition can represent the state of the
wave (3) at the moment of reflection, that is, at the coor-
dinate z = 0. Let F(R ≤ R0) be the radial profile of the
acoustic field of the primary wave. For α < π/4, this
boundary condition can be written as

(5)

In the paraxial region (r2 < z/k) within the interval
z @ λ/sin2(2α), the system of Eqs. (4) and (5) has a
solution which can be presented in the following form
(see, e.g., [3]):

(6)

where J0(x) is a zero-order (n = 0) Bessel function of
the first kind with the argument

(6a)

(6b)
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(6c)

The term with the amplitude f1(z) appears due to the
finite wave aperture and reflects the wave diffraction at
the boundary of the mirror. This term is most significant
at the end of the focal length, but is small already for
(L0 – z)/λ ≥ 10, so that |f1|/|f0| ! 1. Taking this into
account, the intensity of the acoustic wave field for a
finite diameter of the incident beam can be expressed as

, (7)

with the axial distribution function

(7a)

under the condition

(7b)

According to expressions (7), the radial intensity
distribution is independent of z. Therefore, the distribu-
tion retains a cylindrical configuration along the focal
length part (L & L0) (1) determined by the condition
(7b). This distribution is of the Bessel type |J0(x)|2 and
the expression (2) may refer only to the central maxi-
mum with a diameter of d = (2.4/π)(λ/sin2α). Indeed,
comparing this expression to the estimate (2), we con-
clude that d ≈ d0 for small angles.

The diameter d determines to a significant extent the
waveguide focusing efficiency β = |f0|2/F2. This value
can be readily determined provided that the function
F(R) is known. For a rectangular distribution function
F(R), the wave intensity at the point z = R/sin2α at the
symmetry axis exceeds the intensity at the point R in
the incident wave by a factor β = 4π2/(R/λ)sin2α. For
example, in the case of R = 100 cm, λ = 0.1 cm, and
α = 5°, the efficiency averaged over the focal length L
amounts to β ≈ 3 × 103.

In addition, the focusing efficiency β is also affected
by the axial distribution (7a). In connection with this
distribution, note that the length L is virtually indepen-
dent of the wavelength λ and is limited primarily by the
setup parameters. The function |f0|2 of the focused axial
distribution reproduces the intensity profile F2(R =
zsin2α) of the incident wave with a coefficient propor-
tional to z. Therefore, the axial distribution of the inten-
sity |f0|2 in the focused wave can be varied (in contrast
to the case of a waveguide) by changing the F2(R) pro-
file. In particular, for a rectangular F2(R) profile, the
|f0|2 function linearly increases to a maximum at the
point z < L, whereas for the Gaussian profile, the max-
imum of |f0|2 is reached at z = 1/2L.

In practice, it is technically difficult to change the
intensity profile in the incident wave. A more expedient
solution is to modify the reflecting surface shape and
replace the linear generatrix ζ = R  (α = const)
by  that with variable angle α(R) for which ζ =

f 1 z( ) F R0( )/ 1 z/L–( ) ikR0 2αsin–( ).exp≈

f r z,( ) 2
 . f 0

2 J0 x( ) 2

f 0
2 2πkz 2α( )F2 z 2αsin( )sin

2
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λ / 2α  ! z L0 10λ–( ).<sin
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(R)dR. A particular form of the ζ(R, α) func-

tion naturally depends both on the F2(R) profile and on
the anticipated axial distribution |f0|2. For example, the
case of F2(R) = const and |f0|2 = const corresponds to a
reflecting surface with the generatrix described at small
angles by the formula ζ = α0Rln(R0/R), where α0 =
α(R0).

Let us consider some possible variants of the axial
intensity distribution by the analyzing dependence of
the coefficient β(z, r = 0) on the F2(R) profile (repre-
sented by a Gaussian function F2 ~ exp[–2(R/R0)2n])
and the ζ(R, α) shape. For the convenience of compar-
ison between β values corresponding to different n and
ζ(R, α), the results will be related to the same quantity

(R, n)RdR proportional to the incident wave

power. Figure 2 shows the curves scaled on the plot by
maximum β = β(L, r = 0) corresponding to the rectan-
gular F2(R) profile (taken equal to 10).

Curves 1–3 in Fig. 2 are constructed for a linear gen-
eratrix with α = 5° and n = 1, 5 (for n = ∞, the function
F2 is independent of R and represents a rectangular dis-
tribution). Curve 4 corresponds to a logarithmic gener-
atrix with an angle α0(R0). This case is illustrated only
for α0 = 5° with n = ∞, because other n values lead to
the appearance of maxima in the distribution β(z, r = 0),
the elimination of which falls outside the scope of this
paper.

The above considerations concerning the focusing
conditions referred to the case of a cone-shaped surface
with a base line (directrix) representing a circle. How-
ever, this base line may also be of any other shape. Let
us a consider the case of a spiral, R* = R0(1 + mλ), the
radius of which increases by an integer of wavelengths
with each turn. Upon reflection from such a cone with
a linear generatrix, the normal to the wave front will
rotate by a certain azimuthal angle ϕ. As a result, the
radial transformation (dependent on krsin2α) will

αtan
0

R∫

F2

0

R∫

2

0 0.2

β, a.u.

z/L0.4 0.6 0.8

4

6

8

10

1
2

3

4

Fig. 2. The focusing efficiency β(z, r = 0) for F2 ~
exp{−2(R/R0)2n} calculated for reflecting cones with
(1−3) linear generator [α = 5° for n = 1 (1), 5 (2), ∞ (3)] and
(4) with a logarithmic generatrix [α0 = 5°, n = ∞].
T

acquire an additive term [4] related to a change of the
wave phase mϕ. This will modify the boundary condi-
tion (5) to

(8)

The new variant of Eq. (4) with the modified bound-
ary condition (8) has a solution that can be presented
(under the same conditions as above) in the following
form:

(9)

where Jm(x) is the mth order Bessel function of the
same argument x = krsin2α (6a), with the same axial
intensity distribution (7a). Accordingly, all the afore-
mentioned properties of the axial distribution are valid
for the spiral directrix of the reflecting cone. These
include (i) a flat wave front retained over the length L,
(ii) the character of transformation (7a) of the radial
profile F(R) into longitudinal f0(z) with a linearly
increasing coefficient, and (iii) limitations (7b) on the
applicability of expressions at the boundaries of the
focal length.

At the same time, under otherwise equal conditions,
the radial distributions (7) and (9) are significantly dif-
ferent from each other. For illustration, Fig. 3 shows the
distributions |f(r = 0, z = const)|2 and |fϕ(m = 5)|2 plotted
against a common scale |f (r = 0, z = const)|2 for the
same functions F2(R) and parameters k, α, and z. As can
be seen from these profiles, the main intensity peak for
the straight circular cone occurs on the symmetry axis
and possesses a halfwidth of δx0 = 2.1 and an external
diameter of 2x0 = 4.8. For a cone with the spiral direc-
trix, the main maximum appears as a ring with a width
at half-maximum of δx5 = 2.6; the circle of the maxi-
mum intensity has a diameter of 2x5 = 12.8. From out-
side, this ring is bounded by the radius of the first zero
of the Bessel function 2xex = 17.2; inside the ring, the
field is virtually everywhere zero (the intensity rapidly
drops toward the axis, not exceeding 0.01 of the maxi-
mum at x < 4).

Over the focal length L, distributions (7) and (9)
look like filled and hollow cylinders, respectively.
Using the parameters of focusing determined above, we
obtain for these cylinders 2r0 = 4.4 mm (halfwidth r0 =
2 mm) and 2rex = 16 mm (ring thickness r5 ~ 2.4 mm).
In both cases, the focal length is L ≈ 5.7 m.

Thus, the proposed focusing method creates a high-
intensity wave propagating in an effective waveguide
without material walls. Provided the initial intensity is
sufficiently high, this waveguide may lead to the devel-
opment of a shock wave (according to the Hugoniot
mechanism) from an ordinary wave. However, the
shock wave can be used as an initial acoustic pulse as
well, which would give rise to an axisymmetric Mach
reflection pattern at the z axis.

It should be emphasized that the above consider-
ations introduced no restrictions on the initial pressure

f ϕ r ϕ z, , 0=( ) F R( ) i mϕ kr 2αsin–( )[ ] .exp=

f ϕ r z m, ,( ) 2
 . f 0

2 Jm x( ) 2,
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Fig. 3. Radial intensity distributions in the focused beams: (a) |f(r)|2 given by Eq. (7); (b) |fϕ(r, m = 5)|2 given by Eq. (9).

(a) (b)
or type of medium. Therefore, the proposed method of
focusing is not only applicable in gases, but can be
employed in liquids and solids as well.
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Abstract—Heterostructures of the CdF2:Er/CaF2/CaF2(111) type were grown by the method of molecular
beam epitaxy. Doping with erbium was performed, for the first time in materials of this type, by subliming the
metal from an effusion cell immediately during the cadmium fluoride layer growth. A special procedure of CaF2
substrate preparation for epitaxy was developed. Measurements of the lateral conductivity of the heterostruc-
tures by a two-point-probe technique showed that, depending on the dopant (erbium) concentration, the resis-
tivity ranges from 2.5 × 105 to 50 Ω cm. © 2002 MAIK “Nauka/Interperiodica”.
Despite similarity of the crystal structures of cad-
mium fluoride (CdF2) and alkaline-earth metal fluo-
rides (such as CaF2, SrF2, and BaF2), the electronic
properties of CdF2 strongly differ from those of the lat-
ter materials. This is explained by a specific feature of
CdF2 possessing a significantly greater electron affinity
(above 3 eV) as compared to those of other fluorides,
where this parameter is about zero. Doped with most of
the trivalent impurities and annealed in cadmium
vapors, CdF2 (initially, a wide-bandgap semiconductor)
converts into an n-type semiconductor containing shal-
low donors with a binding energy of about 0.1 eV. The
room-temperature concentration of free electrons in
such a material reaches 4 × 1018 cm–3 [1].

Another attractive feature of CdF2 crystals is the
intensive luminescence observed in bulk crystals doped
with rare-earth ions. Depending on the impurity, the
radiation wavelength may change from infrared to
ultraviolet regions. The effective luminescence, in com-
bination with high concentrations of free electrons
make, cadmium fluoride an attractive material for elec-
troluminescent devices. Since the optical transparency
of these crystals ranges from near ultraviolet to the
mid-IR region, the impurity electroluminescence may,
in principle, also cover this spectral range.

Previously [2], it was demonstrated that the epitax-
ial layers of cadmium fluoride possessing sufficiently
high conductivity can be obtained by low-temperature
epitaxy and simultaneous doping with erbium from a
beam of ErF3, followed by high-temperature annealing
in cadmium vapors. However, this method has certain
disadvantages: insufficient reproducibility of the
results, relatively severe thermochemical conditions of
dopant activation, and rather complicated procedure. In
connection with this, we have developed an alternative

1)Based on this publication is the RF Patent Application
no. 2001127031 of 04.10.2001.
1063-7850/02/2803- $22.00 © 20250
method for obtaining conducting cadmium fluoride lay-
ers. The proposed technology, based on the epitaxial
layer doping with a beam of erbium atoms, is free of the
aforementioned disadvantages.

Taking into account that cadmium fluoride films
have to be grown in a broad range of temperatures and
that this material cannot be grown directly on silicon
(because cadmium fluoride reacts with silicon at high
temperatures), we employed calcium fluoride sub-
strates. Calcium fluoride (CaF2) is a traditional optical
material which is still rarely applied in electronics. For
this reason, no thoroughly elaborated procedures for
preparing substrates for epitaxial film growth (such as
those developed, e.g., for silicon) were known for
CaF2. One of the most important problems was to
ensure a sufficiently small height of the surface relief,
since a 100-nm (0.1-µm) relief (insignificant in most
optical applications) would strongly influence the epi-
taxial film growth on the substrate surface. The average
thickness of CdF2 films grown in our experiments was
200–400 nm. In order to provide for reliable conductiv-
ity measurements, the surface relief has to be lower by
at least one order of magnitude.

We have elaborated the following five-step proce-
dure of CaF2 substrate preparation:

1. Fine mechanical polishing with the application of
special resin compositions.

2. Washing in boiling toluene.
3. Deposition of a titanium or zirconium film on the

rear side of a substrate to provide for the possibility of
radiation heating.

4. Polishing with a soft cloth in a concentrated NH4F
solution for 3–5 min.

5. Rinsing in deionized water.
After accomplishing these operations, the final sur-

face relief height was within 5–15 nm, which was quite
acceptable for the subsequent process stages. Doped cal-
cium fluoride layers with a thickness of 200–400 nm
002 MAIK “Nauka/Interperiodica”
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Typical AFM images of the surface topography of a CaF2 substrate (a) after polishing by the proposed method and (b) after depos-
iting a CaF2 buffer layer.
were grown over a relatively thin (below 100 nm) buffer
cadmium fluoride layer deposited onto a freshly pre-
pared CaF2 crystal substrate. Images of a CaF2 substrate
surface studied with the aid of an atomic force micro-
scope (AFM) after the above-described preparation
procedure and after deposition of the buffer CaF2 layer
are presented in the figure. As can be seen from these
AFM images (revealing monoatomic steps), the buffer
layer surface is sufficiently smooth for the subsequent
epitaxial layer growth.

The CdF2:Er/CaF2/CaF2(111) heterostructures were
prepared by molecular beam epitaxy (MBE). The epi-
taxial layers were grown with an average rate of
3 nm/min at a substrate temperature from 300 to 600°C.
The experimental MBE procedure was described in
more detail elsewhere [3].

In order to obtain conducting CdF2 films, the grow-
ing layer was doped with erbium. In one series of
experiments, we employed a doping beam of ErF3 mol-
ecules, and in the other series, a beam of Er atoms. The
dopant was supplied from a separate source and intro-
duced immediately in the course of the CdF2 layer
growth. To our knowledge, this is the first application of
the given doping technique to the materials employed
(CdF2 layers, Er dopant). The final concentration of
erbium in the epitaxial layers was determined by elec-
tron probe microanalysis (CAMEBAX microprobe).

The lateral conductivity of the epitaxial structures
was measured by a two-point-probe method using
indium contacts deposited onto the sample surface
through a mask. Preliminary measurements confirmed
linearity of the current–voltage characteristics of the
ohmic contacts.

According to the electron probe microanalysis data,
the concentration of erbium in the MBE grown epitax-
ial layers varied from 0.5 to 2.5 mol % (e.g., 1.5 and
1.0 mol % Er in samples 1552 and 1553, respectively).
In addition, we have studied control structure free of
TECHNICAL PHYSICS LETTERS      Vol. 28      No. 3      200
erbium. Data on some of the samples studied in the
course of this study are summarized in the table.

An analysis of data for the CdF2:Er layers grown at
various temperatures and doped with erbium using a
beam of ErF3 molecules shows that the resistivity of
samples grown at relatively high temperatures is rela-
tively large. However, as the temperature increases fur-
ther, the resistivity drops (in agreement with the results
obtained in [2]).

As can be also seen from data in the table, the con-
ductivity of structures doped with erbium atoms sub-
limed from a metal source increases without additional
increase in the growth temperature (in contrast to the
case of doping from an ErF3 source). This is a very
important result achieved due to the new method of
cadmium fluoride doping with erbium. This allows us
to suggest that conducting CdF2 layers can be grown at
low temperatures (on the order of 100°C) without high-
temperature annealing, which is important for the cre-
ation of novel silicon-based planar device structures.

MBE growth regimes and properties of a series of
CdF2:Er/CaF2/CaF2(111) samples

Sample 
no.

Growth tem-
perature, °C

CdF2 layer 
thickness, nm

Doping 
beam

Resistivity,
Ω cm

1534 340 330 ErF3 2.4 × 105

1531 500 330 ErF3 6.5 × 104

1530 600 330 ErF3 6.0 × 103

1519 400 330 Er 9.0 × 104

1521 500 330 Er 9.0 × 104

1526 600 330 Er 5.0 × 103

1552 500 390 Er 1.4 × 102

1553 300 315 Er 6.8 × 101

1554 300 315 – 1.0 × 107
2
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The results obtained can be explained within the
framework of the following model. Supplied with an
ErF3 beam, erbium atoms incorporate into the growing
crystal structure as a substitution impurity replacing
cadmium atoms. The overall electroneutrality is
ensured by interstitial fluorine atoms. In the course of
annealing, the interstitial ions diffuse away from
erbium ions. This results in the formation of a region of
uncompensated positive charge at the erbium incorpo-
ration sites, representing a Coulomb attraction center.
This center attracts electrons (e.g., from the substrate)
required to provide for electroneutrality of the system.
Owing to the anomalously high electron affinity of cad-
mium, the attracted electrons are shared between 12 Cd
atoms (nearest neighbors of the rare-earth dopant)
rather than localized on the vacant f-orbital of erbium
(as would be the case in CaF2 layers doped with the
same rare-earth impurity). The binding energy of such
an electron is about 0.1 eV (in silicon, the analogous
binding energy is about 0.05 eV). This value is suffi-
ciently small to allow the electron to leave Er ion and
participate in the conductivity even at room temperature.

A similar mechanism is operative in the case of
CdF2 doped with erbium from a metal source, except
that no increase in temperature is required to tear off the
interstitial fluorine atom: the charge is immediately
compensated due to a free electron captured by the
incorporated erbium atom.
T

Thus, we have developed a method for preparing
CaF2 substrates with a surface suited to epitaxial film
growth. Using these substrates, we obtained conducting
CdF2 layers doped immediately during the epitaxial
growth with erbium sublimed from an effusion cell.
These erbium-doped CdF2 layers possess a minimum
resistivity of 50–100 Ω cm. This is the first application
of the given doping technique to epitaxial cadmium flu-
oride layers and metallic erbium.
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On the Electromagnetic Nature of the Turbulence Onset
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Abstract—Based on the new experimentally justified notions about the interrelation and mutual influence of
various physical fields and the vortex character of the electromagnetic field, the driving force is explained and
a mechanism is proposed of the onset of turbulence, whereby a vortex motion arises “from nothing” in a hydro-
dynamic flow. Equations describing the vortex formation process are derived, and the possible scenarios of the
turbulence development are outlined. © 2002 MAIK “Nauka/Interperiodica”.
In investigations of turbulence, much effort is
devoted to a stage referred to as intermixing [1, 2]. This
stage has been described within the framework of vari-
ous scenarios of chaotization of the medium flow,
which are realized by different mechanisms such as the
period doubling, passage via intermittency, and strange
attractors. However, the very possibility that such sce-
narios and mechanisms can be realized in nature needs
physical justification. In connection with this (and with
some other circumstances [3]), the question as to what
are the primary reasons and mechanisms of the turbu-
lence onset is still open [1].

The problem can be briefly formulated as follows:
for what reason and by which mechanism the initially
potential flow (curlv = 0) with a linear velocity profile
gives rise, in the course of a smooth and slow increase
in the flow rate, to the vortex (rotational) motions of the
medium suddenly appearing as if “from nothing” and
determining the onset of turbulence. Note that no inter-
mixing of the particles of the medium in the flow would
take place without the vortex motion (various types of
fluctuations are not considered). Therefore, it is the vor-
tex motion that serves as a trigger for the intermixing
and leads in fact to the onset of turbulence. Equations,
the solution to which would answer the above question,
will also describe mechanisms of the vortex evolution
leading to the intermixing stage. Thus, the evolution
scenarios must be contained in the initial equations;
that is, these equations must be physically justified.

A solution to the problem of vortex nucleation is
based on a two-field description of physical phenom-
ena. In this case, one of the two is the electromagnetic
(EM) field and the other is the hydrodynamic (HD) field
(medium flow). It will be assumed that elementary par-
ticles (atoms, molecules, and other species) are partly
or completely formed of physical matter of EM nature
(i.e., matter constituting the EM field). In this case, the
combinations of atoms, molecules, etc. into various
macroscopic species in the medium and constituting
the hydrodynamic flow will possess a common material
base through which the EM and HD fields (usually con-
sidered as dissimilar physical entities) can be interre-
1063-7850/02/2803- $22.00 © 20253
lated to experience mutual influence [4]. The existence
of interactions between EM and HD (or analogous)
fields is confirmed by well-known experiments that
date back to Fizeau (ether drag) and Lebedev (light
pressure) investigations.

By virtue of the aforementioned properties of the
EM and HD fields, motion in one of these will lead to a
weak response in the other, as manifested by a partial
mutual drag of these fields. Within the framework of
Maxwell thermodynamics [5], the motion of particles
in the medium flow unavoidably leads to the appear-
ance, among the other, of the vortex EM fields and,
hence, to the development of vortex motion. Thus, from
this standpoint, the primary reason for the appearance
of hydrodynamic vortices is the relation between EM
and HD fields and the vortex character of the EM mat-
ter’s response to the medium motion. In real flows, the
EM fields may also arise due to electrization of the
medium, relative motion of layers, wall friction, etc.,
but this circumstance does not alter (owing to the iden-
tical nature of these fields) the essence of the problem
under consideration.

Below we will assume that the medium is electri-
cally neutral, viscous, and compressible and consider a
medium flow with a linear velocity profile. Solving the
problem of vortex nucleation in the flow is based on
application of the least action principle to the coexist-
ing EM and HD fields. According to this principle, the
energy–momentum tensor of these fields satisfies the
condition ∂Tik/∂xk = 0. In a three-dimensional form, this
yields

(1)

∇ W
1

c2
----∂S

∂t
------ 1

c2
---- ∂

∂t
----- wv( ) ex wv x

2( )++ +

--+ ey wv y
2( ) ez wv z

2( )+ ∇ P R+ + 0;=

∂W
∂t

-------- divS ∂e
∂t
----- v∇( )w wdivv+ + + + 0,=
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where e and w are the energy density and enthalpy per
unit volume of the medium flow; S and W are the Poynt-
ing vector and the energy density of the EM field; and c
is the speed of light (the other notations are as in [1, 5]).

Let us assume that the medium flows at a velocity v0
parallel to the OX axis (v 0 ↑↑  OX), and let the flow
(albeit laminar) be close to a transition from laminar to
turbulent state, so that a small (otherwise arbitrary) per-
turbation of the flow velocity at the “entrance”
(∂V(0, t) = ex (0, t), ,  = 0) would create sepa-
rate spatially localized vortices in the initially laminar
flow. In this formulation, the problem can be solved by
the method of sequential approximations. In the first
approximation, the flow is laminar: the momenta and
forces appearing (due to interrelation of the EM and
HD fields) as a result of the initial velocity perturbation

(0, t) create vortex flows in the EM field and other
motions directed mostly along the medium flow. A
pulsed action of the EM field on the medium will lead
to analogous motions in the medium, in particular, to
HD vortex nucleation (this stage is described in the sec-
ond approximation). The HD vortices will give rise to
EM vortices with a spatial orientation different from the
initial one. The resulting HD vortices will be also ori-
ented differently as compared to the preceding ones and
so on. The third approximation reveals the role of EM
and HD wave fields (negligibly small in the second
approximation) and their scattering. Not dwelling here
on description of the subsequent stages of turbulence
evolution, we must only point out that the main types of

R
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TE
sources operative at all stages, including developed tur-
bulence, are already described by the solutions
obtained in the first two or three approximations.

Let us restrict the consideration to the first two
approximations. Denoting the “perturbed” quantities
with a prime mark, introducing the medium viscosity,
and assuming all changes induced by the perturbation
to be adiabatic, we obtain from (1) the following sys-
tem of equations for the first approximation:

(2)

where  = η∆v ' + (ξ + η/3)∇ divv'; L' is the term in
second braces in Eq. (1) for R written in increments; and
cak is the sound velocity in the medium. Equations (2)
can be reduced to the following form:

(3)

As can be seen from Eq. (3), the influence of viscos-
ity at a small flow velocity v0 is insignificant (even for
a viscous liquid such as glycerol) and, hence, can be
ignored (although taking this factor into account
encounters no significant difficulties). Assuming
“smallness” of the spatiotemporal variations in the EM
fields and HD flows in the initial stage and using the
boundary condition  = (0, t) at x = 0, we obtain
the following relationship from Eq. (3):

(4)

where x = –v 0t. Thus, according to formula (4), any
change in the flow rate at the entrance is accompanied
by the transfer of momentum from the medium to the
EM field and by the appearance of predominantly vor-
tex energy fluxes linearly (in velocity v 0, coordinate x,
and time t) growing in the flow direction. Note that a
solution analogous to (4) also exists in an incompress-
ible medium.
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By the same token, equations of the second approx-
imation can be reduced to the following:

(5)

where f(t) = (0, t)[1 – (x – 3/2)v 0 ] +

(2cak)−1(1 – v 0 )t (0, t). Under the same restric-
tions and conditions as those involved in the first
approximation, the solution to Eq. (5) can be presented
in the following form convenient for analysis:

(6)

It should be noted that an alternative form of three
equations (for each curl component in (6)) has an
approximate analytical solution.

An analysis of Eq. (6) reveals the mechanism of HD
vortex formation. In particular, it is seen that the EM
vorticity sources actually generate vortex flows in the
medium, which are proportional (as those in the first
approximation) to v 0, x, and t values. However, the role
of viscosity in this case is essentially different. Divid-
ing both parts of (6) by (v 0tx), we arrive at the conclu-
sion that the viscosity η determines (via products
involving the coordinates x, y, z and the operator ∆) the
spatial scales and changes in the gradient structure of
vortices. The vortex motion (curlxcurlv'') weakens as a
result of the appearance of the vortex components
(curlycurlv'', curlzcurlv'') decreasing as a result of the

∂
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∂
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  ∂W'
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  ,
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1– v x' cak

1–
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1– v̇ x'

v 0tx 2 ρ0v 0( ) 1– ηx∆+[ ] curlxcurlv''{

– 1 ρ0v 0( ) 1– ηy∆–[ ] curlycurlv''

– 1 ρ0v 0( ) 1– ηz∆–[ ] curlzcurlv'' ρ0v 0( ) 1––

× 3ξ 4η+( )divv'' } 6 f t( ) v x' 0 t,( ) v x'–[ ] .=
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viscosity-related growth of the vorticity regions. The
new sources appear as a result of interaction of the EM
fields with the entrance perturbations, the latter essen-
tially determining the character of the fields (including
vortex formation). Subsequently, HD vortices induce
the appearance of EM vortices and new HD vortices
with spatial orientation different from that of the previ-
ously existing HD vortices. The buildup of the process
of vortex formation leads to intermixing of the medium
flow, that is, to the onset of turbidity. A more detailed
and precise description of the nucleation and develop-
ment of vortices can be obtained by numerically solv-
ing Eqs. (3) and (5).

There are grounds to believe that the phenomenon
of turbulence transcends hydrogasodynamic notions,
being an initial and general property of all physical
matter. In particular, turbulence is inherent in the cos-
mos (and objects on a similar scale), as well as in bio-
logical, social, and other systems, which implies that
turbulence problems can be studied within the frame-
work of a common approach.
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Abstract—It is theoretically and experimentally demonstrated that diffraction of a fundamental Gaussian beam
at the edge of a dielectric wedge leads to the formation of a chain of optical vortices in the far wave zone. The
conditions of phase synchronism are established under which a single optical vortex possessing the ideal shape
is generated. A special mathematical approach is developed for description of the character of vortex distortion,
which is analogous to the Jones column vector formalism used to describe the polarization of light. It is found
that the plots of the degree of vortex ellipticity versus wedge angle and Gaussian beam waist radius exhibit pro-
nounced peaks corresponding to the phase synchronism. The experimental and theoretical results are compared.
The experimentally observed vortex ellipticity Q = 0.93 at a diffraction efficiency of 0.98 is evidence that the
proposed method has good prospects for implementation in real fiber-optic sensors of physical parameters
employing optical vortices. © 2002 MAIK “Nauka/Interperiodica”.
The problem of using optical vortices in high-sensi-
tivity transducers and other optical devices implies the
development of effective means of generating singular
beams. There are at least two methods providing for the
generation of beams with a phase singularity of the
purely screw dislocation (or the optical vortex) type [1].
The first method, referred to as the intracavity optical
vortex generation, is based on the introduction of selec-
tive losses of a certain type into the laser cavity. This
leads to separation of, for example, a toroidal (dough-
nut) mode with a left- or right-hand helicoidal wave-
front from the TEM01 mode [2]. The second method
employs diffraction of a fundamental Gaussian beam
on a computer-synthesized hologram [3]. Using the
first method, it is possible to obtain singular beams of
almost any intensity, but the beam quality significantly
depends on the cavity adjustment. An essentially singu-
lar beam of an ideal shape is obtained only at the gen-
eration threshold and, hence, is highly unstable. The
second method allows a stable singular beam of virtu-
ally ideal shape to be obtained, but at a diffraction effi-
ciency not exceeding 1–3%.

Recently, it was experimentally [4] and theoretically
[5, 6] demonstrated that single optical vortices can be
generated by means of diffraction of a Gaussian beam
on a dielectric wedge.

The physical mechanism of the optical vortex for-
mation during diffraction of a Gaussian beam on a
dielectric wedge is quite simple. Consider such a beam
incident onto the surface of a transparent dielectric
wedge so that one-half of the beam travels in the free
space, while the other half propagates in the wedge
material (Fig. 1a). Then, the diffraction of light at the
edge of the half-plane leads to the formation of diffrac-
tion minima parallel to the boundary. Since the second
1063-7850/02/2803- $22.00 © 20256
wave (passing through the wedge) slightly deviates
from the primary beam’s initial direction, the two
beams (direct and declined) exhibit interference. The
interference minima occur in the bisectrix plane of the
angle between the beams, so that the lines of interfer-
ence and diffraction nodes are mutually perpendicular.
Provided there is a phase shift multiple of π/2 between
the diffraction and interference fields in the vicinity of
the point of intersection of these nodal lines, an optical
vortex will be formed by the typical scheme [3]:

TE  ± iTE  ⇒  TE , where superscripts in
the left-hand part indicate directions of the nodal lines;
the subscript in the right-hand part indicates the topo-
logical charge of the optical vortex. However, the field
can be significantly distorted at a large distance from
the singularity point. Moreover, a mismatch between
parameters of the optical wedge and the primary Gauss-
ian beam may lead to a breakdown of the optical vortex.

Here we report on the results of experimental and
theoretical investigation of the formation of a single
optical vortex during the diffraction of a fundamental
Gaussian beam at the edge of a dielectric wedge.

Theoretical analysis. Consider a Gaussian beam
with the wave function

(1)

(r = , σ = 1 – i , z0 =  is the Rayleigh

length, k = , λ is the wavelength in vacuum, a ρ is

the beam waist radius in the z = 0 plane) normally inci-

M01
x( ) M01

y( ) M01
±( )

Ψ00 r z,( ) 1
σ z( )
----------- r2

ρ2 σ z( ) 2
---------------------– ,exp=

x2 y2+
z
z0
---- kρ2

2
--------

2π
λ

------
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Fig. 1. Gaussian beam diffraction at the optical wedge boundary: (a) laser beam spot positioning on the wedge surface (1, laser beam
cross section; 2, glass plate); (b) schematic diagram of the optical wedge geometry; (c) the chain of optical vortices formed in the
far wave diffraction zone theoretically calculated by Eq. (2) for ρ = 5 mm and nw = 1.5; (d) experimental pattern; (e) a single vortex

pattern theoretically calculated for the phase synchronism conditions (ρ = 1.05 × 10–4 m, α = 4.95 × 10–3); (f) experimental pattern.
dent on the base of an optical wedge (Figs. 1a and 1b);
the wedge angle is α, and the index of refraction is nw .
The Gaussian beam propagates so that one half of the
beam travels in the free space while the other half
passes through the wedge material.

Let us consider the paraxial beam diffraction in a far
wave zone. Using the Kirchhoff integral [7] (the trans-
formations are omitted), the wave function of the dif-
fracted beam can be presented in the following form:

(2)

Ψ x y z, ,( ) iπ
2k
------ z

σ 2
-------- 2iΓ–[ ] x2 y2+

w2
----------------–expexp=

× iA
k Az 2y–( )

2σ
--------------------------–exp ikh( )exp





× erfc
ikx

2zσ
------------- erfc ikx

2zσ
-------------–





,+
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where A = (nw – 1) , w2 = ρ2|σ|2, Γ =  is

the Gouy phase, erf(µ) = –ζ2)dζ is the prob-

ability integral, exp(ikh) = a + ib, a2 + b2 = 1, and h is
the wedge base width.

In the general case, expression (2) describes a chain
of optical vortices (Fig. 1c). The deformation of each
vortex depends both on the wedge angle and on the
beam waist radius ρ on the wedge surface. In order to
describe the vortex distortion, let us expand the wave
function (2) into series in the vicinity of the point x =
y = 0 and restrict the analysis to the linear terms:

(3)

αtan z
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2

π
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Fig. 2. Optical vortex characteristics: (a) vortex ellipticity Q (rel. units) versus beam waist radius ρ × 104 m for various wedge angles

α = 0.003 (1), 0.002 (2), 0.0017 (3); (b) the plot of Q versus dimensionless parameter X = kρ  calculated for various

values of the wedge base width parameter α = cos(kh) = 1 (1), 0.95 (2), 0.8 (3),0.5 (4), 0.2 (5); (c) the plot of azimuthal angle ψ (in
radian) versus ρ × 104 m for α = 0.002 and α = 0.95; (d) the curve of Q versus ρ × 104 m calculated for α = 0.002, compared to the
experimental data (points).
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where B = exp(A2kz0) and c = . By shifting coordi-

nates, this equation can be transformed to

. (4)

An equivalent representation is

(5)

where the column vector of the vortex state (analogous
to the Jones vector describing the polarization of light
[8]) is composed of the complex amplitudes at the coor-
dinates x and y.
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The ideal optical vortex corresponds to a column
vector of the following type:

This leads to the relationship

where

Using these equations, we determine the conditions of
formation of the ideal single vortex with a column vec-

tor J = , where the term (±) determines the sign

of the topological charge of the vortex:
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(6)

Expressions (6) can be considered as the condition
of phase synchronism for the optical vortex. Figure 1e
shows the light-intensity distribution calculated using
Eq. (2) with an allowance for the synchronism condi-
tions (6). This pattern almost coincides with the intensity
distribution in the ideal vortex obtained upon the light
diffraction on a computer-synthesized hologram [3],
provided that the radius does not exceed that corre-
sponding to the maximum intensity.

For an analysis of the evolution of the single optical
vortex, let us consider elements of the column vector (5)
and construct the Stokes parameters [8]:

(7)

The ellipticity Q of the equal intensity lines and the
azimuthal slope angle ψ of the semimajor axis can be
determined from the relationships

(8)

Figures 2a–2c show the plots of ellipticity Q and the
azimuthal angle ψ versus the Gaussian beam waist
radius ρ and the wedge angle α. A sharp peak in the Q
curves corresponds to the values of radius ρ and angle
α obeying the phase synchronism condition (6). The
peak height is determined by the wedge base width: the
maximum value Q = 1 corresponds to a = 1, while even
small deviations from this value lead to a sharp drop
in Q. 

Experiment. The diffraction process described
above was experimentally observed by exposing a
microscope glass (GOST 6672-59 type) with a plate
size of 24 × 24 or 18 × 18 mm to the beam of a He–Ne
laser operating at a wavelength of a2 + b2 = 1. The beam
waist radius ρ on the transparency was controlled with
the aid of a centered lens system and a diaphragm. The
results were monitored with a CCD camera and pro-
cessed on a computer. The transparency was mounted
on a special optical table equipped with a micrometric
drive in the transverse direction precise to within not
less than 0.5 µm. Selecting a microscope glass as the
transparency was related to the fact that the surface of
such plates is usually slightly corrugated. Additional
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diffraction investigations showed that the corrugation
period was about 3.5 mm. This circumstance allowed
certain areas of such a plate to be used as the optical
wedge.

Figure 1c shows the pattern of the light-intensity
distribution in the far wave zone of diffraction for the
transparency exposed to a wide beam with ρ = 5 mm. It
was possible to separate a single optical vortex from the
chain of vortices, provided that the waist radius was ρ ≈
0.2 mm. The maximum ellipticity of such a vortex was
Q = 0.93 (Fig. 1f), which is rather close to the theoreti-
cal limit. Unfortunately, even small shifts of the trans-
parency (by less than 2 µm) deteriorated the phase syn-
chronism conditions as a result of the wedge base vari-
ations, which resulted in a sharp drop in the ellipticity.

Figure 1d presents the experimental results for the
vortex shape ellipticity changing in response to the
beam waist radius variation. As can be seen, the exper-
imental points exhibit a very strong scatter around the
theoretical curve, reproducing only qualitatively the
Q(ρ) function. This is probably explained by uncer-
tainty in the beam axis position in the course of varia-
tion of the beam waist radius.

The above results show that the optical wedge tech-
nique offers good prospects for the generation of opti-
cal vortices in optical devices.
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